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Now you can add 51 "optical storage to SUN, microVAX, IBM PCs, PS/2,
and Macintosh in 1 s than an hour.
That beats the installation time for many hard disks .
And it's possible because Optotech 's subsystems come
complete. Drives ... controllers ... drivers ... documentation .
The works. And they're ready to work with existing software.
There's even a fast answer for adding optical storage
to other micros and minis ... our SCSI controller and software
toolkit.

Start cashing in on the huge demand for optical
storage. Optotech makes integration so easy, there's no
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Optotech, lnc.

reason to wait. Think of the millions of computer installations
in CAD archival storage ... imaging and graphics ... document
storage ... data distribution ... data collection ... and more .
Optical is the perfect storage solution. Because it combines
hard-disk convenience with data permanence and media
removability ... which means unlimited capacity on a
miser's budget.
Let your imagination go. Think of the opportunities
optical storage opens up with removable 400-megabyte
cartridges . Fast, random access. Unmatched data security.
Easy data distribution . Inherent data backup. And mag tape
cost ...with more than three times the data life.
Why wait? Your customers want optical stmage today.
And Optotech is the number one choice . We have more
drivers for more machines than anyone else. And the fastest
transfer rates , thanks to proprietary direct-read-during-write
technology. We've shipped thousands of optical drives since
1985. And have become the world 's largest OEM
supplier.
So don't wait
for the competition
to take the optical
orders. Write
._. ..
with light. And
~-·
write them yoursel ·.• - ~.. -·

Optotech, Inc.
Bringing your data to light

Trademark owners: SUN , Sun Microsystems:
microVAX, Digital Equipment Corp.,
IBM . PC, PS/2 , International Business Machines Corp.;
Macmtosh , Ap;>le Computer Inc.

Call 1-800-0PTICAL, extension 101,
for more information.
740 Wooten Road, Colorado Springs, CO 80915 , 303-570-7500
087107
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Concurrent Computer/Perkin-Elmer users

Concurrent Solutions
Your
computer

deserves
better.

unmatched flexibility that supports
any mix of SMD drives available
today. Including the full range from
Fujitsu and CDC, like the Eagle XP
and the 3MB/second 9772 XMD. We
don't limit your options, so you can
add the capacity you need today and
tomorrow. No other controller can
match its performance, error free
formatting and diagnostics.
For ultimate speed, use our
Solid State Disk. With 8MB to 256MB
of storage, it's up to 20 times faster
than conventional disks, and it can
be dual ported. Error scrubbing and
error logging are standard features
and it uses our 3200 series compatible memory modules.
Our SCSI Disk Controller opens
new opportunities for small systems.
Low cost 5.25 inch disks with ST-5o6,

Your old disk drives are
strangling your CPU. And costing
you money. You pay more every
month for maintenance, and more
every second in reduced performance. Adding a
A new disk drive
new disk to your • soMB MsM
can save you money,
OS/32 or XELOS
• 850MB XMD
and improve your
performance.
system couldn't
be easier with
Macrolink disk
ESDI and SCSI
controllers.
compatibility.
Today's
From 20MB to
disks give higher
over 700MB.
performance, COSt
Services/ MB
/'11rcbaseSIMB
BencbmarkTime
Interested
less and are smaller than ever
in Laser Disks? Our SCSI/Laser disk
before. Install 4 Gigabytes of disk in
interface gives you 1 Gigabyte of rethe same space as your old MSM 80. movable media on-line. We've made
You'll get 2.5 times faster transfers,
Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM) tech50% faster seeks and less total
nology available for your 3200 today.
power consumption.
.
New disks need new genera/ .: ·
tion controllers to.realize their full
/ ....ill
potential. Our MACRO 3+ has ~. ·•

Macrolink has more compatible
products for your computer than
anyone. More Tape Controllers,

Fujitsu 690MB
CDC736MB
CDC l .2GB

Memory, Communications, Disks,
and just about anything else you
might need. Call today for our
catalog, and find out why OEMs and
End Users make us their first choice.
Service and installation is available
world-wide, and from Concurrent
Computer Corp.
Macrolink Inc., 1500 North
Kellogg Drive, Anaheim, California
92807. Phone (714) 777-8800, TWX
910-591-1671, FAX (714) 777-8807.

Stay Concurrent
with Macrolink.

m

mactoHnk®inc"

Macro/Ink and tbe Macrcolink logo are trademarks of
Macro/ink Inc. Concurrent Computer and XELOS are

trademarks of Concunvmt Computer Corporation.
l'erkln-Elmer Is a registered trademark ofl'erkln-E/mer
Corporation.
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ONLY ONE OUT OF TEN NEC DRIVES WILL
FAIL IN THEIR UFETIME.
NEC has the lowest failure rate in the business.
During the average lifetime of an NEC drive, only one
out of ten will ever fail.
The best our competition can offer is two out of
ten. So ifyou use their drives, you'd better keep your
·fingers crossed.
Our new 9" drive makes us look even better. Its
MIBF rate is 50,000 POH. The highest rating for any
disk drive currently available.

How do NEC drives get to be more reliable? It starts
with the design. We test the design using computer
models.We also test every component for reliability.
Then each drive is dropped, heated, frozen, doused
and violently shaken. In production we burn-in every
drive for up to 48 hours. At 120° F.
Testing like this also allows us to guarantee the lowest DOA rate you'll find: 1% . And we 11 put it in writing.
Higher reliability is not the only thing you can depend on with NEC. You'll also get solid support with
a hotline to our plant for instant technical answers.

NEC has been coming through with reliable drives for
over 25 years. Today we're a $15 billion company with sales
worldwide. So you won't have to keep your fingers crossed
that we 11 still be in business a year from now.
Ifyou 're not getting all this from your disk drive
supplier, it's time you used your fingers to call us
at 1-800-343-4418 (in MA 617-264-8635).
Or write: NEC Information Systems,
Dept.1610, 1414 Massachusetts Ave.,
Boxborough, MA 01719.
CaC
Computers 1nd Communlc.ilon•
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NEC DISK DRNES.
RELIABILI1Y
RUNS IN THE FAMILY

NEC

NEC Information Systems, Inc.
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KEEPING AMERICA

COMPETITIVE
The Cahners magazines that
serve the computer/electronics industry , namely, Datamation, EDN.
EDN News, Electronic Business,
Electronics Purchasing, Electronic
Packaging and Production, MiniMicro Svstems, Semindconductor
International. and Test and Measurement World, have established
as an urgent priority the pledge to
help U.S. companies restore their
competitiveness. Mini-Micro Systems will present a series of
" Keeping America Competitive"
articles from October through
March I 988. These technical
articles will inform system integrators of the crucial product and
technology trends, issues and strategies hat manipulate the computer
marketplace.

.INTERPRETER
FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES
Brier Technology fields a first: a 20M-byte, 3112-inch flexible drive 23
Relying on a unique disk-storage technology, this start-up company
hopes to woo major OEM customers
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Atherton, ATI make a CASE for fast software development
. 34
These computer-aided software engineering tools may be the cure for
software development suffering from too many changes by too many people in too little time
INPUT DEVICES
Hand-held OCR scanner targets retail integrators
.. 34
The hand may not always be quicker than the eye, but it can be used to
best advantage when holding an optical character recognition scanner

•

IMPACT PS/2

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
IBM's PS/2 won't stall competing systems makers .
. . 38
Move over Micro Channel. Most major desktop computer vendors and
value-added resellers are pushing to maintain the IBM PC/AT bu s as the
hardware standard , along with the 80386 microprocessor-at least for the
near term

VAR views on the PS/2

.. 44

Compaq lures high-end buyers with 'mini-class' Deskpro . .

. . 52

For Apple, third-party activity is in the cards

.. 58
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Gauging the great graphics IC race (cover story) .

- -------·----- --- -- -p. 38

....-.

FEATURES
. . 68

Coprocessor revs up graphics performance
.. 70
Mounted on a single VLSI chip, two independent processors manipu late
graphics and text, and execute multiple windows in hardware.
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Acting as a general-purpose microprocessor with field-management
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Introducing
Equinox's
New
Data PBXs.
More for
Less.

Since 1984 our first generation Data
PBXs have provided reliable data
switching and connectivity solutions.
After shipping over 1000 systems
we learned what was good and
what could
be made even
better. Then
we set about
designing our
second generation . Here's
what we
came up
with :

More Throughput
Our new Data PBXs each
provide 25 Mbps throughput
for 660 simultaneous full
duplex connections at 19.2 kbps.
With double the throughput of our
first generation, and more than any
other comparable Data PBX; that's
enough for all the terminals, PCs,
computer ports and peripherals you
can throw at them.

T 1

Less$
Reduced manufacturing costs, due
to VLSI technology allowed us to
lower prices on our second generation Data PBXs. More features for less money means
maximum value for your data
switching dollar.

More of the Same
We kept the Equinox hallmarks of reliability, easy installation, comprehensive
wiring solutions and
user friendly operation .
We based our second
generation on the same architecture as our first generation
DS-5 and DS-15 Data PBXs.
They look the same,
configure the same,
even the names have
stayed the same.

Networking

More Connectivity
T1 links join individual Data PBXs to
form large multi-node Local or Wide
Area Networks supporting many
thousands of lines. You can use
twisted-pair, telco, microwave or
fiber optic links to solve virtually any
connectivity problem.

So if you already
own an Equinox
Data PBX, all the
features of our
new generation
can easily be added to your network.
If you need the most advanced
Data PBX available, don't wait a
minute more.

Call 1-800-DATA-PBX

More Network Security
Dialback Security available as an
option shields your network from
unauthorized access by dial-in
users. This feature lets you restrict
dial-up access to designated users
at pre-defined locations during specified time periods.
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In Florida: (305) 255-3500
Equinox Systems Inc.
14260 S.W. 119th Avenue
Miami, FL 33186

EQUINOX
Smart Connections For Dumb Terminals
CIRCLE NO. 6 ON INQUIRY CARD
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EDITORIAL
COMPETITIVENESS
=COMMITMENT
In the worldwide marketplace, over the past
few years, computer/electronic product competition has intensified. And, unfortunately,
American-built products, in general, have
been found deficient. A look at recent import/
export data dramatically demonstrates this
finding. Since 1984, American electronic
products have posted negative balances. In
1985, imports exceeded exports by $6.5 billion; in 1986, the difference doubled to $13. l
billion.
Of course, much of the blame centers on
questionable U.S. government trade policies,
the mind-boggling $2 trillion federal deficit
and the overvalued dollar. Some of the
blame, though, must be shouldered by the
U.S. manufacturing industry. U.S. companies
have lost their competitiveness, claims Sony
Corp. chairman Akio Morita, because they
have pursued short-term profit at the expense
of long-term planning and investment.
According to Mark Shepherd Jr., chairman
of Texas Instruments Inc., the strategy to
make the United States more competitive requires that companies adapt new technology,
particularly information technology, into the
manufacturing process. Such adaption would
result in improved efficiency, reduced costs
and higher quality.
To obtain increased competitiveness, U.S.
companies must treat manufacturing as an integrated system process. In the past, common
practices for improving manufacturing methods have focused mainly on solving isolated
problems. Now, however, global competition
mandates an overall analysis that ties manufacturing into the company's total business
planning strategy. Shepherd proposes that
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM)
will reduce the time it takes to get a product
from the idea stage to the marketplace, and at
improved profitability.
Business Week calls this approach " flexible
manufacturing." It lets manufacturers cusMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987

tomize one product line or shift quickly from
product to product with nearly the same
equipment. This approach differs radically
from traditional mass production and assembly line techniques that don't allow variations.
The computer system equipment for upgrading and enhancing U.S. manufacturing is
available now. CAD and CAM systems, when
properly integrated and employed, can trim
design, production, rework, inventory and
labor costs by 50 percent to 85 percent, according to recent studies.
Although the need to implement new technology is recognized throughout the manufacturing industry, and is acknowledged to be
critical to making and keeping the United
States competitive, a recent Coopers & Lybrand study, "Made in America, a survey of
Manufacturing's Future," reveals that U.S.
manufacturers' use of advanced systems is
still relatively modest. What's more, the survey observes, because of financial investment,
U.S. manufacturers are reluctant to apply advanced technologies now, and they appear unlikely to do so in the near future.
In the light of those findings , therefore,
what U.S. companies must do to be competitive is bold and revolutionary. They must
make a total commitment to product quality
control and to a willingness to change. They
must overhaul their corporate culture, radically shift their managerial mind-set and educate
their employees. With technology, equipment
and expertise in place, smarter ideas will then
more quickly and easily turn into better products.

George V. Kotelly
Chief Editor
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LETTERS
SIMPLE ANSWERS

Albrand , complained about the use of
American slang in some articles in
Mini-Micro Systems. The letter drew
several responses. Here's another one.

To the editor:
In "Bar code readers check out as
'most perplexing' automation tool,"
(MMS , June, Page 46), you list "the
three impediments to efficient reading To the editor:
I agree fully with Albrand. The need
of bar codes ... orientation, smudging
and limits on length." There are some for clarity in written language is indeed
important for questions of cross-culturvery simple answers.
I. It is true that bar code orientation al understanding. It is also significant to
is a critical limitation. However, a wide precise transmission of knowledge in a
range of contact and non-contact (usu- situation where an "explainer," a perally laser) scanners is available to meet son, is simply not available. But the
most requirements, and careful atten- central issue is that clarity of exprestion to matching the scanner to its in- sion represents underlying thinking. It
tended use will usually yield more than is indicative of the fact that the writer
takes the trouble to think at all, and it
satisfactory results.
2. Smudging is quite often a problem reflects the thoroughness with which the
when improper printing technology is thinking takes place.
chosen. Labels hastily generated by a
The distinction between written and
dot-matrix printer and quickly pressed spoken language is the distinction beinto service will naturally be prone to tween completely controlled linguistic ·
smearing. Alternate printing tech- behavior and spoken, interactive transniques, such as laser, thermal and pho- actions. The failure to maintain this
to-positive, can provide much more distinction .is important. It betrays an
resistance to smearing, heat and sol- underlying sloppiness in thought that
vents.
can rightly bring the reader to doubt
3. Bar'code length limits are general- that the writer has anything important
ly a problem imposed by unrealistic . to say. When we fall back on a spoken
expectations. A bar code label is not turn of speech to make a point in an
meant to provide all the information expository context (e.g., a technical
about the item to which it is attached, publication), we are making the addijust as a Social Security number cannot tional statement that we really don't
contain the life history of the card hold- have to be taken seriously.
er. Both are merely identifiers used to
But more is at stake than the commuaccess more detailed information in nication of some ideas. The organ also
some sort of database. A six-digit nu- bears a social responsibility for some
meric label has one million possible measure of intellectual leadership. The
variations, enough for most applica- tone in which it publishes says sometions. An alphanumeric label has con- thing about its perception of this role.
siderably more.
Barney Milstein
Joel Postman
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002
Product Manager
TPS Electronics
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303

UP THE UPS
MORE ON SLANG
Editor's note:
In the "Letters" section of the June
issue, a reader from France, Solveig
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To the editor:
In "The safe way to figure UPS
specs" (MMS, June , Page 105), there
were a few very important pieces of the
puzzle omitted.

First of all , the quality of the AC
power provided by the utility company
is probably better than it's ever been.
The bulk of the power problems we see
at the computer today begins to unfold
at the building distribution box: when
we power elevators, air conditioners,
fans , punch presses-creating noise ,
voltage spikes and sags, and a number
of other power line disturbances.
The suggested solution to the problem is to add a UPS (Uninterruptible
Power System). While this is true, you
must be certain it is a properly designed
UPS and, equally important, properly
installed . All UPSes do not provide
total protection, even to the point that
many devices advertised as UPSes are
in fact Standby Power Systems (SPS)
with switch and start-up sequences.
What should a UPS do besides provide continuous power to the load?
First of all, the power should be in the
form of a sine wave and consistent with
ANSI ADP range (110-125 VAC). Total
harmonic distortion should be kept to a
minimum: less than 5 percent THO is
most desirable. It must also perfrom to
these standards when operated with linear, non-linear, or combinations of
these loads and across a wide range of
power factors.
To further complicate matters, the
UPS must provide all of the requirements across the spectrum of the UPS
power capability: i.e., minimal load to
full load and in normal and/or inverter
mode (depending on design approach).
It should also be UL approved.
An additional consideration, which is
inherent to the design, is efficiency to
85 percent to 90 percent or better. Inefficiency of the UPS design is transformed into heat, which will contribute
to premature failure of the UPS itself,
plus create additional load on the air
conditioning. In either case, energy is
lost.
N.J. Geiger
Western Regional Sales Manager
AT&T Co.
Mesquite, Texas 75149
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A Quality High-Resolution Image...
The GX-2000 is the latest in Modgraph's series of high-resolution monochrome
graphics/alphanumeric terminals. In a contemporary enclosure, it provides our field
proven TEK 4010/4014 emulation and VTl OO/VT220 compatibility in a reliable low
cost graphics terminal.
A 15" anti-glare flat screen produces a crisp 1024 x 780 image with TRUE ZOOM
capability. Optional features include: memory for three additional graphics screens,
TEK 4631 hardcopy interface, composite video and mouse or data tablet.

Trademarks:
Tektronix, Inc.-4105/ 4010/ 4014/ 4631
DigitaIEquipment Corp.-vr100,vr220

149 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington , MA01803
(617) 229-4800, outside MA (800) 327-9962
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Image courtesy of
Computervision Corp.
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The right choice.
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The peop ew oo er you
the best service now offer you
a Dataproducts laser P.rinter
that may never neeil any.
At Kierulff, we've built our entire company around customer service.
Our technical design assistance program is an industry
standard. Along with our ability to integrate systems to your
specific needs. And provide you with complete testing services.
We also know that the best service of all is to provide you
with a product that's designed not to need service. That's why
we're offering the new Dataproducts LZR 1230 Printer.
For starters, the rugged construction of the new 1230
gives it an estimated 600,000 page life. Most personal laser
printers are calling it quits after just 100,000 pages. In addition, the duty cycle is a staggering 10,000 pages per month.
You don't have to babysit this printer, either. The LZR 1230
can automatically feed up to 750 jam-free pages of various
sizes. And you're not limited to just paper. You can get laser
quality printing on envelopes, labels and transparencies too.
KIERULFF

With three concurrent interfaces, the new 1230 can be used
by three different systems simultaneously. Without constantly
switching cables. Or adding any expensive hardware.
After all, when it comes to system solutions, Kierulff wrote
the book. Our Systems Product Guide is the industry's most
complete, single-source of product information available on
I I ; twenty-two leading manufacturers of systems, periph~~ erals, software and accessories. Contact us for your
copy or look for Volume 3-KE of the Gold Book.
Call 1-800-FOR PROS. It'll connect you to the people who
offer the best service.
And the Dataproducts laser printer that may never need any.

KIERUIFF

Our people are the best part.

a division of DUCOMMUN INCORPORATED
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BREAKPOINTS
MICB.OPOLIS OUT OF CHUTE WITH 760M-BYTE, 8 1/,-INCH WINCHESTER

Look for Micropolis Corp. to introduce a 765M-byte, 51/4-inch Winchester disk
drive later this month. The eight-platter 1500 series, available in ESDI and SCSI
versions, will be priced at about $2,300 in quantities of 2,500. Production is
slated for April 1988. The announcement makes Micropolis, Chatsworth, Calif.,
the second vendor with such a drive. Maxtor Corp. of San Francisco introduced
a similar drive last year. Micropolis will also this month unveil SCSI and ESDI
versions of the Series 1600 180M-byte, half-height 5%-inch Winchesters. They
will be available in the first quarter of 1988 at about $800 in OEM quantities.
-Mike Seither

SEIKO BRINGING OUT PS/2-COMPATIBLE COLOB. MONITOR

In January, Seiko Instruments U.S.A. Inc., San Jose, expects to begin volume shipments of a $1,095 high-end color monitor for IBM Corp.'s PS/2. The
CM-1430 multiple-frequency scanning unit operates in a variety of IBM Corp.
PC graphics modes at resolutions of 320 by 200, 640 by 350 or 640 by 480
pixels. In the PS/2's video graphics adapter (VGA) mode, the monitor achieves a
resolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels at a scanning rate of 43.5 Hz. The monitor
features a separate video output for such peripherals as slave monitors or
copiers to prevent signal degradation.-Mike Seither
TOSHIBA AIMS TO BE PB.ICE LEADER IN BIG WINCHESTERS
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Toshiba America Inc. is ballking on pricing to muscle in on the crowded
380M-byte, 5%-inch rigid disk drive OEM market. The company's disk products
division, in Irvine, Calif.,1is coming out with the MK250, a 382M-byte Winchester with an access time of 18 msec, for less than $1,700. That compares with
about $2,000 for similar drives. Toshiba is also trying to differentiate itself
from the crowd with hybrid tracking that combines dedicated and embedded
servo systems. The MK250, with a data transfer rate of 15M bytes per second,
will be previewed next month at COMDEX/Fall, Las Vegas. Sample units are
expected in January, with production planned for the second quarter of 1988.
-Mike Seither

MINISCRIBE TOUTS STABILITY WITH 'CLAMSHELL' DB.IVE DESIGN

MiniScribe Corp.'s new high-capacity 5%-inch Winchester disk drives, out
this month, are nicknamed "the clamshells" due to their vertically split casting, in which one side holds the spindle and the rotary actuator. The
Longmont, Colo., company claims the clamshell approach guards against shaft
movement in cases where vendors stack as many as eight disks to increase
capacity, as they can with MiniScribe's latest Series 9000 family . The high-end
382M-byte version, available with either SCSI and ESDI interfaces, will cost
about $1,900 in OEM quantities.-Mike Seither
PARADISE UNVEILS VGA VIDEO CHIP, BOARDS
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Paradise Systems Inc.'s PVGAl, a PS/2-compatible video chip made to surpass
IBM Corp.'s VGA (Video Graphics Arrey), goes into full production this month.
The key advantage of the PVGAl, as compared to other VGA chips, is its full
hardware and software compatibility with the VGA, according to the South
San Francisco, Calif., company, With a proprietary BIOS, the chip costs $60 in
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BREAKPOINTS
100-unit OEM quantities. Next month, the company plans to begin shipping
two board-level VGA products-the VGA Professional Card and the VGA Plus
Card-both of which are based on the PVGAl chip. Suggested retail prices are
$599 and $399, respectively. All of Paradise's new products will be shown at
next month's COMDEX show in Las Vegas.-Dave Simpson
DOUBLE-BARRELED SEClJB.ITY AT 9,600 BPS

Look for Cermetek Microelectronics Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., to introduce next
month at COMDEX/FALL in Las Vegas a V.32 modem fashioned with security in
mind. The 9,600-bps device uses menu-driven software that requires eightcharacter passwords on both the sending and receiving ends. The passwords
can be any combination of numbers and uppercase and lowercase letters,
making it difficult for intruders using random dialing programs to break into
a computer system. For additional security, the Cermetek model 9600S has a
call-back feature that redials only users with authorized telephone numbers.
Price is pending.-Mike Seither
CONTROL DATA PREMIERES l'IB.ST G-BYTE 8-INCH WINCHESTER

Minneapolis-based Control Data Corp. expects to begin production before the
year-end of the industry's first G-byte 8-inch Winchester. The Sabre 1230 has a
capacity of l.23G bytes and an average access time of 16 msec. Available with a
SMD, SCSI or IPI-2 interface, the Sabre 1230 features a data transfer rate of
2.46M bytes per second. OEM pricing is $6,470. Samples are available.
-Mike Seither

LASEB.DB.IVE WOB.M EMULATES MAGNETIC DISKS

Laserdrive Ltd., Santa Clara, Calif., this month introduces the LaserBank 800
WORM optical disk drive. The 810M-byte drive comes in a 5%-inch form factor
and, via software in its embedded SCSI controller, emulates standard magnetic
disk drives. The company will show the drive at next month's COMDEX show
in Las Vegas. Suggested retail price is $4,900; in OEM quantities, $3,200 .
.-

Dave Simpson

1'1JT1JB.E DOMAIN' DEBUTS PS/2 SCSI HOST ADAPTER

Future Domain Corp., Tustin, Calif., this month begins shipping evaluation
units of its MCS-350 SCSI host adapter, which links SCSI devices to IBM Corp.'s
PS/2 Models 50, 60 and 80. The adapter's transfer rate is l.67M bytes per
second, and the company claims full compatibility with the Micro Channel bus.
Production quantities are slated for late in the fourth quarter, with prices
pegged at $390 for single units. -Dave Simpson
HP BB.IN'GS l'IB.ST 'BlJBBLEJET' THEBMAI. PB.INTER TO MAB.KET

The first color printer to make it to the marketplace with "bubblejet" thermal-ink-jet technology is Paint.Jet from Hewlett-Packard Co., Cupertino, Calif.
In bubblejet, heat forms a bubble in the reservoir, and that forces the ink
through nozzles and onto the paper. The printhead has no tubes to clog and no
moving parts to wear out. In addition, the ink and printhead are in a disposable cartridge, dispensing with reservoirs that need to be refilled. HP suggests
you throw awey the cartridges after producing 1, 100 text pages with a blackink cartridge or 180 graphics pages in color (cyan, magenta, yellow). That
should reduce the clogging that comes with extended use. Color cartridges sell
for $34.95; black cartridges for $27.95. Paint.Jet is priced at $1,395.
--J1.m Donohue
16
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In additioit,
factors. The FD-135 Series, ~
k drives. Next, our
40mm high FD-35 Series which set an industry record or quiet operation. Then there's our
FD-35FN-23. It fits a standard SJA-inch floppy disk drive opening and offers instant plug-in
compatibility with 5JA-inch drives.
To over 9 million users of our FD-55 Series 5JA-inch floppy disk drives, the distinctive
TEAC arrow stands for precision performance and proven long-term reliability. Now, with
our line of 3V2-inch micro floppy disk drives, we're going all out to repeat ourselves.

Built to Fanatical Standards. TEAC®

INSTRUMENTATION AND COMPUTER PRODUCTS DMSIONS, 7733 TELEGRAPH ROAD, MONTEBELLO, CA 90640
EAST (617) 475-7311
SOUTH/MIDWEST (312) 934-4411
ROCKY MOUNTAIN (602) 242-4025 (303) 427-3443 (801) 532-2111
NORTHWEST (408) 727-1427
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (213) 727-7682 726-0303
CANADA FUTURE ELECTRONICS INC. (514) 694-7710
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COJllPE'l'ITION DRIVES DOWN PllICBS OP COLOB. DO'l'-MA'l'llIX PB.IN'l'BB.S

Six major vendors of color dot-matrix printers have reduced prices since the
first of the year. They are Epson America Corp., Facit Inc., Fujitsu Ltd., NEC
Informations Systems Inc., Okidata and Toshiba America Inc. For example,
Fujitsu launched five color dot-matrix printers in the third quarter and cut
the prices on three established models, including the DL 260 (from $1,795 to
$1,695). The reductions range from 5 percent to 20 percent. Some of the cuts
reflect competition among vendors and include spinoff effects from IBM
Corp.'s announcement of its low-cost Proprinters.-Cha.rles Lecompte
CALIPEB. SHIPS Hif'l'C-COJllPA'l'IBLE, 3480-S'l'YLE 'l'APE DB.IVE

California Peripherals Corp. (CaliPer) is scheduled·to begin shipping the
long-deleyed, 240M-byte CP-240 tape drive next. The unit, held up for modifications, is compatible with HI/I'C (half-inch tape cartridge) recording format
standards and uses IBM Corp. 3480-compatible cartridges. In quantities of 500,
the CP-240 costs $1,285. The Torrance, Calif., company will show the drives,
which are manufactured by The Nakamichi Corp. of Tokyo, at next month's
COMDEX/Fall in Las Vegas, where it will also introduce the 150M-byte, 18track CP-150 quarter-inch tape cartridge drive.-Da.ve Simpson

AB.EH '1'0 BB.ING OUT lllIDB.ANGE MlJ'L'l'IPB.OCBSSOB. SYS'l'Elll
Arete Systems Corp., San Jose, plans to fill out its line of multiprocessor
computers with the midrange model 825, to be announced later this month.
Listing for about $40,000, the 825 comes with a single 25-Mhz Motorola Inc.
MC68020 processor; BM bytes of memory, expandable to 64M bytes; al 70Mbyte Winchester disk drive; and a streaming tape drive. The system can accommodate an additional processing unit and enough I/O processors for 128 users.
Arete is also taking the wraps off an expansion chassis that holds a ninetrack tape drive, an 8-inch Winchester (337M bytes or 690M bytes) and a
12-inch optical disk drive. The 825 is available now and will be shown next
month at COMDEX/Fall in Las Vegas. -Mike Seither
BIG BLUE 'l'ES'l'S OEM WA'l'EB.S WI'l'H 387M-BY'l'E, &11.-mcH DISK DB.IVE

The Systems Products Division of IBM Corp., White Plains, N.Y., is putting
out feelers to OEMs in an attempt to sell its 387M-byte Winchester. IBM's
model 671, with an access time of about 23 msec, uses thin-film media and
ferrite heads. Price: $4 to $5 per megabyte. IBM officials sey the drive will be
available in production quantities in January.-Mike Seither
PLASMON PB.EPAB.BS IBM 3363-COJllPA'l'IBLE OP'l'ICAL DISKS
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Reportedly, IBM Corp. has already shipped over 10,000 5114-inch 3363 optical
disk drives-the 200M-byte devices announced with the PS/2s in April. These
surprisingly huge shipments are spurring demand for compatible media. At
next month's COMDEX show, look for such media from Plasmon Data Systems,
a San Jose subsidiary of Plasmon Ltd. of England. The company has already
tested the disks and last month began cartridge packaging. Retail prices are
expected to be about $65, with evaluation shipments due in the first quarter
of next year. -Dave Simpson
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To most computer vendors,
VARs are just a way of doing business.
To Texas Instruments,
theyi-e away of life.
At Texas Instruments, we have a refreshingly simple approach to doing
business. We sell our multi-user computer systems to VARs. Our VARs sell them
to their customers.
If this sounds straightforward to you,
that's because it is. You see, unlike most
vendors, we dedicate our selling effort
to our VARs. So not only do we work
harder than most to ensure our VARs'
success, we completely avoid situations
like cross-channel conflicts that can
come between a VAR and a vendor.
A s a TI System 1000 Series VAR,
you'll be working with a product family,
designed using industry standards, that's
expandable from two to 128 users. But
just as important, you'll be working with
a company that has over 15 years' experience in helping VARs succeed.
Take our field-based software migration support program, for example. It
allows you to bring your applications
software into the System 1000 Series environment without your normal heavy
investment requirements. And with our
product evaluations, leasing options,
sales and technical training and our 25
nationwide service locations behind
you, you'll find us very easy to deal with.
You'll also benefit from our focused
marketing support programs and receive
leads from our extensive advertising
campaigns and trade shows. Once we've
helped you find a customer, we'll also
provide you with a hardware and software growth path that will help you
provide superior protection for your
customer's computing investment.
Pictured left: Texas Instruments, Data
Systems Group Headquarters in Austin, Texas,
home of approximately 2, 500 employees and
over 50 natit1e white-tailed deer.
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"Tl System V for the System 1100 and System 1300
incorporates the XENIX• V operating system;
Tl System V for the System 1500 is derived from the
UN IX System V. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T.
XENI X is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
IC 1987 Tl 36127

provides you with maximum programming efficiency.
What's more, we've enhanced our TI
System V capabilities to make it more
suitable for the business environment,
with features like interactive command
menus, on-line help screens and a userfriendly command language.

Make our way of life a part of
yours; become a TI VAR.

Tl's new System 1000 Series can take
your customers from start-up to where
they plan to end up, with unmatched
protection of their hardware and software investment.

TI System V-The UNIX®
operating environment for the
business environment.
To help you satisfy almost any size application with common development
tools, we've based our System 1000 Series
on an enhanced version of the UNIX V
standard, TI System V: With source
code compatibility, data file management, user interfaces, communications
and languages common to our entire
System 1000 Series family, TI System V

Add it all up and compare what we can
offer with what you're getting from your
present vendor. We think you'll find nobody works harder to help VARs succeed
than TL When you consider the wide
sales appeal of our System 1000 Series,
our full line of printers and terminals
and our competitive margins, you can
see what makes TI the vendor of choice
in multi-user systems.
To find out more, call us toll-free at
1-800-527-3500. We'll explain how easy
it is to get started with TI or one of our
distributors, and how hard we'll work to
help you succeed.

TEXAS ~

INSTRUMENTS

Finallya TIT:.34010 graphic_s .controllercard
in sync with your 286/386-based application
Vectrix matches your high-speed microprocessor with high-speed
graphics. The PRESI'O! graphics controller card utilizes a proprietary
Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA), the 11-34010 graphics controller,
512K to 4.5 MBytes of on-board DRAM, and a unique organization of
high-speed video shifter RAMS. The result - line drawing speeds in
excess of 10 million pixels per second.
5 YEARS OF GRAPHICS EXPERIENCE

PRESI'O!'s optional Line Drawing Engine accelerates the speed of the
11-34010. Bitblts, raster ops and enhanced OMA transfer capabilities
further enhance PRESI'O!'s speed.
Thus PRESI'O! is ready to provide the graphics for your next system.
And Vectrix stands ready to serve you with state-of-the-art technology,
proven product reliability, and an engineering staff capable of
translating your system needs into product functionality.

Sophisticated technology like this doesn't just
happen. Vectrix has been a leader in the complicated and competitive field of graphics for
over five years. During that time, we have
assembled an experienced, innovative engineering staff ready to focus their expertise on
your system needs.

SPECIFICATIONS

Resolution - 1280 x 1024 or 1024 x 768
Available in the following configurations:
16 colors
256 colors from a palette of 4096
256 colors from a palette of 16.8 million
Speed - 10,000,000 pixels per second
Average Block Move: 25 million bits/ second
Horizontal line or fill: 50 million bits/ second
OMA speed: matches host bus speed
Interface - 16-bit PC family
Video - 60 Hz non-interlaced
SOFIWARE DEVEWPMENT TOOIS
Industry-standard PGL Command Set
Compatibility
PRESI'O! 11-34010 Developer Toolkit
PRESI'O! PGL Developer Toolkit

OEM-ORIENTED

DEVEWPMENT TOOIS
Because they understand your requirements,
our engineers provide a variety of tools to
simplify applications development. Onboard
high-level graphics commands are accessible directly or through standard
programming language libraries provided
on disk. Our PRESI'O! 11-34010 Toolkit
simplifies development of customized
firmware. An optional RAM card is available for either data storage or additional
code.

Tl is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments. Dallas. Texas

Vectrix Corporation, 2606 Branchwood Drive,. Greensboro, NC 27408
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INTERPRETER
FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES

Brier Technology fields a first:
a 20M-byte, 3 1/2-inch flexible drive
Mike Seither, Senior Editor

Brier's first product uses a proprietary system that embeds continuous
servo information into the magnetic
oxide coating of a standard 31/2-inch
high-density disk. The company
claims that it has been able to divide
the disk's oxide media into two logical layers. Servo information in the
deeper layer, recorded at a very low
freq ency, is used to keep the read/
write head on track. The upper layer
is dedicated solely to user data and is
written at a much higher frequency
than the servo information.
By comparison, most vendors selling 5 1/4-inch disk drives in the range of
4M bytes to !OM bytes embed servo
information directly on the data surface. As a result, up to half the total
data area is given up to servo.
Thanks to this buried-servo system,

San Jose start-up Brier Technology
Inc. hopes to turn a few heads at the
COMDEX/Fall show in Las Vegas
next month when it introduces a
20M-byte, 31/2-inch flexible disk
drive. That's more than double the
storage of the newest breed of highcapacity 51/4-inch flexible disk drives.
With an average access time of 35
msec, Brier's BT 3020 high-capacity
product also rivals the performance of
comparable-size Winchester disks
and offers a removable media to boot.
This is something that is attractive to
OEMs and system integrators working in the engineering, scientific and
military segments, where workstations are shared and the best way
to protect one's data is to remove it.

Brier has been able to overcome the
biggest technical hurdle-track density. The BT 3020 has 777 tracks per
inch, compared with the 96 tpi on a
regular 5 1/4-inch disk. By increasing
the bit density and using advanced
Embedded servos (left) typically
use part of the data surface to the
entire depth of the oxide media to
store read/ write head tracking information. Brier horizontally divides the
oxide into two logical layers (right).
Prerecorded, continuous servo information is written at a low frequency
onto the lower. Data is written over
the entire upper layer at a high frequency. Brier's drive electronics
sends data one way and head tracking information another.

HOW BRllR PACKS A BT 3020 DISK
BRIER'S MAGNETICALLY BURIED SERVO

EMBEDDED OR INTERLEAVED SERVO
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Introducing The Only 1" High
Microfloppy Disk Drive

Big Enough 10 Be A Mitsubishi.

At just 1" high, our new MF353C and
MF355C 311211 microfloppy drives are
designed to give your system a giant
edge in performance and reliability.
Developed by Mitsubishi-a $13 billion dollar corporation with resources
worldwide-the MF353C and MF355C
integrate easily into today's small,
lightweight PC designs.
When it comes to features, our
microfloppies offer sizable
advantages.
Unformatted memory is an impressive
LOMB on the MF353C; 2.0MB on the
MF355C. HCMOS-based LSI architecture with fewer parts and single SY
power requirements reduce power
consumption while providing unsur-

passed dependability and longer product life. Another big advantage from
Mitsubishi: The MF355C is downwardly compatible with the MF353C.

innovation, proven performance and
reliable, on-time delivery has made
Mitsubishi the supplier of choice among
the biggest OEMs in the business.

A complete family
Memory
Model
Power
Size Height
Capacity
No.
Requirements
of floppies.
(Unformatted)
Whether 3 1/2", 514 11 or MF353B
31/z" 1.26"
lMB
+SY and + 12V
8" form factor, Mitsubishi MF355B
31/z" 1.26"
1MB/2MB
+ SY and +12V
has just the floppy drive MF353C 3Vz" l"
lMB
+SY
you need and available
3Vz" l"
MF355C
1MB/2MB
+SV
5114" 1.61"
O.SMB
+SY and +12V
in quantity. Representing MFSOlB
MF504B
5114" 1.61" O.SMB/ 1MB/ 1.6MB +SV and +12V
over two decades of
M2896
8"
2.25"
l.6MB
+SY and + 24V
design and manufacturing expertise, each Mitsubishi drive is
For complete information on how our
vertically integrated to include our own
floppy family can make a big difference
ICs, read-write heads, motors, and other in your PC designs, contact Mitsubishi
critical components.
Electronics America, Inc., Computer
It all comes down to quality.
Peripherals Division, 991 Knox Street,
Torrance, CA 90502. Telephone: (213)
The result is unparalleled Mitsubishi
515-3993, and ask for our Peripherals
quality from top to bottom, inside
and out. A reputation for product
Sales Department.
Your Reliable Resource For Reliable Disk Drives.

Mitsubishi
Sales Offices
Carrollton, TX (214) 241-5300 •Hackensack, NJ (201) 488-1001
Minnetonka, MN (612) 938-7779 •Mt. Prospect, IL (312) 298-9223
Norcross, GA (404) 662-0758 •Sunnyvale, CA (408) 730-5900
Torrance, CA (213) 515-3993 •'*>burn, MA (617) 938-1220

'
MITSUBISHI
. . . . ELECTRONICS

© 1987 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.
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See Us at COMDEX , Booth #1160

Now available for
TandyVARs

The New Tandy®4000
A price breakthrough
in high-performance
80386 technology.
Make the Tandy 4000 part of your system and
unleash the incredible power of the 32-bit, 16megahertz 80386 microprocessor. With the 4000,
you can configure a 386 system for less than you
might pay for a 286 model.
The 4000 will run PC and AT® software with
awesome speed. And when OS/2™ becomes available, you can realize the full potential of 80386.
When used with XENIX~ the 4000 can be the
heart of a multiuser office system. Or configure
the 4000 as a file server in a 3Com® workgroup:
The 4000 features 1 MB RAM (expandable to
16 MB), a 1.4 MB 3 1/z" disk drive, two additional
device slots, six AT-and two XT™ slots. Serial
and parallel ports are included, too .
The Tandy 4000 is available through the Tandy
Value-Added Resale program. Tandy
VARs have no annual volume commitment. Discounts are based on the
number of computers ordered at
one time, with bonuses based
on quarterly purchases.
There are extra incentives for leased orders

~~:~:~s~~~======~---~~~=~~~~;;;;~
mdn~wo~mdm~
~
tiuser system sales. A convenience buying option allows Tandy VARs to
purchase selected accessory items from Radio
Shack Computer Centers at a discount. Call or
return the coupon today.

Tandy Computers:
Because there is no better value. TM

Send Information
on Tandy's VAR
program and products.
Mail To: Radio Shack
Dept. 88-A-576
300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102

Tandy Corporation
Value-Added Resale

Name

I

- - ,

Company_______

Address _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ State__

I

ZIP

Phone _ _ _ _ _ __
MMS 10/87

AT/Reg. TM and XTfrM IBM Corp. XENIX/Reg. TM and OS/2frM
Microsoft Corp . 3Com/Reg. TM 3Com Corp.

(817) 390-3099
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FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES

data-encoding schemes, company officials say, even a 40M-byte drive is
not out of the question.
Cuts into tape backup

"Brier appears to have one of the
most significant [mass storage] products in recent memory," says Phil
Devin, director of the data-storage
industry service for Dataquest Inc. of
San Jose. "This kind of device will
have a major influence on small computer systems for at least the next four
years."
Devin forecasts that as many as
142,000 such drives could be sold in
1989, with shipments ballooning to
350,000 in 1990.
Other analysts tend to agree. "If
marketed properly, it could cut a hell
of a swath in the tape-backup business," says Bob Katzive, vice president of Disk/Trend Inc. , the Los
Altos, Calif., publishing and market
research outfit that tracks the disk
drive industry.
Brier president John Bizjak says the
company will have evaluation units
ready sometime in the second quarter
of 1988, with full production by midyear. Brier will manufacture two basic
versions: An OEM model with an
embedded small computer systems
interface (SCSI) will sell for about
$495 in quantities of 5,000. Retail
drives, with add-in SCSI host adapter
cards for IBM Corp. 's PC and Apple
Computer Inc. 's Macintosh, will sell
for about $995. User prices for the
servo-written disks will be less than
$20, Bizjak says.
Brier is not going it alone with the
new BT 3020. The company has lined
up tape drive vendor Irwin Magnetics
Inc., Ann Arbor, Mich., as a second
source to manufacture the drive and
the servo-written disks.
Jack Taylor, Brier's vice president
of marketing, says the drive ought to
appeal to three distinct classes of
OEMs. First are producers of laptop
computers, who may use the drive as
a primary storage device in favor of
delicate Winchesters. A laptop's rigid
disk drive typically requires I OW to
I SW and runs continuously, draining
the limited battery power of these
small computers. Brier's drive is rated
26

LOOKING INllDI BRllR'I BT 3020
Number of disks
Date surfaces
Heeds
Tracks per Inch
Bits per Inch
Actuator type

Interface

1

2
2
777
26,000
linear voice coil
SCSI

Power dlalpetion

9W

Media
Dimensions (Inches)
Weight (lbs)

high density, 3'12-inch disk
5.75X4.QX1 .625

1.6
Source: Brier Technology Inc.

at 9W and automatically shuts down
after several seconds when not in use,
saving precious battery power. The
company claims it takes about one
second to power up the drive again.
Screaming after streaming

A second market will be for vendors of desktop systems, file servers
and workstations. Engineers, who
often share those workstations, are
concerned about protecting their
work, according to Brier research. As
a companion peripheral, the Brier
drive could be used both as a back-up
device for another Winchester or as a
secondary drive. Company officials
say the 20M-byte flexible disk drive
has a major performance advantage
over streaming tape-data can be
found randomly rather than sequentially.
Finally, Brier hopes to woo the military establishment and commercial
customers. For those kinds of users,
secure data means removable data;
flexible disks, unlike most Winchesters, are easily removed and locked
up. (However, Tandon Corp.,
Chatsworth, Calif., and Alps America
USA Inc., San Jose, have recently
introduced removable Winchesters.)
The move to 3 V2 inches

Of course, system integrators aren't
exactly suffering from a shortage of
choices when it comes to removable
media. But nothing on the market
seems to combine the compact packaging, Winchester-like performance
and low-cost media that Brier intends
to offer, analysts say. For example, a

20M-byte Bernoulli Box standalone
subsytem from Iomega Corp. , Roy ,
Utah, carries an OEM price tag of
about $650. But volume pricing for
the Iomega removable 20M-byte
disks ranges from $50-$60, about
twice Brier's end-user cost.
On a smaller scale, several vendors
are marketing high-capacity flexible
disk drives that fit inside a standard
5 1/4-inch slot. Konica Technology Inc.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. , is just beginning
volume shipments of a I OM-byte flexible disk drive, the KT510, that can
also read standard 360K-byte personal computer disks , and 1.2M-byte
PC/ AT disks. The drive, with an average access time of about 7 5 msec, sells
to OEMs for about $400. Servo-written disks will cost users about $20 to
$25.
At least two other vendors have
5 1/4-inch flexible disk drives in the

PACT F I L l - - - - - BT 3020

Brier Technology Inc.
2363 Bering Drive
San Jose, Calif. 95131
(408) 435-8463

Cln:le 473
.. A 3'h ·inch flexible disk drive with a formatt ed
capacity of 21 .4M bytes.
•• uses standard high density 3'h-inch media
with prerecorded servo information.
* * Seek time averages 35 msec. Actuator type:
linear voice coil motor.
•• Available with embedded SCSI interface or
SCSI host adapter kit for IBM Corp. PCs and
Apple Computer Inc. Macintoshes.
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This could be the start of something big.
If you 're evaluating high performance 3'12 "
rigid drives for your next system, our newest little
number might make a difference. Because all 3'12"
drives are not created equal.
We know what it takes to make a disk drive
successful. It's the same reason we've been the
leading supplier of high performance disk drives
for over twenty-five years-quality, reliability,
performance and price.

We're putting it all together again to bring you
the best new small disk drive since we introduced
the Wren 51/• " disk drive. Just as the Wren has
become the preferred choice of system designers
who demand the best, you can be sure our newest
little addition is the start of something big.
See it unveiled at COMDEX/FAil., November
2nd through the 6th, Booth 830.
Don't miss it.
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9 Special Introductory Offer For
Apollo, H-P, and Sun Users

9

9 9 New A/sys 1bolset For 68000 Ada
Builds Vnique Project Environment
Organizations serious about the 680XO
architecture, and serious about working
with the government, want a lot more than
just validated Ada compilers. They want
quality solutions; production quality compilers and quality programming tools.
Just what Alsys offers. Alsys' new
68000 Ada Developer's Toolset includes:
• AdaProbe, a unique source-level symbolic debugger and program viewer;
• AdaXref, an inter-unit crossreferencing utility;
• AdaReformat, a pretty printing tool for
reformatting source files to selectable
conventions; and
• AdaMake, an automatic recompilation
facility.
Consider, too, all those special Ada
"manager tools" that are part of the
Alsys Version 3 compilation system:
the Family Manager, the Unit Manager,
and the Library Manager.
Together, they implement the new

Alsys Multi-Library Environment that
allows teams of programmers to share
thousands of logically organized
compilation units.
Alsys 68000 compilers are in a class
by themselves; highest code quality,
maturity, reliability, robustness, superior
optimization technology, unexcelled error
messages ... And now, with the new
development tools, they are at the core of
an Ada project environment unique in
the industry.
Here is our special INTRODUCTORY
OFFER. Between now and October 31,
1987, order any of our 68000 Ada
compilers and we will include the complete Toolset FREE. AdaProbe, AdaXref,
AdaReformat, AdaMake.
Ada is NOW. Alsys solutions are NOW.

CallorWr~
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Alsys , Inc. • 1432 Main Street• Waltham, MA 02154 • U.S .A. • Phone: (617) 890-0030
Offer valid in U .S.A. and Canada, only.
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The Many Facets of

Quality

_ _ YES, I'm interested in your Introductory Offer. Send more
information on the Toolset and your 68000 compilers.
_ _ Send me your free brochure, Tbe Many Facets of Quality.

Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __

"'"'

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Alsys , Inc. • 1432 Mam Street• Waltham, MA 02154
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COMPETITIVE
FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES

1OM-byte range: Data Technology
Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., and East- ·
man Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y. Although Kodak and Data Technology
originally teamed up on development, both companies have gone their
own way, to the point that their respective drives are not even compatible. Unlike Konica's, their drives do
not use standard 51/4-inch disks (they
use a rigid envelope), nor have they
gained much market acceptance.
"There's. been no real attempt by

Brier officials believe that with a
either [Kodak or OTC] to enlist the
help of others to create a IOM-byte 20M-byte, 3 1h-inch drive that uses
standard," says Disk/Trend's Katzive. standard media, they are positioned
"Then IBM came along and stand- to shake up the industry and take a
ardized on 3 1/i-inch for floppies. leadership position.
Other manufacturers are sure to
That's done both some damage."
Knica product marketing manager follow. J<atzive says a few Japanese
Maurice Webb admits that IBM's new companies may announce similar
standard will also hurt sales of the KT products before year's end. And Data
510, especially for design awards for Technology's chairman David Lee
new computer systems. Konica will says thaf his company is definitely
concentrate on the after market for · working on a 3 1/i-inch removable
add-in and subsystem products.
media drive.
D

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Atherton, ATI make a CASE
for fast software development
Tim Scannell, Senior Editor

software routines that make coding a
little smoother and help programmers
Computers can be souped up with keep their bearings in a sea of code.
the latest microprocessors and memoRecently, two companies have unry architectnres, and disk drives can veiled products that offer not only
take a. tum for the better with more sophisticated CASE functions but
advanced bus structures. However, also high degrees of integration and
things are not so cut-and-dry for de- control. The first product comes from
velopers of large software programs.
Atherton Technology Inc., Sunnyvale,
While the programs themselves can Calif., and is called the Software
be accelerated through the use of Backplane. It debuted last month at a
fourth-generation languages and Computer-Aided Software Engineermodular programming, coding the in- ing Symposium in Boston.
itial software often remains an arduous and even mismanaged task. This X Window provides umbrella
is especially true in large-scale engiBasically, it is a platform that lets
neering or real-time software develop- inherently incompatible database
ment, where hundreds of program- management, programming and docmers may work in teams. Each team umentation CASE software coexist
works on a single portion of the under the same operating umbrella.
whole, with minimal interaction. The In this case, the umbrella is Massaresult is a little like the fabled blind chusetts Institute of Technology's X
men trying to describe an elephant: Window operating environment,
Each can visualize the part he which has been adopted by most
touches, but none can picture the en- major workstation and minicomputer
tire scene.
vendors.
Enter computer-aided software en-.
"The Backplane provides a comgineering (CASE), a catch-all phrase mon user interface, allowing different
that has come to describe types of programs to look and act the same,"
software that are used to design, says Atherton vice president of marwrite, generate or maintain software keting Alan L. Codkind. "This is imin an assembly-line fashion. CASE portant to third-party developers who
might be described as a programmer's are working with new hardware envitoolbox of sorts. Only the tools are ronments."
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Atherton claims its Software Backplane can reduce software development time by up to 25 percent. It
initially supports both Digital Equipment Corp. VAX/VMS systems and
Sun Microsystem Inc. UNIX-based
workstations, and it is designed for
use with C and Ada language programming environments. By early
November, the product will also support DEC UNIX environments, adds
Codkind. Atherton also unveiled a series of
supplementary programs-called the
SoftBoard Series Tools-that provide
tracking, documentation and other
programming aids. For example,
there is a C SoftBoard, an Ada SoftBoard, a Document SoftBoard and a
Project SoftBoard. The latter is a
project planner that keeps track of
everything that occurs in a typical
software factory so that, if a programming team changes an item in its
portion of a project, that change is
reflected throughout the entire software development cycle.
The Software Backplane costs
$8,000 in single quantities and
$5,000 per copy in quantities over 25.
Atherton also charges a 1 percent per
month maintenance fee. The SoftBoard tools cost $3,000 each.
The second product, scheduled to
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/October 1987

Our powerful new computer
architecture can put your com·
petition on the defensive.
Because when it comes to performance, there's no contest
at anywhere near our price.
We're building
a whole family

languages and data bases.
HP is also the first major vendor
to combine real-time and the
UNIX*** System V operating
system. That opens up all kinds of
possibilities in general purpose,
scientific, engineer-

lDe never ~fop

at-king

~

HP PRE,CJSJON ingandman~ac~~~~~ARCHJTECTLJRE, GWES a:tEg

around our ~oUANALMQ1cT cations. When
~
you take on
enhanced .I •

!1c1?. UNFAIR ADW\NTAGE. ~~~~~tecture. The first member, the HP
9000 Model 840, gives you up to
eight times the performance of the
VAX 11/780'." For just $81,500'."*
That buys you a future, too.
Our Precision Architecture
affords complete software and
communications compatibility
from micros to mainframes.
Unlike the VAX architecture, it
lets you build around standards.
For networking, operating system,

with the Model 840, you'll have
the best people in your comer.
HP's support has again been rated
Number One overall, according
to the 1986 Datapro Survey.
If you're considering a DEC
system or a UNIX-based system,
pick up the phone and call us
at 1-800-556-1234, Ext. 160;
in California, 1-800-441-2345,
Ext. 160. Then you'll be ready to
pick up the gauntlet.

.••

F//'09

.:/!a
•HP benchmarks.

..U.S. List Price.

...UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T in the U.S. and other countries.
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HEWLETT
PACKARD
MS02701

The 3480
Connection You've
BeenWaiting For.

FIPS 60/61•

SCSI·------~

Without the Wait.
___ 1

High Performance ...
that's very well connected.
The Aspen System 480 is the first 34801 ANSIcompatible cartridge tape drive designed
specifically for the OEM and VAD/VAR
marketplace. It provides 100%data and format
compatibility with the IBM 3480-while offering unmatched connectability. The System 480
buffered controller lets you attach Aspen
drives to virtually any system, through IBM,
SCSI and StorageTek interfaces.
The Art Of Simplicity.
Complete compatibility and unlimited flexibility are just the beginning of features that
make Aspen the integrator's specialist. The
480 equals or exceeds 3480 standards in
speed, data integrity and long-term reliability.
The system's outstanding price/performance
ratio is only possible by design ... by a clean,
elegant design that revolutionizes 3480
potential.
Our tape path allows complete loading or
unloading in 3 Y2 seconds ... and the strategic
use of air-bearings ensures higher data reliability and longer tape life. Extensive resident
diagnostics, pre-aligned mechanical subassemblies, and the elimination of special
maintenance tools are all representative of
the leading-edge convenience that's built into
the Aspen System 480.
What your customers have in their
imaginations ... Aspen has ... TODAY.
Just contact us at 678-0808 for The Aspen 480.
The 3480 solution that makes sense ... and
satisfied customers.

f71 AS?CN,.
Connection You've Been Waiting For. Without the Wait.

, _ , P E RIPHERALS
1351 South Sunset Street
Longmont, Colorado 80501
(303) 678-0808
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be introduced this month by Advanced Technology International
Inc. , New York, is superCASE, an
integrated software development environment that succeeds to the company's superPDL, an interactive design tool that debuted in 1983. In fact,
superPDL is fully upward compatible
with the new software via a conversion utility that will be supplied by
AT!.
Like Atherton's product, superCASE provides full support for all
software development phases, from
design and coding to integration and
maintenance. It is geared for the Ada
language environment, but can generate code for non-Ada environments
like C, FORTRAN and Pascal.
ATI's superCASE also provides a
powerful editor. extensive data analysis-that can be called on-line at any
point in the software development
cycle-and full compatibility with
Department of Defense programming
standards for the Ada environment.
Prices for superCASE vary for each
system , but the typical cost for DEC
system users is $21 ,000 for the MicroVAX II , or $45,000 for VAXcluster
minicomputers. AT! also offers discounts of 20 percent for two to five
packages, and 30 percent for more
than six superCASE systems.
Weave to prevent errors

One of the key features of both
superCASE and Atherton's products
is their ability to provide extensive
reports throughout the entire programming cycle and thereby pull together what could otherwise be a disjointed process. Tightly woven
integration is something that has been
lacking in most CASE products.
That's the reason why up to 35 percent of shipped large software programs contain bugs that occurred during testing and maintenance phases,
according to IBM Corp. (IBM is one
of the largest developers of embedded
software.)
Therefore, both Atherton and AT!
designed their systems with heavy
dollops of integration, and stress each
system's reporting and tracking functions.
34

Is there a substantial market for
such products? Yes, since the only real
competition to companies like Atherton and AT! are the hardware developers who rely on their programming
staffs to develop their own tools and
shortcuts to writing embedded code,
states Atherton's Codkind . However,
they too may turn to off-the-shelf
products like the Software Backplane
and superCASE as more and more
software is written into the microcode
of newer-generation computer systems.
Over the next two years , embed-

ded-software designers expect the
length of their programs to increase
by about 52 percent to well over a
million lines of code per program .
That's according to a report issued
this year by the Technology Research
Group of L.F. Rothschild & Co. Inc.,
Boston . Likewise, commercial software designers who develop packaged
programs expect a 38 percent code
hike; and management information
system designers, working for specific
corporations, will see at least a 20
percent jump in coded lines, the report said .
D
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Hand-held OCR scanner
targets retail integrators
Mike Seither, Senior Editor

Diverging from the lead taken by
other vendors directly eyeing the retail market, Soricon Corp. has introduced a hand-held optical character
reader for OEMs, system integrators
and value-added resellers.
Soricon, a Boulder, Colo., start-up,
is now shipping evaluation units of its
DataSweep scanner, which is designed to operate with the IBM Corp.
PC, PC/XT and PC/AT and compati-

Soricon's DataSweep selectively
scans text within a document. Type
sizes and font styles are automatically matched via software provided
with the unit.

bles. The system consists of a mouselike OCR scanning wand, a full-slot
add-in coprocessing board and system software . It is geared for "selective-scanning" applications, where
portions of data must be lifted from a
page or document.
Soricon claims its OCR software
will initially recognize 50 common
printer, typewriter and typeset fonts
and allow scanned data to be entered
directly into about a dozen popular
PC-based word processing, spreadsheet and database programs. Unlike
with other OCR systems, users need
not know the type size or font style of
the material they are scanning; information from Soricon's character library performs that job automatically.
OEM pricing for the DataSweep is
$625 in quantities of 1,000. Soricon
will show the scanner at COMDEX/
Fall in Las Vegas in November. The
scanner has been in a number of beta
test sites since August, including a
large insurance company, according
to Soricon president Billy Anders. He
says that Soricon expects to accelerate
production by December.
At least two other companies are
MINI -MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987

Super-High EGA
Resolution for ·
Super-Hot PCs
Want high-resolution EGA chips and
boards that work well with today's fastest 386
PCs? Team up with Genoa.
You'll get 800 x 600 resolution from
Super EGA™ chips that whiz along at speeds
of up to 40MHz.
You'll get more control over the finished
product, because we design our own boards
and ASIC chip set; we also generate our
own BIOS microcode.

And, you'll get easy BIOS-level integration
with the new PS/2 TMVGA standard (9x 16
character box, CGA Doublescan, and 640 x
480 resolution ).
In fact, you'll get everything you need in a
graphics partner- today and tomorrow-when
you work with the EGA/VGA experts at Genoa.
Call or write: Genoa Systems Corporation,
73 E. Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
FAX: 408-4 34-0997 Telex: 172319 Telephone: 408-432 -9090

Genoa
SYSTEMS CORPORATION
<Q 1987

Genoa Systems Corporadon

SuperECA is a trademark of Gcno:i Systems Corpor.:nion. PS/2 is a tf':ldem:i.rk of International Business M:achiocs.
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CORTELCO•
Second Largest U.S.
Manufacturer of Telephones
and Key Systems

•

COURIER INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
Leading Supplier of IBMCompatible Display Systems

•

FRIDEN ALCATEL
Innovative Supplier of
Postage Meters, Mailing and
Shipping Systems

•

PABX SYSTEMS CORP.••
Supplier of Advanced Small
and Medium Size PABX and
Key Systems

WHAT'S AN ALCATEL?
The shape of things to come.
Because this simple symbol represents
Alcatel.
A group of over 240 companies formed
by the joint venture of two of the world's
leading specialists in the fields of computers and communications-ITT Corporation and CGE.
With sales of $11.6 billion and more
than 150,000 employees in 110 countries,
Alcatel is the second largest combined
supplier of public network equipment,
telecommunications, and business communications systems and services in
the world.
Now seven of Alcatel's U.S. companies
have joined to form Alcatel Business Systems, each and all, sharing and benefiting
from the resources of the parent company.
Resources that include one of the
world's largest technology bases, R&D
expenditures that exceed $1 billion a year
and a continuous corporate commitment

to the business information systems and
communications marketplace.
With Alcatel Business Systems, you're
working with the same ITI companies
you always have. But now Alcatel's
increased corporate focus and massive
technical resources allow us to offer you
even more comprehensive solutions.
Former customers of ITI and future
customers of Alcatel can now take one
thing for granted. Alcatel Business Systems is committed to a comprehensive
program to provide American business
with the finest, integrated communications, business information systems and
services available.
So when you start doing business with
an Alcatel company, you know you will
continue doing business with an Alcatel
company.
That's why Alcatel is the shape of
things to come.
For a very long time to come.

ALC~TEL
For more information on Alcatel and the Alcatel Business Systems companies,
call 1-800-556-1234 (ext. 24 7) or in California 1-800-441-2345 (ext. 24 7);
or write Alcatel Business Systems, 2350 Qume Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.

T

T

T

QUME CORPORATION

SERVCOM

XTRA BUSINESS SYSTEMS

'Formerly Apparatus D ivision of ITT

Leading Manufacturer of
Computer Peripherals

Computer Maintenance and
Support Services

Complete Line of High
Performance MicroprocessorBased Computers

••Formerly ITI Business Communications Corporotion and Thomson CSF.
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peddling similar PC-based scanning
devices through dealers. In April Saba
Technologies Inc., Beaverton Ore.,
brought out the Handscan, which lists
for about $650. Translmage Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif., introduced its
$2, 595 Translmage 1000 scanner at
the PC Expo show last month in New
York.
Soricon, like Saba and Translmage,
is targeting users such as accountants,
law ye rs and insurance underwriters
who need to selectively enter information into a computer system. According to some observers, there's a demand for such products.
" You ' ll never eliminate the keyboard totally," says Soricon president
Anders, " but when information is already typed , printed or typeset , this
kind of scanning gives the user a clear
alternative to input data."
Edward Wong, an analyst who follows the electronic publishing industry for Dataquest Inc. in San Jose
con curs , adding: "There are times
when you don 't need to scan an entire
document. You may want only key
database information like an account
number or date of birth ."
Scan selectively

Hand-held scanners, which sweep
across individual lines of type , offer
di stinct advantages over flat-bed or
sheet-fed scanners. Wong points out
that those kinds of scanners digitize

FACT FILE _ _ _ _
,, _ .;._
1·

DataSweep

.... ,-.,. r

l,..··.

Soricon Corp.
4725 Walnut St.
Boulder. Col. 80301
(303) 442-9194

Circle 474
• Hand held optical character reader inputs
printed material into IBM Corp. PCs and compatibles .
Automatically recognizes type style from an
1nit1al library of 50 fonts
;;canned 1nJormation can be inserted directly
into popular personsl computer spreadsheet . database and word processing programs.
' OEM price- $625 in quant1t1es of 1,000. Tech nology can be customized for ind1v1dual OEM
applrcat1ons.
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an entire page and typically accommodate only standard paper si zes.
Scanning books, magazines or wide
printouts is impossible on sheet-fed
scanners and is awkward , at best, on
flat-fed mode'ls.
Unlike its competitors, Soricon
plans to stay out of direct contact with
the retail business. Instead, the company will use manufacturer's representatives to sell the standard PCbased scanner to VARs and system
integrators. But Anders emphasi zes
that Soricon is prepared to customize
this device for OEMs.
For example, he says that Soricon 's

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

technology can be adapted to work
with a variety of terminals from
IBM ' s 3270 to Digital Equipm ent
Corp.'s VTIOO and VT220 , as well as
those from other vendors . In th at
kind of configuration , the scann er
would work in conjunction with a
keyboard . Another possibility would
be to integrate Soricon's OCR capability with a mouse, combining two
functions in one peripheral. Anders
says it is also possible to produce a
scanner that simultaneousl y reads
multiple lines on , say, a customer's
forms. Finally, the sqmner can be
0
used to read bar codes.

-----

IBM's PS/2 won't stall
competing systems makers
Tim Scannell, Senior Editor

The dust has finally settled following IBM Corp.'s rapid-fire set of Personal System/2 announcements, and
at least two things are suddenly clear
-or at least a little clearer than they
were a few months ago.
One is that IBM's PS/2 and Microsoft Corp. 's OS/2 operating system
will become standards in the business-computing marketplace, despite
what the PC-compatible systems
manufacturers and third-party developers say about protecting and serving the installed base of previousgeneration systems and software.
Developers who hope to survive in
the business personal computer arena
would be crazy not to write their
software for OS/2, and at least adapt
their board-level products to accommodate IBM 's Micro Channel bus architecture.
"Most major players are capable of
implementing Micro Channel without infringing on IBM 's copyrights,"
says Alan D. Kraemer, vi ce president
of systems engineering for AST Research Inc., Irvine, Calif.

The other revelation is that while
PS/2 and OS/2 eventually will be
standards, they won't necessaril y be
the only standards in town . System
integrators and value-added resellers
may see more gain in pursuing prod-

The Tandy 4000 personal computer has a 16-MHz microprocessor,
up to 16M bytes of memory and a
1.44M-byte, 3 112-inch flexible disk
drive. The system can run both industry-standard MS-DOS and OS/ 2
software, claims Tandy.
MINI -MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987

The fastest SCSI
controllers in the
West.

Emulex blows away the competition with
lightning fast SCSI performance. Up to 24MHz
disk interface transfer rates, the fastest in the
industry, by using our own VLSI technology.
Intelligent controller firmware for optimum
efficiency, allowing overlapping operations
on up to four peripherals to reduce system
delays. And comprehensive implementation
of the Common Command Set.
Our controllers even reduce SCSI overhead
by 50%with command queuing/linking. Plus,
we provide peak SCSI bus optimization with
a powerful disconnect/reconnect algorithm.
EMULEX SCSI PERFORMANCE MATRIX
DISK
TAPE
Controller
Drives
Data Rate
Buffer
Block Size
Drlve"fypes

ccs
ECC

MD21
2

MD23
4

MD32
4

MT02
1

MT03
1

24Mbps

24Mbps

24Mbps

90KB

90KB
16KB

32KB
64KB
32KB
16/64KB
256/4096 25614096 256/4096
256/512
ESDI
ESDI SMD/SMD-E OIC36
Yes
Yes
Yes
48bil
48bit
48bit

256/512
OIC44

With this kind of commitment to performance and efficiency, it's easy to see why
Emulex is the top gun in SCSI. To find out
more about our fast SCSI solutions call 1-800EMULEX3. In California
(714) 662-5600. Or write
Emulex Corporation, 3545
Harbor Blvd., P.O. Box 6725,
EMULEX Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

-J.<-

Emulex SCSI products are stocked nationally by Hamilton/Avnet .
Kierutff Electronics and MTI Systems Corp.
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IN GERMANY, WE'D RATHER
CREATE ALASTING IMPRESSION T•
RUSH PRODUCTION mBE FIRST.

it through to a superior conclusion.
The result is not
just an idle entry into
the burgeoning class
of 24-needle machines.
But a printing plant
that some have even
suggested is overbuilt.
In contrast to
hurriedly stamped
frames of sheet metal,
the superstructure
of the MT330 is solid
cast. All of which ereates a more substantial, shock-absorbing
work platform.
Likewise,thepower
train is a product of
serious deliberation;
a push-fed tractor
driven by surge resistant DC motors.
Th~n our engineers
went to work on the
print head.
For increased
speed and resolution,
they staggered the
24-needle matrix into
Call it a manifestation two perfect verticalof German pride, but plane columns.
In addition, they
we took our time to
introduce the MT330 developed a magnetic
head assembly that
for good reason:
actually requires less
We wanted to think
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power during printing. So long after our
counterparts have
overheated, or beaten
themselves into obsolescence, the MT330
continues to spew out
mountains of data.
Up to 10,000 pages
per month at 300 char.acters per second.
Characters that
remain crisp and
dense from a ribbon
rated at more than 15
million impressions.
So if it seems
we were exceedingly
patient in our introduction of the MT330,
the results of German
perfectionism are a
justifiable reward.
Tu make your own
evaluation, call us at
1-800-843-1347 for a
demonstration.
We think you'll be
suitably impressed.
Particularly in the
long run.

I

I

.._1-so-o-8-43--1-34_7_E-xt- .2-9In Washington state, call:
206-251 -5524 Ext. 29
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ucts for the 13 million personal computers already installed, than ramping up for a whole new technology
chapter.
"What IBM has yet to realize is
that, if they go off and do their own
thing, a large piece of the market will
not follow them," says Aaron Goldberg, a vice president and analyst
with International Data Corp. in
Framingham, Mass.
IBM OS/2 slow to arrive

OS/2 has been slow in coming.
Also, the eccentricities of the PS/2's
Micro Channel architecture are forcing hardware developers to virtually
retool to manufacture larger boards
and skirt its proprietary architecture
-at no small expense. So, most hardware development for the next year or
so will probably occur at the IBM
PC/AT level, says AST's Kraemer.
As a result , board manufacturers
will develop products that either add
the Intel Corp. 80386 as a coprocessor to boost the performance of a
PC/AT or compatible, or they will
create hardware or software bridges
to the 80386-based OS/2 world. And
system manufacturers-including
AST Research , which makes both
boards and complete systems-will
offer 80286 and 80386 machines with
PS/2 performance , without the restrictions of the Micro Channel.
"Despite the major standards, you
will have variations on these standards," AST's Kraemer maintains.
Software developers, on the other
hand , will continue to push MS-DOS

The LP 1000 is Tandy's first laser
printer and features a 300-by-300dot-per-inch resolution at a speed of
6 pages per minute. The unit includes 1.5M bytes of internal memory for full-page graphics capabilities.
42

IBM's growing family of Personal System/ 2 computers now includes the
entry-level Model 25, which can be used as an intelligent terminal in corporate networks, and a beefed-up Model 80 with more disk capacity.

products and links to OS/2, but are
concentrating new development on
creating totally dedicated OS/2 applications to accommodate what eventually will be the business-computing
standard.
"We're in the business of giving
users what they want, and what they
want is the ability to choose what is
right for them," said James Manzi,
president and CEO of Lotus Development Corp., Cambridge, Mass. , at an
OS/2 press conference in July. Lotus
plans to unveil soon a new version of
its 1-2-3 spreadsheet that will run in
both the protected and real modes of
MS-DOS and OS/2, he stated.
IBM , meanwhile, is not content to
just sit back and watch hardware and
software vendors scramble to take advantage of an apparent lull in its momentum . At the moment, the company is busily trying to attract
developers to its camp by shoring up
its third-party relationships and providing IBM-tested and validated
products through its SolutionPac program. These products target specific
markets-such as CAD, medical,
legal and personal publishing applications-and can only be sold by dealers who have demonstrated a certain
degree of expertise in these respective
areas.
IBM also has not abandoned those
who may not want to immediately

make the switch to OS/2 and abandon
their MS-DOS-based hardware and
software environment. The top two
systems in the PS/2 line-the 80286based Model 60 and the 80386-based
32-bit Model 80-aim at high-level
applications and serve as the flagships
in the OS/2 armada. The other two
PS/2 systems-8086-based Model 30
and the 80286-based Model 50maintain a link to MS-DOS developers and are presently the biggest sellers.
A classroom/business tool

Recently, IBM disclosed the Model
25-an Intel 8086-based machinethat has the advanced graphics capabilities of the Model 30 at prices
starting at $1 ,3 50. Although the
Model 25 is aimed at the education
market, many dealers also see it as an
inexpensive intelligent terminal for
small business networks. (Interestingly, IBM's new model borrows the allin-one design of Apple Computer
Inc.'s Macintosh, containing the processor, disk drives and CRT in a single unit.)
Clearly, IBM is out to parlay its
PS/2, and especially OS/2 Extended
Version , into standards that provide
across-the-board functionality and
flexibility for VARs and system integrators.
While IBM's view of the world will
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Epson printers haH' been in business longer than most printer
companies. In fact, in every size and type of business, you'll fmd Epson•

printers of every type and size. From high speed, high quality 9- and 24-pins
to an astonishing, affordable laser printer.
Since Epson printers are the benchmark of reliable performance, adding
one to your system can do a lot for your sales. Not to mention your image.
Epson. The most famous name in printers, twenty years running.

PSON
WHEN YOU'VE GOT AN EPSON, YOU'VE GOT ALOT OF COMPANY.'"
Epso n is a registered trad emark of Se iko Epson Corporation. Epso n Am eri ca, Inc., 2780 Lomita Blvd .,Tonance, CA 90505. (800)

421-5426.

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT I AT
XENIX or
MS-DOS.
The solution to your
micro/ mainframe
communications
problem is
available today!
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VAR views on the PS/2

Available in both 7" and 101/z" versions, the MINISTREAMER
weighs in at only 27 pounds and uses less desk space than an
ordinary sheet of paper, yet provides full 1600/ 3200 BPI
capability at an affordable price. Up to 134 megabytes of data
(depending on format) can be stored on a standard 10 1/z" reel of
tape, thus making the MINISTREAMER a highly-reliable answer
to your backup requirements as well.
Tape subsystem includes tape drive, coupler card, cables,
dust-cover and MS-DOS or XENIX compatible software.
Prices start at $2, 995.
Discover the many advantages
9-track tape has over other
386 READY!
Micro / Mainframe links.
Call us today!

{JLJRLSTRR;
9621 Irondale Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (818) 882-5822
CIRCLE NO. 35 ON INQUIRY CARD

See Us at Comdex/Fall , Booths #130-132, Main Convention Center

What do system integrators and value-added
resellers think of IBM Corp. 's Personal System/2, now
that they've had some time to weed fact from fancy?
Some like it, some don't. But, all have an opinion.
"Everybody is confused about PS/2. OS/2 is the
real issue-the hardware isn't much good without the
software. PS/2 is like the Macintosh when it first
came out-a lot of talk and not a lot of action. A lot
of people won't change systems, so expansion and
enhancement products will become really popular.
The clone market will not just go away."-Mark
Lowenstein, vice president of sales and marketing,
Fide/is Group, Newton, Mass.
"PS/2 hasn't had that much of an impact. I don't
know where they're going with it. There are too many
machines out there and not enough demand for
PS/2-especially when the clone guys get going. In
six or nine months all kinds of interesting things will
hit the market, making current systems compatible
with IBM. People won't chuck their old PCs."-Ken
Kelly, president, A-Z Business Systems, Wilmington,
Del.
"If products don't surface soon, PS/2 won 't be 'the
standard,' just one of many. IBM is playing ball with
the clones-this will make PS/2 and OS/2 technology
more affordable to end users. Clones just b'ecame
respectable recently. People will buy PS/2."-Wi//iam
Casey Jr., Value-Added Systems Division marketing
manager, Sumitronics Inc .. Sunnyvale, Calif.
" We've looked at the systems and don't see
anything worth getting excited about except the
advertising. More and more people are becoming
computer-sophisticated. They're making their own
choices, rather than blindly buying a new big-name
system. Why should people bother with new clones
when the 'old' ones are so good?" (meaning Intel
Corp. 80286-based, and IBM PC/AT-compatible
products).-Bob Delamar, president, Lynk Systems,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
"The effect of the PS/2 is mediocre to poor. This is
IBM's obvious move to go back to a proprietary
machine-they're trying to protect their own market.
The PS/2 doesn't do anything other machines can 't
also do. Yuppies might buy it, but people who know
what they're doing won't."-Jim Hargreaves,
president, GIN Inc., Cincinnati.
"Most people, except for those in really large
corporations, feel more comfortable with the old IBM
standard. Right now, the PS/2 just doesn't make
sense in terms of value for your bucks. It won't work
until all the pieces are there. There will be a lot of
interest then."-Bruce Bohus/av, president, Systems
Integration Associates, Chicago.
- Megan Nields
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The People
Who Created the Next
. Industry-Wide
'nlpe Standard
Can Be Named in
Just Three Letters.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

be a standard, however, the rub is that
it will not be the only perspective.
Competing computer makers have
been quick to capitalize on IBM 's
split-level standards and shotgun approach to marketing. This is particularly true of their efforts to attract
systems integrators and value-added
resellers.
Two of the other top personal computer makers-Tandy Corp. of Dallas
and Apple of Cupertino, Calif.-have
already unveiled systems that compete with IBM's PS/2 line.
In July, Tandy debuted its 1988
computer line. One system, the:
Model 4000, includes a 16-MHz
80386-based system that
can
run MS-DOS 3.3, OS/2 and UNIX
5.3 operating systems and use Microsoft Corp.'s Windows operating environment. Since the Tandy 4000 has a
memory controller with a page mode
feature-offering close to zero-wait-

state performance-as well as improved DeskMate windowing software, it can also load up to nine
application programs at the same
time. This makes it attractive to both
corporate and government users, says
Dr. John Patterson, a senior vice president with Tandy.
The price tag challenge

Aside from incorporating eight application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) and single-in-line memory
modules (SIMMs), the Tandy 4000
does not blaze any new technology
trails. It sports I 6M bytes of memory
and a 3 1/i-inch, I .44M-byte flexible
disk drive. In fact, the most remarkable thing about the systen:i is probably the low price-$2,599 for the
basic system with IM-byte RAM and
a dedicated 32-bit expansion slot.
"It will be difficult for IBM to
compete cost effectively," notes

IDC's Goldberg. "They'll have to go
back to selling FUD [fear, uncertainty and doubt], essentially offering
non-tangibles to compete with the
tangibles that Tandy is selling. "
Tandy is making an effort to expand its sales efforts beyond the
home and small-business marketnow responsible for up for 90 percent
of its total sales-and go into large
corporations. To do this, it will rely
on its traditional direct-sales force. as
well as the VAR channel it is just now
trying to beef up.
"This is good news to us." says
Richard J. Horan, director of Executive Computer Inc. (ECI) in New
York, a leading supplier and integrator of laptop computers to the Fortune 2000 companies. ECI presently
sells about 400 Tandy machines per
month to such corporate customers as
Warner Communications and the
American Broadcasting Co.
Leans on publishing, LANs

Unlike most other computer companies, Tandy controls distribution of
its products through its nationwide
Radio Shack stores and 500 Radio
Shack Computer Centers. But. it is
now in the process of retraining its
1,500 sales representatives to become
more savvy about the needs of medium-to-large-size businesses where it
· would like to make an impact.
To this end. Tandy is trying to get
away from its high-tech toy image,
and offer products that appeal to
business tastes, such as desktop publishing and networking. For example.
Tandy signed an agreement with
Aldus Corp . of Seattle. Wash., the
leading supplier of desktop publishing software, to provide packages for
Tandy's first laser printer. The $2.199
LP 1000 prints six pages a minute
with a 300-by-300-dot resolution .
Tandy also signed an agreement
with 3Com Corp. in February to sell
its networking products along with
The Personal System/2 Model 25 is touted as a personal workstation that Tandy computer systems. At present.
3Com has about 33.000 Ethernet netcan be connected to an off-site mainframe to download information. It is
installed. with more than
works
available with either a color or monochrome display, and two types of
400.000 computers networked . The
keyboards, one compact and the other enhanced for use with other memcompany's goal is I million net·
bers of the PS/2 family.
worked personal computers by 1990.
46
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HI-TC and the New Patriot 240.
A Customer-Driven Idea is Now a Market-Proven Reality.
It began with you-and the clear demand for half-inch
cartridge tape drives that provide speed, capacity, low cost
and data interchangeability.
But after customers and a committee laid out the
standards, it still took a commitment to build them in .. .to
design a product that not only resolved the continuing need
for half-inch standardization, but also realized the full
potential of 3480 cartridge technology itself.
Introducing The Patriot 240: a half-inch streaming
cartridge tape drive that turns the Hl-TC-1 hallmarks into
high-performance standards.
The Basic Benefits Are Clear. A standardized format
and head design ensure that data can be exchanged among
drives from different manufacturers; and the 3480 cartridge
guarantees full interchangeability of media from many
sources.
A formatted capacity of 240 megabytes-and a transfer
rate of 250 kilobytes per second-means complete and easy
back-up in just 17 minutes.
You Wouldn't Settle For The Basics; Neither Did We.
The HI-TC working group put a lot of good ideas on paper;
but we put even more in the Patriot 240.

Our embedded buffered (256 Kbyte) SCSI interface
simplifies integration and expands opportunities ... and our
space-saving and power-conserving 5%-inch footprint
ensures that your costs will both start low and~ low.
The Patriot 240 was designed for long-term reliability. Our
patented tape path eliminates any contact with the abrasive
side of the tape. Brushless motors and a reduced part count
have also played key roles in achieving an MTBF rate of
20,000 hours.
LMS International. Leaders in Mass Storage. LMS
International is a joint venture of Philips and Control Data.
Our product line includes both magnetic tape and optical disk
storage products; and our worldwide installed base numbers
hundreds of thousands of drives. We're committed to the
innovation, quality and support you need-now and for
decades to come.
And with the Patriot
240, we're ready, today,
to help you turn 3480
cartridge opportunities
into a broad range of
achievements.

LASER MAGNETIC STORAGE
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY

A

P HIL IPS

COMDEX/Fall 87
Booth 780

In Europe
P.O. Box 218, Building HWA-1
5600 MD Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Telephone +3140-758753

4425 ArrrmsWest Drive
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907-3489
Telephone (800) 777-LMSI
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THE BFST 5% INCH DISK DRIVE AVAILABLE
UNTIL WE BUILD WREN VI.
INTRODUCING
WRENV

The fastest, most reliable 51/.i"
disk drives are now better
than ever. The new Wren V
with bigger capacity has up
to 550 Mbytes formatted
with the SCSI interface, or
442 Mbytes of unformatted
capacity usin·g the ESDI.
PERFORMANCE SECOND TO NONE

Wren V is high performance. Average seek is a blistering 14.5 ms. A patented, balanced straight-arm actuator,
employing less mass than other designs, results in precision
positioning and faster seek times.
DESIGNED-IN RELIABILITY

New Wren disk drives are better than ever thanks
in part to lower power consumption, special shock mounts,
advanced electronics packaging, and synchronized spindle
capability for high performance subsystem applications. You
can count on years of trouble-free use.
A COMMITMENT TO QUALITY

Manufacturing quality products and backing them with
top-notch service and customer support is our commitment to

you. We're with you every step of the way;
from system's design to post-sales service
in a true customer manufacturer
partnership.
Get the high performance edgeWren disk drives from Control Da~.
For more information, call
1-800-828-8001, ext. 82.
Model
Wren V
Wren V
Wren V
Wren V
Wren VH.H.
Wren IV
Wren III
Wren III
Wren III H.H.
Wren III H.H.
Wren II
Wren II H.H.

Capacity
(Mbytes)
550
442
382
345

190
307
182
1

H.H. = Half High Models
SCSI models list usable capacity formatted iri 1024 Byte sectors.
Wren lll, IV, V-345 Mb SCSI models have 40,000 Hr. MTBF
(others: 30,000 Hr. MTBF).
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The agreement ties in nicely with
Tandy's OS/2 and business mind-set.
3Com recently inked a codevelopment agreement with Microsoft in
early July to produce a LAN Manager
for Microsoft's OS/2. Such a LAN
product is a missing link in the whole
OS/2 strategy.
The Microsoft-3Com LAN Manager will reportedly be shipped sometime in the first half of next year.
IBM-at press time-had yet to announce plans for a LAN product.
Meanwhile, Novell Inc. , Provo, Utah,
is at work tweaking its own NetWare
LAN product to accommodate OS/2
environments, offering yet a third
possible networking alternative.
"Clearl y networking is the key to
the future , and we believe it should be
easy and affordable," remarked
Tandy president and CEO John V.
Roach at the New York unveiling of
the company's new products.
Knifing with the Mac

Apple Computer, which has always
been unabashedly anti-IBM, is moving to push its Macintosh environment as a business standard and cut
into IBM 's corporate segment. Re-

cently, Apple unveiled two software
products that are expected to have a
lot of appeal to the business user. One
is HyperCard , a personal programming environment that lets users easily build relational databases and tie
together data , voice, graphics and animation . The other, MultiFinder, is a
multitasking operating system-similar in operation to the yet to be delivered OS/2-that can handle up to 30
applications at th e same time. depending on the amount of available
RAM.
Both HyperCard and MultiFinder
are available for $49 each for current
Macintosh users, and will be bundled
into new systems, according to John
Sculley, Apple chairman and CEO.
At MacWorld Expo in Boston ,
Sculley described the Macintosh SE
and Macintosh II as platforms for
"inter-personal computing"-whereby powerful computers will be accessible and connectable by both technical and non-technical users. "We're
not just trying to connect computers,
but to inter-connect people," he said.
A big part of Apple's connectivity
plan is to plug into disparate systems,
particularly those that are not IBM.
Sculley maintains that, although there
is no formal agreement, Apple is presently zeroing in on Digital Equipment
Corp . computer users , basically because they have already decided not
to buy IBM and are a much easier
sell. Also, DEC's across-the-board
connectivity style is more in tune with
Apple's networking philosophy. Presently, there are about 130,000 Apple
networks installed worldwide, connecting more than 400,000 computers, Sculley said.
Builds a third-party platform

One recent entry in a rising 11w 11ber of PS/ 2 alternatives is the Premium I 386 from AST Research. This
system features a 20-MHz 80386 microprocessor, up to 13M bytes of
32-bit static-column RAM, and a
32-bit expansion slot dedicated to
memory devices.
50

Unlike Tandy, Apple already has an
established VAR and third-party network, selling a lot of equipment
through these channels to the business market. In fact, since the Macintosh 11 is a system that can be easily
customized and expanded-and can
even be made IBM PC software-compatible with the addition of a plug-in
board-it is being targeted to sell
mainly through VARs and system in-

8New ·Prod
"1

A beaming John Roach, Tandy
chairman and CEO, stands flanked
by two new systems in his company 's 1988 line : (from left) the 8088-2based 1000 HX personal computer
and 80386-based Tandy 4000.

tegrators.
"Apple's role is to supply the developer platform, and for others to supply the solution," points out Sculley.
At present, there are more than
3,000 software applications designed
to run on the Macintosh, says Apple
VAR channel manager, Erna Arneson .
And, contrary to what any believe, t~e
most popular applications for Apple
Macintoshes are not in desktop publishing, but are general business programs. Right now, many developers
are working on programs for the Macintosh II , Arneson notes . However,
the bulk of this development concentrates on scientific and engineering
applications, followed by medi cal,
manufacturing and education applications.
Up to 40 percent of Apple VA Rs do
some sort of modification to the system . from adding third-party boards
to ruggedizing the system for government applications, Arneson added.
Although Apple's VAR program is
only a few years old-and really
didn 't get off the ground until ArneMINI -M ICRO SYSTEMS / October 1987

Counte~oint will buy back
any leftover ~arts

when you grow tliis system.

See us at UNIX EXPO Booth No. 278
If you ever grow a Counterpoint multiprocessor system from 6 to as many as
128 users, Counterpoint will buy back
any parts leftover because of the
upgrade! Other manufacturers claim
to be upgradable, but each and every
one requ ires you to replace parts or
buy a new larger system. Not Counterpoint. Our advanced multiprocessor
architecture was created with No Waste
Upgrades in mind. Counterpoint systems are built around multiple 68020
high performance processors, are
fully compatible with UNIX System V

Release 3.0, offer integrated Ethernet
networking, and optional Multibus and
VMEbus. What's more, Counterpoint
has the lowest entry cost of any multiprocessor system. Call or use the
attached coupon to request more information. If you 're planning on growing,
low entry cost and No Waste Upgrades
make Counterpoint your number one
multiprocessor system choice.

Counterpoint computers
(408} 434-0190

lsend me more information on No Waste~grad:1
I in multiprocessor systems, 6-128 users.
I
I Nameo _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
II T1tle
. _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I1

I Company·- - - - - - -- - -1 ~~

II C1ty. _

_ _ __ __

State_

Zip _

_

I Phone( _ _ )_ _ _ _ __ _ __
I Mail to: Counterpoint Computers, 2127 Ringwood I
.. ,
Ave nue, San Jose, CA 95131,
1L'!'.!.M~O/£_ _ _ _ _ _

Attn : Mktg. Dept.

_ _ _ _ J1

N0Was1e Upgrades is a trademark of Counterpoint Computers. 68020 is a trademark of Motorola Corp. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. Multibus is a registered trademark of Intel Corp. Ethernet is a registered trademark al Xerox Corp.
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Compaq lures high-end buyers with 'mini-class' Deskpro
There is no doubt that Compaq Computer Corp.
has a lot to do with the success and acceptance of
Intel Corp.'s 80386 chip architecture.
The Houston company was, after all, the first to
use the, then innovative, microprocessor in its
Deskpro 386, introduced last year. Consequently, it
was also the first personal computer maker to use a
built-in tape backup system, acknowledging both the
coming wave of high-capacity rigid disk drives and
the processing power of the 80386 chip. Microsoft
Corp. chairman William Gates also admits that much
of the development work for the OS/2 operating
system was done on the Deskpro 386-making it, if
not the father, then at least the first cousin of this
new-generation operating environment.
Demand for the Deskpro 386 has been solid,
according to Compaq director of corporate relations
Jeff Stives. But, sales have been slipping with the
advent of low-cost 386-based system clones and will
continue to slide as vendors of clout come into the
market.
This month, however, Compaq will again try to
make a stab in new directions by introducing two
80386-based systems: the Portable 386/20 and the
Deskpro 386/20. The Portable 386/20 physically
resembles the company's 80286-based Portable Ill but
offers a 20-MHz processor speed and a full 32-bit
data path. The Deskpro 386/20, an 80386-based
desktop system, has a built-in 32K-bit cache memory,
one-to-one interleaving, and an Expanded Memory
Manager to boost performance to midrange
minicomputer levels.
The Deskpro 386/20 is also the first MS-DOS
personal computer to use static-column RAM
(SCRAM) in its cache-memory controller. SCRAM,
together with other enhancements, results in a 50
percent performance improvement over 16-MHz
386-based systems, says Michael Swavely, Compaq's
director of marketing. SCRAMS were first used by
Compaq in its Deskpro 386, and are now being used
by such competitors as AST Research Inc. in the
design of their 386-based systems.
The Deskpro 386/20 incorporates a modified
enhanced small device interface (ESDI) disk interface
rather than the standard and much slower Storage
Technology Corp. ST506 bus. It also can be outfitted
with an optional Weitek Corp. graphics
co-processor-the same one included in Sun
Microsystems Inc. workstations and considered
necessary for CAD/CAM and scientific/engineering
applications.
Both systems are available as of October 1,
although the Deskpro 386/20 will initially be in limited
supply. The Portable 386/20 will sell for about $7,000
with a 40M-byte disk drive and $10,000 with a
100M-byte drive. Prices for the Deskpro 386/20 were
52

not available at press time, but were expected to
start at about $1,000 more than Compaq's Deskpro
model 40, which is priced at $6,499. The three
models in the new line-the Deskpro 386/20 models
60, 130 and 300-replace the Deskpro 286 models 70
and 130, which have been discontinued.
Reaches for new heights

The Portable 386/20 targets users who need the
power of the 386 architecture, and eventually full
access to the OS/2 operating system, in a compact
package. Basically, it is a system for the
pick-up-and-go power user. However, the desktop
Deskpro 386/20 seems to be the cornerstone in
Compaq's bid to attack the top high-end markets of
CAD/CAM, and even of real-time processing.
In fact, market director Swavely maintains the new
Deskpro series will further attract workstation buyers
away from such companies as Apollo Computer Inc.,
Digital Equipment Corp. and Sun Microsystems Inc.
Still, Compaq's traditionally higher price tags may
turn off buyers, because most workstation
manufacturers are either severely cutting prices or
coming out with lower priced models. The top models ·
in the Deskpro 386/20 line-models 130 and
300-are expected to sell for $10,000 and more,
especially when you add $2,000 to $3,000 for the
optional Weitek graphics coprocessor.
Presently, half of Compaq's Deskpro 386 systems
shipped-which amount to about 5 percent of the
company's total computer shipments-are used in
general business applications, such as for databases,
spreadsheets and the like. Roughly 20 percent of the
386 systems are used in CAD/CAM applications, 15
percent in local area network environments, and the
remainder in other specialized areas. With the
Deskpro 386/20, however, Swavely expects to see
more employed in the CAD/CAM and LAN areas.
Although concerned with maintaining a beachhead
in 386 systems, Compaq is also busily trying to
convince the world that the OS/2 operating system
and IBM Corp. 's PS/2 systems are not inseparable
partners. In a survey of its own user base, Compaq
found that fully 37 percent thought OS/2 and PS/2
were an undeniable duo, which is why Compaq and
other companies have been stumping to push OS/2
as a standard, but not the PS/2, Swavely says.
At the moment, 45 percent of Compaq's computer
shipments are 286-based machines, with the
remaining comprised of old-technology 8088 and 8086
systems. But, Swavely sees this balance shifting in
favor of 286 systems and 386 systems by the end of
n"ext year. By the beginning of 1989, however,
Swavely predicts shipments of 8088 and 8086
systems from all computer manufacturers should drop
to less than 3 percent.
O
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Now the DEC MicroVAX. II®can be eg!!lm:!ed
II
with "four-on-the-floor."
Here's a highm
performance
champion
Cl
that's graphically superior.
It's CalComp's new
a Formula l™ Series. The hot
little graphics engine that
rl • ld•• 11IJ11111• 11111111
uses new, custom VLSI
gate-array technology to give you as many as
four workstations from a single MicroVAX II.
Without excess power drain. Before CalComp
got in the race, a MicroVAX II could gain
graphics capability only by using multiple
slots. Or with the addition of separate, bulky
and expensive controller hardware. Now,
there's no contest.
With CalComp's Formula 1 Series your
MicroVAX II gains a graphics capability that
will set the designing mind free. Zoom, pan
and update with turbocharged speed and a
high-visibility 1280 x 1024 resolution. All in
256 souped up colors on a flicker-free screen.
Plus get 32-bit floating point CGI standard
functionality as standard equipment.
And don't worry about sticker shock. You
can drive away with the entire Formula 1
Series subsystem-graphics engine, highresolution color monitor, keyboard and
mouse-for only $6995. Or, try-out the
Formula 1 Series engine alone for just
$3995. It's your option.
11!1

•
••

aturally, our smooth-running Formula 1
Series graphics engine is CalCompatible with
other peripherals and software. For information and specifications call 1-800-CALCOMP
Or write CalComp, P 0. Box 3250, Anaheim,
CA 92803.
Drop the Formula 1 Series graphics engine
into your MicroVAX II and see what it'll do.
Because there's no other way to get high perfor
mance and four-on -the-floor at a price like this.

Wedrawon
your imagination~
DEC and MICROVAX II are registered trademarks of Digital
Equipment Corporation.
1987 CALCOMP
Fbrmula l is a trademark of CalComp.
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A Lockheed Company

We believe an original
equipment manufacturer
should get something original.
At Motorola, we'll address your OEM
computer system needs. Not with
just another pretty picture. But
with an unfinished VME Delta
Series'" computer. It's an original concept
many Fortune 500 ~ompanies are finding
much more becoming.

mainframes, like IBM®host computers,
can be easily (and economically) accessed.
A great double-feature: UNIX and
real-time software.

The 2316's impressive array of support
includes both our AT&T-validated version
of UNIX®System V Release 3 and our
We let you do the chalking.
~
VERSAdos'"real-time executive
We believe the fastest way to get you
/ ~
under one roof, for creating powto market is to go back. to the dra~ing
_
erful multi-l:'ser/multi-tasking,
board. And let you decide the options
-·
systems. Also included: the 2316 s
you want-before manufacture.
extensive library of high-level lanYou cut per-user costs
guages, DBMS and office automation
by choosing only what you need.
software ... so your development team
And keep your OEM edge by delivcan erase time.
ering better price/performance.
The 2316 lets you start with
That's Delta Series Flexibility,
a clean slate.
Part I.
If you'd like to investigate a range of
Originals that stay that way.
computers built on the idea that no two OEMs
Part II? Take the 2316, our entry-level
are alike, call us.
supermicro for up to eight users, taking shape
Your chalkboard is reserved.
to your left. Its six VME slots can house all the 800-556-1234, ext. 230. In California:
system components you need for most small
800-441-2345, ext. 230.
workgroup or cell applications.
Yet it's a VME Delta Series computer.
Popular standard options.
So it improves with age. And can be upgraded
D CPU : MC68020 with future upgradabil ity to MC68030.
D Mass storage: capacity for two full-height and one
in unlimited ways as your needs or technolhalf-height devices.
ogies change. Thanks to VMEbus open archiD Floppies: t2Mb or 655Kb.
D Hard disk: up to two. 67Mb ST506 or 160Mb ESDI.
tecture, the 2316 gives you access to thousands
D Streamer tape.
of VME hardware/software/accessory
D Serial ports: 4 or 8.
D Wide area networks: X.25 or SNA.
products. And you can upgrade to even
D Local area networks: XNS ETHERNET®or RFS
higher performance Delta systems without
over TCP/IP.
D Memory: 2 Mb or 4 Mb.
costly software modifications.
Networking that's more than
small talk.

In a word, the 2316 offers
connectability. It lets you interconnect your products into
powerful local and wide area
networks. Engineering workgroups can share databases
and equipment locally. And remote

({!)

D Software: SYSTEM V/68'" (U NIX 5.3), VERSAdos
(real-time), C, Pascal, FORTRAN, UNIFY,'" Oracle,®
Inform ix®and others.
D Power supply: 110V or 220V. 400W.
D Logo: Yours or ours.

VME Delta Series. SYSTEM V/68 and VERSAdos are trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Corp.
UNIX is a registered trademark of AT &1
Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corporation.
UNIFY is a trademark of UNIFY Corporation.
Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation.
lnformix is a registered trademark of lnformix Software.
© 1987, Motorola, Inc.

MOTOROLA Microcomputer Division
Approaching our technology from your point of view.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

son was na med channel manager last
yea r anq. the Macintosh II was announced last March-Macintosh
VA Rs are a dedicated lot and optimisti c about competing against IBM in
the business market.
For exa mple, Michael B. Edwards,
president of Health Care Communications Inc. in Lincoln, Neb., and an
Apple VAR since 1984, believes the
vertical market is wide open for the
Macintosh . In the past 2 1/z years, his
company has sold $8 million to $9
million in hardware and software to
more than 600 clients worldwide.
Likewise, John DiBiasi, president of
Softworks Inc. in Huntington , Conn.,
and an Apple VAR since last yea r. has
been having success selling Apple systems into the real-estate market.
Howeve r, as Apple strives to increase its VAR momentum, some
problems do crop up. mostly centering on training and support. Di Biasi.
for instance, would like to see more
support from Apple and is even trying
to drum up interest in establishing a
VAR association whose members
could lea n on each other to solve
problems and offer advice.
Earlier this year, Apple also had a
probl e m with non-certified VARs
who were selling equipment without

official Apple blessing and technical
support. Apple solved this problem in
April, however, when it decided that
all VA Rs would automatically become
certified developers and be entitled to
field service, training classes and connection to company representatives
through its AppleLink electronic mail
service.
Now, Apple is in a position to make
some major coups in the VAR community. In August. it reached a VAR
agreement with Dow Chemical Co.,
Midland , Mich., to provide Macintosh II systems for chemical applications. and was expected at press tim e
to formalize a similar deal with
Dupont Chemical Co.'s Medical
Products division in Troy, Mich., according to reports.
Adds to the alternatives

Apple is not alone in its quest to
convince system integrators and
VA Rs that that there are alternatives
to the IBM PS/2 in business application_s. At COMDEX / Fall in Las Vegas.
AST will be showing its Premium /
386-a PC/AT-compatible that runs
at 20 MHz, has up to l 30M bytes of
storage and a variety of expansion
slots that can accommodate 8- and
16-bit PC/XT and PC/ AT cards. In

addition, the system has a 32-bit slot
that is dedicated to memory, which is
expandable to I 3M bytes . Like the
Tandy 4000, the Premium/386 features SIMMs and has a zero-to-one
wait-state operation.
"We see the machine as a platform
that will take us into more minicomputer-like applications," says AST
vice president Kraemer.
AST is marketing its system to
VARs and system integrators as a
more expandable alternative to the
PS/2. Unlike IBM's high-end systems
in that line, which require large-size
add-in and expansion boards, the Premium /386 and its PC/AT architecture
can accommodate standard-size
boards. Therefore, resellers can add
products and customize systems without having to build new products,
Kraemer explains.
No one is in a better position to
know how strongly developers will
shy away from IBM's proprietary
PS/2 architecture than AST. Before it
went into the IBM PC-compatibl e
systems business earlier this year with
the introduction of the Premium/286
(of which it now ships from 8,000 to
10,000 units per month) it was, and
still is, a major supplier of board-level
products for IBM PC-compatibles

IMPACT OF OS/2 (1987-1991)
FIRST REPACKAGING OF
IBM'S386;
FIRST REAL PRICE COLLAPSE

IBM PERSONAL
SYSTEM/2 MODEL 80
"PLAIN VANILLA"
386 PC
INlROOUCTION

EMERGENCE OF HARDWARE-

TIONr-----..--------BASl-E-O-IB-MT386--C-LON-E~S,_,.
FIRST SOFTWAREBASED IBM 386
CLONES

NTROOUCl

+
1987

386 REACHES 30
PERCENT OF UNIT
SHIPMENTS

--{------;

89---~-'" - - - -

..._-+-----+-----+--19
...
OS/2 AVAILABLE
FOR DEVELOPERS
FROM MICROSOFT
AND IBM

-1990 - - -

FINAL VERSIONS
OF OS/2 VERSION
1.1 AVAILABLE
WfTH WINDOWS-LIKE
INTERFACE
OS/2 KERNEL
FIRST EMERGENCE
VERSION 1.0
OF OS/2 APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE TO USERS

-t:

1991

VARIETY OF OS/2
APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE

NOTE: SHADED AREA REPRESENTS WINDOW
OF OPPORTUNITY FOR MULTIUSER SYSTEM
(WHICH COULD EXTEND INTO 1990)
SOURCE: GART/'ER GROU'
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mem ers m
erica's newest
e ·re socie
The European Power Brokers
Vertech Systems Corporation,
holder of the exclusive North
American rights to Europe's top
software, is now appointing
exclusive resellers across the
continent.
Each Vertech HAI VAR enjoys
excellent profit margins, indepth
product sales training, marketing,
advertisfog and strong after-sale
support- and an exclusive
territory to protect his market
and profit potential.
HAI software, developed
by Holland Automation International, has a proven track
record. In use in 12 countries, HAI
provides power and versatility

previously unavailable in North
America. It also offers vertical
solutions directly applicable to
the vast, untapped manufacturing
and distribution markets.
Contact us for more information about the HAI product
and the exclusive Vertech HAI
dealerships. Perhaps you too
could one day wear the distinctive lapel pin that identifies
the European Power Brokers:
VARs representing Vertech HAI.

VERTECH~HAI

SYSTEMS
CORPORATION

European Power for smart
North American business

jR'andy Buchamer, Preside;;- -MMS 10;;-i
Vertech Systems Corporation, Suite 337, 19762 MacArthur Blvd., Irvine, CA 92715
J

I
I
I

(714) 752 -0230/ (714) 752-0231 or call Toll Free 1-800-663-8199

Please contact me \\i th more information about HAI software and the Vertech
HAI reseller program in my area.
NMIE
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For Apple, third-party activity is in the cards
It is ironic that what eventually should be one of the
most innovative and appealing products ever
developed by Apple Computer Inc. almost did not
come from the Cupertino, Calif., company.
It is even more ironic that it was Apple Computers'
reluctance to step on the toes of its third-party
software developers-which are to a large extent
responsible for the company's overall success-that
nearly prevented the product from coming out.
When Apple Fellow William Atkinson first decided
to develop a new Macintosh programming
environment-known today as HyperCard-it "was at
a point in his career when his relationship with Apple
was "going downhill fast," he says in The Complete
HyperCard Handbook by computer-writer Danny
Goodman. Apple had unbundled and was selling
separately the MacPaint program he had designed
with the understanding it would be included with the
Macintosh. Atkinson also felt Apple was not giving
enough support to his work and the efforts of other
programmers.
More important, Atkinson was concerned that
Apple might not want to back his new programming
environment, because it contained some elements of
application programming . Apple was under pressure
from third-party software developers not to compete
with them by developing and selling its own
application products. The solution, thought Atkinson,
was to leave the company and develop HyperCard as
a third-party product. However, Apple Chairman and
CEO John Sculley had other ideas.
Upon hearing of Atkinson's concern, Sculley
elected to bend the rules and quickly established a

Apple Fellow Bill Atkinson , creator of HyperCard,
talks about the programming environment at the August MacWorld Exposition in Boston.
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HyperCard "task force"-jokingly called the Acme
Dot Co.-spearheaded by Atkinson to develop the
new product . The task force's main objective was to
get HyperCard and HyperTalk-the object-oriented
programming language used to write the
environment-off the ground, along with all of its
visual and sound eccentricities. Three years later, in
August of this year, HyperCard was unveiled with
other products at the MacWorld Expo in Boston.
From Software to StackWare

Basically, HyperCard is a writing tool that lets users
organize information by building related stacks of
data. This data can be in the form of text, graphics,
pictures or sound. It can also be related by a single
word in a document or by a small portion of a large
graphics image.
Third-party software developers can easily build
HyperCard applications-called StackWare, since
each application is actually a collection of graphics
cards-by using HyperTalk to identify "buttons,"
fields , cards, backgrounds, stacks and the
all-important Home Stack; the anchor to the entire
organizational pyramid. Buttons initiate actions within
an application, such as going to the next card in the
stack or finding a related image or word in other
stacks.
Already, a number of Apple's third-party software
developers have released StackWare products for the
Macintosh. They include Optical Data Corp., Florham
Park, N.J., which announced LaserCards, and Data
Desk International, Van Nuys, Calif., which developed
an automatic telephone dialer .
Not surprisingly, Apple is hoping HyperCard will
open up systems like the Macintosh II to
non-programmers and spur more software
development for Apple machines. The company is
also hoping the new environment will boost sales of
the Macintosh II and other new products, from which
Apple derives up to 50 percent of its annual revenue .
Other key products announced by Apple at
MacWorld Expo included:
• MultiFinder, a multitasking operating system that
allows users to concurrently operate and integrate
information in applications running on different
operating systems-including MS-DOS. It is bundled
with all Macintosh computers, or sold separately to
current users for $49.
• Macintosh EtherTalk II , a communications card
that lets Macintosh users connect to Ethernet-based
networks for speedier transmissions. It will be
available in the fourth quarter of this year .
• AppleFax Modem, a device that lets users send
and receive facsimile files from Group II and Ill fax
machines. It also will be available sometime this year,
for $699.
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OVERSEEING THE SHARING OF YOUR RESOURCES
The Sierra Exchange, a true Data
Spooler, is a natural resource for
creating flexibility in a systems
environment. Whether it is Desktop Publishing, LAN's, CAD/CAM
or your own unique system
requirements, The Sierra
Exchange provides solutions.
Controlled by a high speed
microprocessor, The Sierra
Exchange accommodates communications at rates of up to
38.4Kbps.
A buffer expandable to TWO
MEGABYTES accepts data from
all input devices simultaneously.

Output then can be directed to any
port specified . You can output
to any array of devices: serial or
parallel printer, modem, laser,
plotter, or terminal with as many
as three communication channels
operating at the same time.
Each port is user definable for
both baud rate and data format.
This allows for speed and format
conversion.
Data distribution can be dramatically enhanced by daisy chaining
The Sierra Exchange or adding
RCI's Code Activated Switches to
the output ports.
CIRCLE NO. 32 ON INQUIRY CARD

CALL NOW for more information on our OEM and VAR pricing
programs or for your own customized resource sharing solution .
1-800-222-0042 (Outside California)
(408) 733-1787 (In California call
collect)
Interna tional di stributio n inquiries in vited

It

reliable communications, inc.
136 S. Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

DRIVF,S
A
LEAIJER?

You do.
Wedo.
On one hand, there's your
drive to find new applications
and new markets. On the other,
there's our drive to meet your
needs.
And as partners, we both end
up in the lead.
You give us the impetus to
stay a generation or more ahead
of the competition. And we give
you the products to do the same.
Like our high-performance,
high-capacity Winchester drive
families, from 85MB to 760MB.
And our first high-capacity optical product, a 5~-inch, 800MB
WORM drive.
So keep pushing us.
Because the further you drive
Maxtor, the further we'll drive
you.
Maxtor Corporation, 211
River Oaks Parkway, San Jose,
CA95134, (408) 432-1700,
TELEX 171074.
Sales offices: Austin (512)
345-2742,Boston (617) 872-8556,
Orange County (714) 472-2344,
New Jersey (201) 747-7337,
San Jose (408)435-7884,Woking,
England (44)/4862-29814.

Distributed by: Anthem Electronics, Inc., Lionex Corporation, Pioneer-Standard Electronics, Inc., Quality Components, Inc., Storex Corporation.
© 1987, Maxtor Corporation.
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WHERE TO FIND
A LEADER.

~
--

INTERPRETER

1------------~~--

For more information on highcapacity Maxtor disk drives, contact
our distributor in your area.
CALIFORNIA
Anthem/Lionex Electronics, Inc.
1714) 768-4444
1408) 295-4200
FWRIDA
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1305) 934-9090
GEORGIA
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1404) 448-1711
Quality Components
1404) 449-9508
ILLINOIS
Anthem/Lionex Electronics, Inc.
1312) 640-6066
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1312) 437-9680
KANSAS
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1913) 492-0500
MARYLAND
Pioneer Technology, Inc.
1301) 921-0660
MASSACHUSETI'S
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1617) 861-9200
Anthem/Lionex Electronics, Inc.
1617) 657-5170

MINNESOTA
Anthem/Lionex Electronics, Inc.
1612) 944-5454
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1612) 935-5444
NEW YORK
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1516) 921-8700

omo
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1216) 587-3600
1513) 236-9900
PENNSYLVANIA
Anthem/Lionex Electronics, Inc.
1215) 443-5150
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1215) 674-4000
TEXAS
Quality Components, Inc.
1214) 733-4300
Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc.
1214) 386-7300
CANADA
Future Electronics
1514) 694-7710
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A TOP·DOWN LOOK AT THE TOP THREE SYSTEMS:
TANDY, IBM AND COMPAQ
Features

Tandy 4000

Microprocessor
80386
Clock speed (MHz)
16
Coprocessor (optional)
80287
Standard memory (M bytes)
1
Maximum onboard memory (M bytes)
2
Maximum 32-bit memory (M bytes)
16
Expansion slots
8-bit
2
16-bit
6
32-bit (dedicated)
1
Bus architecture (type)
AT
Flexible drive
one 3 112-inch
Flexible drive capacity (M bytes)
1.44
Rigid drive average access time
optional
(M bytes/msec)
included
Serial/parallel port
Power supply (watts)
192
2,599
Retail price ($)

IBM 80-041

Compaq
Model 40
80386
16
80287
1
2

80386
16
80387
1
2
16

10
3
4
1

4
3
Micro Channel
one 3 112-inch
1.44
44 -40

one 5 '/•-inch
1.2
40-28

included
225
6,995

included
192
6,499

AT

Source: Tandy Corp.

and Apple Computer systems. In fact ,
AST makes a coprocessor for the
Macintosh II , called Mac286 that
brings that Macintosh up to snuff in
the MS-DOS world .
AST does not intend to abandon
those business segments while taking
a stab at the PS/2 market , by providing a systems alternative and by manufacturing expansion boards for the
PS/2 and its Micro Channel architecture.
The board and systems manufacturer also will not be alone in its
efforts to derail , or at least cause some
problems, for IBM ' s PS/2 push . Compaq Computer Co rp. , Houston ,
Texas, just this month introduced an
80386-based portable that is similar
to Compaq's 80286-based Portable III
but operates at a 20-MHz clock rate
and can accommod a te up to I OM
bytes of RAM on the system board .
Compaq director of corporate relations Jeff Stives claims the systemcalled the Portable 386/20-has a 25
percent or better performance ad vantage over IBM's PS/2 Model 80.
Compaq also extended its Deskpro
386 series by announcing three systems that incorporate memory caching, an expanded memory manager
and other tricks common to the mini-

computer world. The systems not
only target high-end general busin ess
applications , but can be supplemented with an optional Weitek
Corp. graphics coprocessor to deliver
performance on the level of midrange
Apollo and DEC computer systems,
says Compaq director of marketing
Michael Swavel y.
Newcomer !DR Inc., a U.S. subsidiary of Reuters based in Hauppauge.
N.Y., has also unveiled a PC/AT-compatible system that is built around
Intel's 80386 microprocessor and is
being marketed so lely through VAR
and reseller channels. The IDR 386
workstation prices start at $4.495.
with considerable discounts for quantity OEM and VAR purchases. It offers 16-MHz speed and a 32-bit bus
on a single board .
Finally , Chips and Technologies
Inc. , which made its name by producing microprocessor backbones for
many of the IBM PC clones in existence, has recently unveiled a VLSI
chip set for designing PS/ 2 Model
30-compatible microcomputer systems. The chip set will reportedl y let
manufacturers design desktop and
laptop computers with up to 25 percent more performance than IBM's
Model 30 system .
0
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Instead, your software will stay on the job. Working better than ever.
Because now it's linked to LaserPro™-the laser printer line with a range
of emulations unmatched in the industry.
The emulation advantage.
Put your software to work with LaserPro's wide selection of emulations. Our laser printers are compatible with all software programs that
support the HP LaserJet Plus~M Diablo® 630, Epson® FX-80~M Qume
Sprint® 11, and NEC Spinwriter® printers. Which means that the money
you've already invested in software is still well-spent. Even today's
newest software packages will leap into action with LaserPro. Printing
everything from business presentations to bar codes, graphics to
CAD/CAM drawings.

See Us at COMDEX/Fall, Booth W456

No hidden costs.
With LaserPro the compatibility is built right in. Our entire selection
of emulations is standard. No extra cartridges. No optional cards. No extra costs. Just push-button access and hassle-free operation.
And there's more.
Prices for our full line of printers are amazingly low. Each model
brings you versatile performance that over-powers the competition, but
not your budget. So hang on to your software-and hook up with LaserPro.
The full-featured printer line that's truly "top shelf."
For more information, contact Office Automation Systems, Inc.
(OASYS), 8352 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92111.
(619) 576-9500.
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• Both parallel and
RS-232 interfaces are
supported by a wide
selection of software.

• Easy video interfacingover 150 interfaces are
supported. No need to
write software.

• Accurate shading for
realistic, detailed solids;
work with 4,912 colors.

• Local intelligence:
video interface lets you
rotate, change colors
and scale with frontpanel controls.
• Crisp, clean lines
for highly detailed
drawings.

No OTHER
COLOR HARDCOPIER
CAN MAKE TuESE POINTS.
The CH-5300 gives you fast copies. Sharp
lines. Realistic gradation and shading. Bright,
rich solids. Consistent backgrounds. Built-in
intelligence. Easy interfacing to the broadest
range of video or parallel sources. And proven
reliability
Plus, with our new multiplexor you can turn
your color hardcopier into a shared resource;

connecting up to four different input
sources at once.
So look into the Seiko CH-5300.You'll see
that no other color hardcopier can make
these points.
Call Martin Nelson
at (408) 943-9100
~
today.
Seiko Instruments USA

SEI ViQ I ••

• Fast copies on paper
or film-A-size output in
45 seconds .

.... ,,

• Solid streak-free, unblemished backgrounds
-on the first and ninetyninth copy
• Unattended, off-line
copying with consistent, high-quality output.

CIRCLE NO. 39 ON INQUIRY CARD

c 1987 Se•ko Instruments USA, Inc.
Visuals courtesy of Ramtek Corporation, Maira Oatav1s1on, Computer Design Equipment Incorporated.

GAUGING THE GREAT
New chips serve as platform for system integrators and OEMs looking for
versatile graphics subsystems
Would-be graphics users confront ing, these images were transferred
a dilemma. The promise of power- as blocks into a PC's Limited ATcompatible outfitted with Uniful image-handling systems is
clear, but low-cost platforms and
vision UDC-800 series add-in
graphics boards built around an
easy-to-use tools are only beginIntel Cory. 82786 graphics chip.
ning to emerge.
When Mini-Micro Systems edi- MMS editors and Univision engitors began to plan this month's
neers did the editing (pixel-byspecial report on graphics chips,
pixel manipulation) on a high-resolution Tektronix Inc. 's
the staff decided to use available
monochrome monitor and the pergraphics tools to generate a cover
sonal conputer, using ImagePro
that truly reflects the state of the
art. The motorcycle race depicted
software }ram Media Cybernetics Inc.
The monochrome bithere and on the cover are the remapped display
sult of a collaboration between
controller supports
MMS and Univision Technologies
Inc., Burlington, Mass.
resolutions up to
The images-rider, cycle, corpo- 2,048 by 1,536
rate logos and so onpixels
were first digitized by
an Eiconix Corp.
scanner. With the help
of Allan Moyer,
Univision 's software
guru and director .
of sc:ftware
engineer-
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GRAPHICS IC RACE
by 8 bits with 256 gray levels. To
double-check each editing stage for
color, we switched to a UDC-803
controller-with resolutions of up
to 1,600 by 1,280 by 8 bits with
256 colors-and a Monitronix
Corp. monitor, an engineering prototype of the tube introduced at
this year's SIGGR APH show. (The
cover image is a photograph of the
screen.) Both boards support flicker-free 60-Hz non-interlaced displays.
In order to upload the digitized
images directly into the processing
equipment of our colorseparation supplier, we
had to put the bikers on
this page through several
more translations.
Because red, green and
blue images and 8-bit
planes are not the province
of color sepa-

ration suppliers, the color separations supplier had to translate
these images into cyan, magenta,
yellow and black-the four colors
printers use-and 24-bit planes.
But now the bikers are off and racing after we cranked out more
than 20 image files, each containing approximately 1. 7M bytes.
What does it all mean? First, it
demonstrates that high-quality images can be produced with personal computers. Second, it demonstrates there is a crying need for
easy-to-integrate image hand'ling
sojtware and hardware. And last, it
·demonstrates that the newest gen- ·
eration of graphics-processing chips
could initiate a booming personal
computer imaging business.
- Doug Pryor

..............

the l. . . . . .ker•

OEMs, system integrators and value-added
resellers hoping to capture a share of the fast-track
image and graphics add-in business will find this
special report, coordinated by senior editor Joe Lerro,
indispensible. In Part I, Intel Corp. explains how its
chip tranlates bits into images; in Part II, Texas
Instruments Inc. examines the importance of
programmability; and Part Ill lays out the key specs of
six other chip offerings.
The report provides product planners, equipment
buyers and system integrators the insights they need
to create graphics-operating environments that satisfy
customer demands. And these demands are wide
ranging:
• Faster screen response, higher resolution, more
colors and advanced graphics in personal
workstations;
• Fast, flexible text handling and efficient spline
curves for geometric fonts in electronic publishing;
• Fast image compression and decompression in
low-cost imaging systems;
• Emulation of all the popular hardware standards
. in graphics terminals.
And for in-house, high-volume end users, the chip
wizards supply the technology grit to help them make
informed graphics decisions.
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PART I

COPROCESSOR REVS UP
GRAPHICS PERFORMANCE
Mounted on a single VLSI chip, two independent processors respectively manipulate
graphics and text, and execute multiple windows in hardware
Ray Torres and Richard Shankman

proaches . Where separate integrated circuits
(ICs) are needed to supply basic graphics requirements, and several additional ones are
required for more sophisticated systems, engineers can instead rely on this graphics chip as
the standard platform for varied designs.

Intel Corp .

A standard VLSI part, the Intel Corp. 82786
graphics coprocessor, provides engineers with a
foundation for their designs and serves as a
ready alternative to custom graphics ap-

THI GP-DP ONE-TWO PUNCH

Key to the
82786 graphics
coprocessor's
performance is a
pair of on-chip
processors-the
graphics processor (GP) and the
display processor
(OP). The GP provides graphics
primitives for
lines, rectangles,
arcs and circles,
which it executes
in silicon. The OP
provides hardware to support
multiple windows
and instantaneous smooth panning and
scrolling.
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Although the approaches for graphics hardware design differ in detail, they all rely on a
similar architecture. That includes, at a minimum, a video display interface, some memory
dedicated to graphics and a host interface.
The video display interface generates the
high-speed video signals needed to drive CRT
monitors, laser printers or other types of display devices. The video hardware of graphics
subsystems has traditionally required careful
design to ensure that the display device can be
supplied with data (refreshed) at standard
video rates. In fact, some early advances in
graphics technology concentrated on video display control.
Just as graphics requirements dictate an efficient video section, they also demand an efficient access to a dedicated memory. In some
graphics designs, this memory serves as a display frame buffer-a dedicated storage area

that holds the specific data representing exactly
the current screen image. In the IBM Corp. PC
CGA (Color Graphics Adapter), for example,
the graphics memory logically lies within the
PC's address space but is reserved for use as a
frame buffer. In others, the dedicated graphics
memory is physically separate from host memory. However, in any case, the host requires
unimpeded, direct access to this memory. Even
with the most sophisticated local graphics controller, the host needs this direct access to
efficiently transfer graphics-command sequences or completed graphics images, such as
digitized images from scanners .
The host interface handles the electrical and
logical connections to the host system, while
the local graphics controller acts as an overall
supervisor. In more advanced designs, the local
graphics controller is often charged with complex tasks. In "smart" graphics peripherals, for

PROMISING RISOLUTIONS

NUMBER OF
COLORS

82786 DISPLAY
MODE KEY

SUPER

HIGH
SPEED
VERY

HIGH
SPEED

HIGH
SPEED
NORMAL
SPEED
ASSUMPTIONS: • 60-Hz, NON-INTERLACED FRAME RATE
• 7-µSEC HORIZONTAL RETRACE TIME
• VRAMs ARE 64K BY 4
• HIGHER RESOLUTIONS ARE SUPPORTED WITH 256K BY 4 VRAMs
•STATIC COLUMN DECODE DRAMs
•THE 82786 ALSO SUPPORTS STANDARD DRAMs
* FUNCTION OF TYPE OF VRAM USED

Using combinations of DRAMs, VRAMs and
multiple graphics coprocessors, designers
can address a broad spectrum of resolutions
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SOURCE: INTEL CORP.

for 60-Hz, non-interlaced display devices. The
82786's accelerated mode trades bits per
pixel for higher transfer rates .
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FROM MARKET TOEHOLDS TO BEACHHEADS

Graphics terminals
13%

lndustrlal
• instrumentation
• process control
• numerical control machines
Other
• video capture
• video games
• automotive instrumentation
• automobile navigation systems
• electronic kiosks
Mllltary
e in-tank displays
• in-plane displays
• command displays
Med lea I
• scanners and imaging
e analysis tools
• instrumentation
Workstations
e CAD/CAM/CAE
-• publishing systems
PC and add-Ins
e desktop publishing
• presentation graphics
• spread sheets and charts
e high-qualny word processing
SOURCE: INTEL CORP.

Because of its
versatility, the
82786 graphics
coprocessor can
be effectively
used in diverse
applications.
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example, the local controller interprets highlevel commands from the host and creates
low-level images for display.
Comply with standards
Despite the integration and performance advantages of custom and semicustom VLSI
chips, system OE Ms can suffer a distinct disadvantage if their IC designers create a proprietary VLSI part that fails to comply with existing and emerging standards . Although
proprietary VLSI chips open the door to highly
differentiated designs, they can also limit the
success and impede the evolution of a subsystem. In fact, basing a design on a proprietary
architecture can severely limit its success in the
market.
As a simple analysis, suppose system integrators must support 1,000 different application
programs on I 00 uniquely different graphics
architectures, and that the appropriate software
interface between application and hardware
costs $10,000 to generate. Any industry would
find the required $I billion investment an
unacceptable ove(head. In fact, in the current
graphics market, the numbers and investment
would be far more severe than those in this
conservative example.
However, standards limit the number of distinct architectures that must be supported. In
the graphics arena for PC-DOS systems, graphics protocols such as Digital Research Inc. 's
GEM, Microsoft Corp.'s Windows, and Graph-

ics Software Systems lnc.'s direct graphics interface specification (DGIS) are earning statu s
as de facto standards. Similarly, for the AT&T
Co. UNIX operating environments, X-Window is rapidly emerging as a de facto standard .
In both computing environments, the ANSI
CGI (computer graphics interface) proposed
standard is already finding adherents.
Graphics coprocessor has advantages

The 82786 graphics coprocessor squeezes the
major components required in a typical graphics subsystem, onto a single VLSI chip. Fabricated in the same advanced CHMOS (compl imentary high-performance metal oxide
semiconductor) process as the 80386, 32-bit
microprocessor, the 82786 dissipates less than
I W for itself and for up to 32 dynamic RAM s
(DRAMS) that form a dedicated graphi cs
memory. This dedicated memory provides the
coprocessor with high-speed access to graphics
information. Consequently, the 82786 does not
need to compete with its host CPU for access to
system memory.
Because the 82786 integrates its graph icssupport hardware with on-chip memory and
display interfaces, engineers can use this graphics chip with little or no additional circuitry. In
fact , the simplest 82786-based configuration
comprises only the coprocessor, the host CPU ,
a CRT display device and graphics memory,
which the host CPU can share for its system
memory.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987

SIGMAVGA BRIDGES THE GRAPHICS GENERATION GAP
Trne VGA Graphics ... Delivered
Forget the promises or the confusion. Sigma
Designs cuts through the smokescreen of
competing claims with the definitive VGA
solution, including Mode 13. Introducing
SigmaVGA, the high resolution graphics display adaptor that provides 100% VGA BIOS.
level compatibility for the PC, X'l: AT and
compatibles. SigmaVGA delivers the future
generation of PS/ 2 graphics software without
compromising your ability to run existing
programs. And it's available right now!

More Graphics Flexibility Than
Ever Before
There's no need to sacrifice your existing
hardware investment or access to popular
graphics modes in exchange for VGA capability. With SigmaVGA, you can have it all:

s

I

G

M

More Colors-A demonstrated spectrum
of 256 colors out of a palette of 262,000.
Now its easier than ever before to represent
compkx information, execute desigru or
create intensely vivU:l presentations.
More Displays and EmulationsSigmaVGA drives digital, analog and multisync monitors and provides EGA, CGA, MDA
and Hercules Graphics emulations.

200,000+ EGA Boards Installed
A proven leader in the .fiel,d, Sigma Designs
has been supplying advanced graphics hardware to major OEM customers. Now you can
take advantage of this superior technology.
To find out more about SigmaVGA or other
advanced Sigma Designs products, see your
local dealer or call 415-770-0100.

lBM ia a registered trademark of International Busineu Machines. Hercu1e1
Grapbica is a trademark of Hercules ComputerTechnology, Inc.

SIGMA VGA
VGA Enhanced Display Modes
• 320 x 200 x 256 Colors (Mode 13)
Out of a palette of 262,000 colors
• 640 x 480 x 16 Colors
More resolution than ever before
• 720 x 400 x 16 Colors or Gray Scales
Easy reading 9 x 16 matrix in text mode
Emulation Modes
EGA, CGA, MDA, Hercules
Monitors S~ported
• IBM PS/2 onochrome Dis~lab 8503
• IBM PS/2 Color Dis~lay 85 2, 513
· NEC Mui~ (an og and digital modes)
• Princeton
E
• Compatible analog and digital monitors, both
monochrome and oolor

Sigma Designs Inc.
46501 Landing Parkway :.
Fremont, CA 94538
Telex 171240
Fax 415-770-0110
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MultiSync is a trademark of NEC Corporation.
HX12E is a trademark of Princeton Graphic Systems, Inc.
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'fyplcalty, one host serves
your business appllcatlons
while another serves your
engineering and database
needs. Now Tek's 4200 Serles
gives you one window to
them all.
Tek 4200 Series terminals
let you switch between IBM and
DEC hosts at will, and work with
up to six databases at once.
You can work independently
of the host, too: Among Tek's
superb graphics capabilities is

extensive local intelligence
that lets you go off-line to better utilize host resources. Local
zoom and pan, for example,
lets you vifffl data well beyond
display addressability.
Compatlbillty with
over 175 leading software
packages puts the 4200
Serles In the mainstream of
CAD/CAM, CAE, technical
data analysis and business
graphics. Bring your report,
presentation and documenta-

tion hard copy to life with the
4200-compatible 4690 Family
of color printers.
Available in 13-inch or
19-inch versions, as well as a
super-tough industrial version,
Tek 4200 terminals add the
ideal graphic and alphanumeric
solution to every station.
To learn more about the
4200 Series, contact your local
Tek representative.
Or call 1-800-225-5434.
In Oregon, 1-235-7202.
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Thehoat
processor

require•
unltnpeded,
direct acceu
to the
graphic•

memory.

An on-chip component, the BIU (bus interface unit), supports this simple design capability through its programmable host interface and
integrated DRAM controller. The controller
performs DRAM refresh cycles and mediates
access to the dedicated DRAM array. In turn,
the host CPU has extensive programmable control of the graphics coprocessor's resources
through a 128-byte block of internal control
registers.
Using a 25-MHz video clock and conventional DRAM, a 20-MHz 82786 can support drawing rates up to 2.5 million pixels per second and
up to 25,000 characters per second. The graphics coprocessor's performance derives from an
architecture in which a pair of on-chip processors-the GP (graphics processor) and DP
(display processor)-independently handle
graphics and display tasks.
The GP manipulates graphics and text in
bit-maps-rectangular drawing areas that comprise a specific number of pixels. Logically, a
bit-map serves as the canvas for a set of graphics operations, such as line drawing, color filling or polygon creation. Physically, the display
screen (frame) can show a window or several
overlapping windows as in multiwindow graphics interfaces. In turn, each window corresponds to a bit-map or part of a bit-map. The
GP manipulates several individual bit-maps
independently of their actual display.
In turn, the DP controls the display of video
data on a CRT, laser printer or other output
device. In this role, the DP extends support for
display operations beyond conventional features like cursor support and video interfaces.
The DP is optimized to display data in the form
of packed bit-maps, and provides a number of
related features that directly support multiple
display windows. In fact, the DP's ability to
dynamically assemble a display frame obviates
the need for the frame buffer of traditional
graphics architectures.
Memory makes demands

Graphics applications are perhaps the most
memory-intensive. In fact, with their requirements for a frame buffer, traditional hardware
designs exacerbate the memory demand for
graphics. Even without a separate frame buffer,
graphics is inherently memory intensive: Character generation requires memory for storage of
font bit-maps, and graphics images require
their own bit-maps. To manage this demand,
the 82786 can support a dedicated graphics
memory as large as 4M bytes. All of the graphics coprocessor's internal subsystems access
memory via a 22-bit address space, which can
be mapped into both graphics and main-system
memory.
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However, not all application areas require a
full 4M-byte complement of graphics memory.
In those cases, the 82786's address space can be
divided between external system memory and
local, dedicated graphics memory. Thus, the
graphics coprocessor can access system memory through the remaining memory-address
space.
In a 82786-based subsystem, the dedicated
graphics memory holds display data, character
fonts and programmed instructions for use by
the graphics coprocessor's internal processors.
In addition, graphics memory holds separate
bit-maps, which can be displayed by the DP in
separate windows. Bit-maps may range up to
32,000 pixels on a side, with individual pixel
depth (bits per pixel) ranging from 1 to 8 bits of
color or gray scale. Logically, each bit-map
represents a self-contained drawing area, with
its own coordinate system defined as starting at
the upper left-hand comer of the rectangle.
Physically, bit-maps may start on any even
address in the 4M-byte graphics memory space
and may number up to the limit permitted by
available graphics memory.
The 82786 supports a variable number of
bits per pixel, and permits the Ilse of various

combinations in different bit-maps within the
same system. For example, several bits per
pixel would be used for color graphics applications, while only a single bit per pixel would be
needed for text in a different bit-map.
Starting from the even byte that represents a
bit-map's origin, each 16-bit word in memory
is packed with as many pixels as possible. If the
minimum number of bits store information,
less memory and lower bandwidth are needed
to refresh the display.
Because memory design is critically important to the throughput of a graphics subsystem,
the 82786's DRAM controller supports a wide
range of memory configurations and device
types. For example, designers can use the
graphics coprocessor page mode or fast-pagemode DRAMs. With these types of memory
devices, the 82786 sets up the row addresses
and quickly scans in the column addresses for
several burst accesses to the same page.
With the graphics coprocessor, fast-pagemode bursts operate at twice the speed of page
mode. For example, in non-interleaved operaMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987

Uncle Samsung is understandably proud.

Who wouldn't be, with a new generation
of computer products for the American
market, to show off?
Their name, Samtron.
It's a technologically advanced brand of
12" and 14" terminals created to help you
keep up with the latest computer designs.
Our products include an IBM PS-2 family,
for instance. Multi-sync capability. And
a choice of B&W and color models only
the world's largest monitor maker could
offer you.
What's more the Samtron brand was bom
in the USA. Conceived here by our
American design team.
Then manufactured in Korea by our automated, robotic assembly lines. The same
way all Samsung Electron Devices'
oomputer products are made. It keeps the
quality high. And the costs low.
But we've located on your side of the
Pacific. And we know how to handle
whatever you need. Sales. Service.
Custom designs. Even computers.
So keep your eye out for Samtron
at COMDEX. Just look for the
proud man in the stripes.
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tion, the 82786 manages burst-access rates of
I OM bytes per second and 20M bytes per
second for page-mode and fast-page-mode access, respectively. By exploiting the 82786 ' s
support for interleaved memory in two separate banks, these rates can be doubled. Here,
after DRAM cycles for both banks are initiated , the graphics coprocessor can alternate
The 82786 gives
system integrators a standard
platform to face
proliferating
graphics architectures and different applications.
This facilitates
creation of advanced graphics
subsystems economically.

access between the two banks, thus cutting the
effective access time in half.
Besides its support for DRAM , the 82786
can similarl y support dual-ported VR AM
(video RAM). For the most demanding appl ications , VRAM provides a highly effi cient
mechanism for the transfer of pixels to a display device. As the graphics coprocessor uses

CHIP GAINS SOFTWARI SUPPORT
Product/Resolution
(pixels)

Applications

QuadHPG 1
640 x 480 x 8
QuadHPG 2
1,600 X 1,200 X 1

CAD/CAM, desktop
publishing, graphics

AutoCAD, DGIS, GEM, Lotu s,
MS.Windows, Pagemaker,
WordPerfect

Number Nine
Computers
Corp.

Pepper SGT
1,280 X480X4
800 X 600 X 4
640 X350 X8

CAD/CAM, desktop
publishing, graphics

AutoCAD, GEM, HALO, Lotus,
MS-Windows, Software
Publishing , VersaCAD

Bell
Technologies

Blit Express
1,660 X 1,200X 1
,640 X480 X8

CAD/CAM, desktop
publishing, graphics

GEM, MS·DOS, MS-Windows,
Sun NeWS , UNIX V/ 386 Rel.
3.0, X Window

Vista Computer
Systems

VCS·2000
1,728 X 2,200 X 1

CAD/CAE, desktop publishing

proprietary

Univision
Technologies
Inc.

UDC-800
2,000 X 1,600 X 8
UDC-803
1,600 x 1,280x8

CAD/CAE, image processing,
medical imaging, surveillance

AutoCAD, MS-DOS, UNIX, X
Windows

ViewMATE
1,240 x 950 X 1

multitasking/multipurpose
workstations

Ethernet, Gould/MPX-32,
MS-DOS, UNIX, VAX/VMS

RDS 3000

Al, CAD/CAE , workstations

AutoCAD , Common Lisp, Kyoto
Common Lisp, Lucid, MS-DOS,
UNIX V/386, XENIX , X Windows

Crystal series
1,280 X96QX1

desktop publishing

AutoCAD , GEM, MS-Windows,
Pagemaker, Ventura Publi sher

Vermont
Microsystems
Inc.

Page Manager 100
1,024X 1,024 X 1

desktop publishing

Ventura Publisher

Verticom Inc.

Desktop 1280
1,28QX960X1

desktop publishing

AutoCAD, GEM, MS·Windows,
Pagemaker, Ventura Publisher

Company

Software support

Add-in boards:
Quadram

Systems:
International
Software
Technology
Inc.
MAD Intelligent
Systems Inc.
Taxan USA
Corp.

Source: Intel Corp.
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CHINON: As ious about
technology as you are.
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Chinon floppy disk drives are
renowned in Japan for outstanding
technical excellence and an extremely
high level of overall quality. That kind of
reputation doesn't come easy in a land
where OEM's have some of the toughest
standards in the world.
This same reputation is growing in the
U .S. among serious designers, engineers
and OEM management. We know how
concerned you are about technological
superiority, rel iabi I ity and cost-effectiveness.
We're just as serious. That's why we have
an ongoing commitment at Chinon always

to produce technically advanced, reliable
products . And we deliver on that
commitment every time.
You're serious about your systems.
Finally there's a disk drive manufacturer
that's as serious as you are.
CIRCLE NO. 43 ON INQUIRY CARO

CHI
NON
The drive to succeed.
Chinon America, Inc., 6374 Arizona Circle,
Los Angeles, CA 90045 . (213) 216-7611 FAX : (213) 216-7646
PICTURED IS CHINON F-354l: 5V, ONE-INCH, tMB SUM-LINE MODEL.
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one VRAM port to access graphics information, the VRAM rapidly shifts the data out
serially through its other port. External multiplexers convert the individual bit data streams
from separate VRAM devices into the appropriate bit-per-pixel serial stream needed for
display.
The BIU's DRAM controller directly drives
up to 32 DRAMs without additional external
logic. For example, unlike most DRAM controllers, the 82786 does not need impedancematching resistors between itself and the
DRAM array. In addition, the DRAM controller automatically performs the required refresh
cycles needed for DRAM arrays, at a refresh
rate programmed through a BIU register.
Besides its support for DRAM and VRAM
memory arrays, the BIU supports memory access itself by providing all the control signals
required to arbitrate 82786 access to system
memory (master mode) and CPU access to
graphics memory (slave mode) during separate
bus transactions. When it is configured in master mode, the 82786 looks like another (potential) bus master in the system: The graphics
coprocessor requests bus control, takes over the
bus when the CPU permits and releases the bus
when it has completed its system-bus cycles.

The graphics coproceaeor'a
DRAM controller supports • wide
range of memory configurations
and device types.
In slave mode, the 82786 acts like an intelligent DRAM controller: The CPU can select the
graphics coprocessor and receive an acknowledgement when the memory cycle is complete.
To arbitrate access to 82786's graphics memory
from various potential requestors, the BIU
maintains a programmable priority level for
each potential source of bus requests.
The 82786's support for master mode or
slave mode operation provides designers with
the flexibility needed for a variety of graphics
applications. In addition, the graphics coprocessor supports both synchronous and asynchronous interfaces with the system CPU. For example, as the core of a graphics board for an
80186-based system, the 82786 uses an asynchronous CPU interface, with the graphics coprocessor operating only in slave mode. Much
the same design would apply in a simple add-on
board for personal computers.
Finally, the 82786 includes on-chip video
hardware that generates all the video signals
80

necessary to drive typical color CRTs. Dedicated DP registers provide programmable control of all critical timing parameters-such as
horizontal and vertical blanking times.
For example, in a simple configuration for a
16-color display, four of the 82786's eight
VDATA (video data) outputs would provide
four bits of color per pixel. Many relatively
low-cost CRTs use TTL (transistor to transistor
logic)-level inputs to handle this basic graphics
capability. However, for higher pixel-resolution
displays, a set of three digital-to-analog converters would convert specified combinations
of the eight VDATA outputs into RGB (redgreen-blue) analog signals. These signals drive
the analog CRTs that are generally required to
handle this high-color resolution.
Supports programming model

The 82786 supports a sophisticated programming model that relies on linked lists of
user-programmed graphics instructions and
their associated parameters. While the GP manipulates the data within these separate bitmaps, the DP retrieves these bit-maps (in whole
or in part) and draws them on the screen. The
host CPU orchestrates this activity through
lists of commands to the GP, and specifies the
required arrangement of bit-maps on the screen
by providing the DP with a list of descriptors.
In a typical system, a high-level graphics
package would cause the CPU to write these
command lists of instructions into graphics
memory for execution by the GP. Similar to
those in the ANSI CGI (computer graphics
interface), the graphics processor's instruction
set provides programmers with a flexible programm ing interface for complete control of
bit-map contents and graphics program execution.
Graphics instructions for the 82786 are conveyed through a simple format , which comprises an 8-bit opcode, GECL (graphics-end-ofcommand-list) flag and associated parameter
list. The parameter list often contains 22-bit
pointers to reference the graphics memory.
These pointers are allocated 32 bits of space in
the instruction set to allow for future expansion, thus using more of the graphics coprocessor's inherent 32-bit internal architecture.
Typically, the host CPU builds a command
block of these instructions by placing several of
them sequentially in graphics memory. In turn,
the GP fetches these instructions directly from
graphics memory and executes them-just as
the CPU executes its own instructions from
system memory. After it fetches a command,
the GP checks the GECL bit to determine if
more commands need to be executed. If the GP
MINl·MICRO SYSTEMS/October 1987

Introducing the COLORSCAN/2

Color Graphics Workstation
If the success of your business depends on making faster, better
informed decisions, then the COLORSCAN/ 2 workstation is
designed for you.
Packaged all in one space saving 10" x 15" low profile enclosure, the COLORSCAN/ 2 features both a built-in plug-compatible
VfTM240 text/graphics terminal and a high-performance "next
generation" PC/ MS-DOS®personal system.
Starting at around $2,000; the COLORSCAN/ 2 offers many
technological advancements that work to your advantage in many
innovative ways. For example:
• High-performance VT240 and EGA compatible graphics
• Quiet, diskless networking operation
• "Smart card" and 3 Yz-inch disk accessories
• Surface mount technology and custom VLSI
• Auxiliary battery-backed RAM
• Choice of Personal System/ 2™ or VT200-style keyboard

With its dual capability and high connectivity, you can access
on-line information from a VAX™system or other time sharing
systems while simultaneously running PC/ MS-DOS applications
such as Lotus® 1 -2-3~ By simply pressing a "hot keY,' you can
switch back and forth from MS-DOS to the VT240 terminal
sessions. And a "cut and paste" feature lets you extract and
manipulate information between the two.
To find out more about how the COLORSCAN/ 2 can satisfy
your needs, call Datamedia at 1-800 DMC-INFO.

D11C

DATAMEDIA CORPORATION
The fbsffive Pesponse·

11 Trafalgar Square, Nashua, NH 03063
CI RCLE NO. 44 ON INQUIRY CARD

*Based on manufacturer's suggested retail price. Dealer price may vary. Price excludes taxes, license, freight or options. COLORSCAN is a registered uademark of Datamedia Corporation. VT and VAX are trademarksof
Digital Equipment Corporation. MS-DOS is a registered tradema rk of Microsoft. Corporation. Personal System/2 is a trademark of International Busines.s Machines. Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.

Fasten your seatbelts. The new Pinwriter®
P9XL printer from NEC is about to take off.
It cruises at 400
characters
per secIt's our fastest
ond
in
draft
mode,
printer yet.
140 characters per
· ~--------~Ac.tu~al.pr.int Second in letter
sample from the Pinwriter P9XL printer. quality mode.
Which means it can really make
those business letters fly. In fact, no other 24-pin
printer is faster.

And because it uses a 24-pin printhead ar.d
a multistrike film ribbon-the same kind that's
used in typewriters and letter-quality printers the P9XL also delivers better print quality than
its competitors. It even prints in color.
But it's not limited to letters. The Pinwriter
P9XL is a true multi-purpose printer that can fly
through payroll, invoices, continuous forms,
multipart forms-just about any business or
office application.
Best of all, it's from NEC-the world's largest

manufacturer of24-pin printers. The company
that consistently offers you the highest reliability
ratings in the industry. (You can expect your
P9XL to run for five years before it might need
a repair.)
So don't waste any more time. Fly down to
your nearest dealer and ask to see the new
Pinwriter P9XL. Or call NEC at 1-800-343-4418
(in MA, (617) 264-8635). Or if you prefer, write
to NEC Information Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414
Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA 01719.

NEC PRINIERS.1HEYONLY STOP
WHEN YOU WANT1HEM10.

NEC

NEC Information Systems, Inc.
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Graphics
Instructions
for the 82788
are conveyed

through an
extremely
simple format.

finds that the GECL bit is set, it does not
execute the command, but instead enters the
"poll" state. While in the poll state, the GP
checks the GECL bit in one of its internal
registers and begins executing the command list
specified in other internal registers when the
GECL bit is reset.
Similarly, the CPU controls the display itself
by loading graphics memory with a display
command, which the DP subsequently executes
during the vertical blanking period. At the
beginning of each vertical blanking period, the
DP checks the ECL (end-of-command-list) ·bit
in its opcode register. It executes the instruction in the opcode register only ifthe ECL bit is
reset (0). In turn, after it executes the instruction, the DP sets the ECL bit, which indicates
to the CPU that it may load a new instruction.
This simple handshake mechanism ensures
that the DP has time to complete execution of a
particular instruction before the CPU issues a
new one. Consequently, parameter updates are
synchronized with display refresh, providing
for clean and flicker-free displays. In addition,
the DP can be programmed to issue a frame
interrupt on a specified multiple of framesproviding a mechanism for frame-oriented display features like scrolling or panning.
Cooperates with the host

As a graphics coprocessor, the 82786 cooperates with the host microprocessor to speed
graphics operations. Because it is not a microprogrammable processor, the 82786 does not
need a separate development environment. Instead, it works within the existing development
environments. Consequently, the same development tools used for microprocessor design
are available, as are a variety of support tools
specifically for the graphics processor. For example, an IBM PC/AT can serve as a suitable
development host for 82786 design.
In fact, the 82786 could easily fit into an
8028 6-based system, such as the PC/ AT, by
means of an add-on board. In this case, because
the graphics coprocessor has been designed
with the 80286 in mind, the interface logic
needed is minimal: The graphics coprocessor
and CPU can virtually be directly connected.
In a system where the 82786 is connected
synchronously to an 80286, much of the logic
can be shared by the rest of the 80286 system.
In this particular configuration, the graphics
coprocessor can run either as a master or a
slave. Data transceivers permit the 80286 to
access the 82786 and its graphics memory, and
the graphics coprocessor to access system memory. Furthermore, although the 82786 always
uses 16 bits, engineers can program it to work
84

in systems that use a microprocessor like the
8088, which uses an 8-bit bus.
Although the 82786 uses packed bit-maps
that combine efficient memory utilization with
high flexibility, the chip nevertheless protects
the large installed base of existing PC graphics
software applications. The graphics coprocessor provides an environment compatible with
existing graphics subsystems like IBM's monochrome and CGA interfaces, as well as the
Hercules Computer Technology interface. In
fact, the DP provides a special provisiqn for
displaying IBM PC-compatible windows. By
setting a bit, engineers can specify that a particular window is being displayed from the bitmap created in the IBM PC format. The DP
supports the CGA bit-map format in which the
least significant byte of a word appears on the
left of the most significant byte on the screenas opposed to the 82786's format , in which the
least significant byte appears to the right of the
most significant byte.
In addition, the two-bank and four-bank bitmaps used in IBM PC and PCjr systems are
also supported. These different modes permit
the bit-maps created by systems compatible
with the PC or PCjr to be upwardly compatible
with 82786 displays. Thus, existing applications using these interfaces can coexist on a
display screen with newer applications using
bit-maps created with the graphics coprocessor.
Encompasses the high-end

With the availability of more sophisticated
operating environments, the 82786's hardware
support for graphics windows offers opportuni-

. .--~can

--~---~of
..,,.,.. C8nCmTently executing
tasks.
ties for versatile user interfaces. For example,
in a multitasking environment, such as that of
OS/2, the graphics coprocessor can support
graphics requirements of several concurrently
executing tasks. The GP could update bit-maps
for different tasks, while the DP draws only
those of most interest to the user. Thus, a
spreadsheet task could fill the display screen ,
while the graphics for a concurrent electronic
mail task could be updated in the background
and shown only when the user requests it. In
this case, the switch between displayed windows would occur nearly instantaneously, because the graphics information would already
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be available in memory. All of this activity can
occur without detracting from the CPU's ability to execute application programs, because the
82786 operates as an independent coprocessor.
As users demand higher resolution, OEMs
can continue to draw on more of the 82786's
features. The graphics coprocessor's flexible
modes of operation let designers meet higher
data-transfer requirements by trading bits-perpixel resolution for higher transfer speed.
Through a special mode, called accelerated
mode, the 82786 can support a 50-MHz external video clock rate with a resolution of 4 bits
per pixel; at 100 MHz with 2 bits per pixel; or
even at 200 MHz with a 1 bit-per-pixel resolution. Designers can put the graphics coprocessor in this accelerated mode by setting dedicated bits in the DP control register.
Besides setting these bits, designers need to
add some additional external circuitry to the
output of the 82786 in order to implement
accelerated mode. For example, to handle 4 bits
per pixel in accelerated mode, only an additional multiplexer is required. In this case, when
the 82786 transmits its 8-bit VDATA output
signal, the external multiplexer switches the
4-bit output between the low-order four bits
and the high-order four bits at 50 MHz-twice
the video clock frequency.
Still, the use of accelerated mode does not
have to limit the color resolution of the displayed data. Engineers can use high-speed
video palette RAMs (color-lookup tables) to
restore higher color resolution from information stored at a lower resolution. For example, a
color-lookup table could translate the 4-bit information from the previous example into 8-bit
color data for a 256-color display. In fact , the
use of color-lookup tables provides a highly
efficient use of graphics memory. Because data
is maintained internally at a lower color resolution, less display memory is required for this
approach. For example, rather than use 8 bits
per pixel for a 256-color display, designers can
achieve a similar effect-and save memoryby manipulating 4 bit-per-pixel data internally
and accessing the color-lookup table to select a
set of 16 different colors from the complete
palette of 256. Here, the 82786 uses its 4-bit
data as an address to the color-lookup table. In
turn, the color-lookup table passes along the
higher resolution color data (through digital to
analog converters) to the CRT.
When display requirements dictate a different set of 16 colors, the host CPU loads a new
set into the color-lookup table. In fact, to load a
new color into a specific location in the colorlookup table, the DP can be programmed to
output the 4-bit address on four VDATA pins
86

during the horizontal and vertical blank times.
The CPU can then load the 8-bit color information through external logic, directly into the
color-palette memory array.
For ultra high-resolution graphics subsystems, engineers can use multiple 82786s. For
example, two graphics coprocessors could support a I, I 44-by-860-pixel, 16-color, 60-Hz ,
non-interlaced display. Here, the two graphics
coprocessors-using 2 bits per pixel at I 00
MHz-would each handle halfofthe 4 bits per
pixel in fo rmation needed by a color-lookup
table. Each 82786 would manipulate a 2-bitsper-pixel bit-map in memory, and combine
their separate 2-bit outputs into a single 4-bit
value. As previously mentioned, such a design
could also include a color-lookup table to provide even higher color resolution to the display
device.
To function correctly, the video signals from
multiple 82786s must be synchronized. In this
case, one of the graphics coprocessors would be
normally programmed to generate the master
video horizontal and vertical synchronous signals. The other graphics coprocessors would be
programmed to be slaves; their horizontal and
vertical synchronous pins would become inputs. All slave 82786s will then automatically
synchronize their video output to the master
graphics coprocessor. Although this configuration would more likely be used for high-performance, non-interlaced displays, the 82786 supports similar configurations for interlaced
displays.
The 82 786's slave-video interface extends
the suitability of the graphics coprocessor into
areas outside of conventional CRT display
graphics. For example, in laser printers, the
internal laser engine generates synchronous signals for its data source. Thus, in a laser-printer
design , the 82786 could use the laser engine's
synchronous signals. Also, the graphics coprocessor's ability to support a 4M-byte dedicated
memory would prove essential in managing the
various memory areas of a high-resolution office laser printer.
D
Ray Torres, a senior software application
engineer for the 82786, received his bachelor of
science degree from Louisiana State University.
Richard Shankman, a senior hardware
application engineer for the 82786, received his
bachelor of science degree from San Jose State
University in California.
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T~:AMT Office Printer'"PLUS
Tired of juggling three or more separate devices to meet your printing needs? Confused about which technology-daisywheel, dotmatrix, plotter, ink-jet, thermal or laser-is right for you? Worried
about software/printer compatibi Iity?
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Introducing the AMT Office Printer PLUS, an all-in-one printing
solution that does the job of all these devices with superb print
quality, speed, and the ability to mix text with multicolor highresolution graphics.
How can one printer do so much? With an ingenious print mechanism, unrivaled font, graphic and color flexibility, multiple coresident emulations, plus widespread hardware and software
compatibility.
The AMT Office Printer PLUS is applications-oriented. For word
processing, there is better-than-letter and near-letter-qua Iity text, a
font library with both fixed and proportionally-spaced fonts, variable pitches, language support, IBM graphic symbols, scientific
and technical character sets, ·and built-in features that italicize,
color, bold, shadow, super/subscript, underscore, expand, center,
and justify text. For data processing, there is high-speed, draftquality text with up to 264 characters per line. For business graphics, CADICAM/CAE plots, and other precision graphic applications, there are full-color graphic modes providing resolutions up
to 240V x 480H dots per inch. And for technical applications,
there is custom font generation, font download, plotter emulation,
and many other printing utilities.
Most importantly, the AMT Office Printer is fully compatible with
software that drives the Diablo 630™, Diablo C-150 Ink-Jet Printer™, IBM Model 5182 Color Printer™ ,or Epson JX-80™. So just
plug the printer into your computer's serial or parallel port, load
your favorite software, and begin printing.
Isn't it about time to solve all your printing problems? The all-inane AMT Office Printer PLUS!
1157 Tourmaline Drive
Newbury Park, CA 91320 (805) 499-8741
European sales office UK (0) 7356-71464

Advanced Matrix Technology, Inc.
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Without the right connections,
your peripfieral devices
won't get off the ground.
Unless your asynchronous devices can
effectively communicate with your host computer, your data communications will never
take off.
That's why KMW Systems, the original
inventor of the protocol converter, now offers
more connections for asynchronous devices
than any other company, including 3770,
HASP, 3270, 278013780, Twinax and Coax.
Each of our 12, specially designed protocol converters allows fast, reliable local or remote communications between asynchronous
equipment and IBM® or compatible systems.
That means you can efficiently use a
-. wide variety of less expensive nonIBM devices. And if you have
unique requirements, we can provide a custom solution ... to save
you both time and money.
KMW protocol converters are
state-of-the-industry, and feature
multilevel on-board diagnostics,
menu-driven programmability
plus permanent memory
(EEPROM) storage of host session and device parameters, a
"pass through" mode for graphics
data, and data rates up to
56K bps.
KMW Systems. We'll make
your data communications fly
higher with smooth service
and superior products. Ask
about our new fourth generation series, designed for one port applications such as personal computers and low cost peripherals.
Call us today at 1-800/531-5167 (in Texas,
512/288-1453) or write KMW Systems
Corporation, 8307 Highway 71 West, Austin,
Texas 78735~. .-1111111J••11111•111!1!11!11!1Jl11••

KMW
SYSTEMS
CORPORATION
-For the right connections
Auscom is now a division of KMW Systems Corp.
IBM® is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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PART II
PROGRAMMABLE CHIP
CLEARS GRAPHICS JAM
Acting as a general-purpose microprocessor
with field-management capabilities, this graphics processor
optimizes system applications by off-loading the host
Scott Huckaby
Texas Instruments Inc.

With most graphics-systems, the host CPU is
burdened with graphics intensive operations
that cause a processing bottleneck. Graphics
operating environment standards, such as CGI
(computer graphics interface), DGIS (direct
graphics interface specification), GKS (graphical kernel system) and Microsoft Corp. Windows, impose even more overhead on the host
processor. That's the main reason why these
standards have not achieved widespread use.
For these standards to become a reality, the
processing burden must be off-loaded from the
host processor.
Traditional graphics chips do not solve the
problem. Most are hardwired controllers that
must operate peripherally to a general-purpose
processor. These controllers support only a few
basic graphics operations, such as block transfers , line drawings and circle drawings. The
host processor must interpret all other drawing
operations so that the controller can effectively
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perform these tasks. In many cases, using the
hardwired controller is not the most efficient
way to perform an operation, so the host processor ends up doing all the work.
When hardwired controllers are used in a
system, application development is done on the
host processor with a high-level language compiler and assembler-development tools. However, a true graphics processor does not depend
on the host processor for any graphics operations and has its own high-level language compiler.
Provides programmable approach

The Texas Instruments Inc. TMS340 I 0
graphics processor, an advanced 32-bit, CMOS
(complimentary metal-oxide semiconductor)
microprocessor, is optimized for graphics systems appli cations . Its general-purpose programmability, augmented by special graphics
operations implemented in hardware, give it
advantages over hardwired graphics controllers
and general-purpose microprocessors.
The 340 I 0 processor has both RISC (reduced

These images
were created on
a 34010-based, Tl
software development board operating in an IBM
PC. The board is
driving an analog
RGB monitor with
640-by-480-by-4pixel resolution .
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instruction set computer) and CISC (complex
instruction set computer) features. The RISC
instructions include single-cycle operations of
general-purpose microprocessor functions like
"Jumps and Calls," "Shifts and Rotates," "Integer and Boolean Arithmetic" and "Moves."
The CISC functions provide hardware support
for important fundamental graphics operations
like pixblts (pixel-block transfers), line drawing
and fills.
Because of its general-purpose programmability, the 34010 boosts system performance by off-loading from the host the processing burden imposed by advanced drawing
algorithms, graphics operating environment
standards and the emulation of graphics hardware standards. The host processor is now free
to perform important system functions like
memory and file management, 1/0 and peripheral-device and keyboard control. Also, application performance is increased by introducing
more parallel processing into the system.
The general-purpose microprocessor features
of the 340 I 0 make possible standalone operation without a host processor. This situation
reduces the cost of terminals, page printers,

arcade games, etc., and allows the graphics
processor to be easily programmed in high-level
languages.
Renders hardware support
The 340 I 0 interfaces directly to DRAMs
(dynamic RAMs) and VRAMs (video RAMs),
and supports instruction fetch and data manipulations at 6M bytes per second. It also generates the CRT control signals needed by most
display systems. The graphics processor's high
level of integration reduces a graphics system's
chip count.
Other processors can communicate with the
340 I0 via the host interface at sustained maximum data rates of 5M bytes per second. The
host interface is configurable for 8-bit or 16-bit
buses and provides bidirectional , pipelined
OMA (direct memory access) between local
memory and the host-interface registers.
The host interface also enables communication with other 340 I Os. Partitioning tasks
among multiple graphics processors is an advanced design technique that further increases
performance. At least one company is designing
multiple 340!0s into a system that organizes
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Tl's 34010
graphics processor's major
internal functions
and external interfaces enable it
to relieve the host
of graphics tasks.
It has 32-bit internal data paths, a
32-bit ALU and a
large address
space.
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the display memory in a planar approach , as
opposed to the packed-pixel organization that
single-processor systems use.
The 34010 supports the most important data
structures needed for graphics: bits, bytes, pixels, fields and 2-D arrays. There are two addressing modes for graphics data: linear and
X-Y.
The graphics processor's instruction set incorporates numerous mechanisms for manipulating single pixels or arrays of pixels. The
340 I O's pixblt operations provide hardware to
support windowing, plane masking, transparency and binary-to-color expand operations.
Color graphics systems require special capabilities when transferring a pixel array from one
location to another where image data already
exists. The 340 I 0 supports 16 Boolean and six
arithmetic, color-pixel processing operators.
This raster-operation hardware enables applications to have transparency when moving
blocks of colored pixels. Support for transparency makes the overlaying of text on graphics a
simple task.
To increase programming efficiency, the
340 I 0 has two register files, each containing 15
32-bit, general-purpose (both address and data)
registers. Including a dedicated stack pointer,
the graphics processor has a total of 31 userprogrammable registers. Having this many user
registers enables graphics algorithms to be
more efficient by reducing the number of data
moves that have to be made.
Parallel and pipeline support

The 340 I 0 has a high degree of internal
parallelism with its instruction cache, barrel
shifter, ALU (arithmetic logic unit) and local
memory interface.
The 256-byte instruction cache supports simultaneous access to memory and registers.
The cache reduces the number of instruction
fetches the graphics processor has to make, by
enabling subroutines to be resident on the chip.
This allows graphics algorithms , which have
many iterative instruction loops, to be accelerated. Also, when executing from cache, instruction decode occurs while the preceding instruction is executing. Instruction blocks of 8 bytes
are replaced in the cache on a least recently
used basis.
The barrel shifter can rotate any fi eld up to
32 bits, in a single, 160-nsec operation cycle.
The barrel shifter speeds up man y bit-field
manipulation tasks that are needed in graphics.
The 32-bit ALU is sp litable in width to
process several pixels in parallel. Wh en the
.pixel size is programmed, the ALU is configured as a series of smaller ALUs, which then
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987

perform simultaneous Boolean and arithmetic
operations upon the pixels.
The local memory interface improves instruction times during write operations by decoupling the execution unit from the bus with a
32-bit write queue. Instructions can write from
one to 32 bits into the queue. The memory
controller automatically performs the bit-alignment and data-field insertion/extraction
needed for data transfer operations.
Pipelining further increases system performance. During a single cycle, the 340 I 0 can
read from two registers, write to one register,

Traditional graphics chips do not
solve the processing bottleneck
problem.
decode one instruction , execute the current
instruction and initiate or complete a local
memory cycle. This makes it a fast generalpu rpose processor, given that it can execute
instructions at sustained rates of 6 MIPS (million instructions per second) when it is clocked
at 50 MHz and executes out of the cache.
Applications vary widely

The 340 I 0 is suitable for a broad range of
graphics products and applications : personal
computers, desktop publishing, imaging systems, laser printers, graphics terminals, workstations, plotters, FAX machines, digital copiers,
mass
storage,
robot
v1s1on ,
communications , dashboard and cockpit instruments, and consumer products.
'
Currently , the fastest growing segment for
340 I 0 designs is personal computers, because
there is a universally perceived need for improved graphics. User tolerance of a graphics
application is stretched thin when screen response times are longer than about a third of a
second. The 3401 O's 50-million-bit-per-second
(bps) fills and 25-million-bps pixblts enab le
most images to appear nearly instantaneously.
Higher resolutions for personal computer
displays are also in demand . This fact has
prompted IBM Corp. to stretch its EGA (Enhanced Graphics Adapter) resolution to 640 by
480 pixels when they announced their VGA
(Video Graphics Adapter)-the graphics standard for their new PS/2 computer line. Desktop
publishing and imaging system needs start at
resolutions of 1,024 pixels by 768 pixels. Likewise , the most common number of bits per
pixel used in new designs has increased from
four to eight, giving 256 colors instead of 16.

The graphics
processor
effectively
processes
spline curves.
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The software
development
tools operate on
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IBM PC, PC/XT,
PC / AT and compatibles or on
DEC VAXs. The
minimum tools a
software designer
needs is a C
compiler, a software development board and
an assembler
package. These
tools speed
graphics system
design and development.
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Several PC add-in board manufacturers have
produced 34010-based systems that either emulate EGA or allow existing graphics boards to
work with them. This enables users to benefit
from the broad base of application software
that exists for these hardware standards.
IBM's announcement of its new direction in
personal computers has done much to relieve
other companies' hesitation about introducing
new graphics products. The " Let's wait to see
what IBM does next" syndrome is gone. IBM's
PS/2 bus architecture encourages manufacturers to develop add-in boards by putting VGA
on the motherboard. Furthermore, IBM's new
Micro Channel bus permits VGA to be passed
through to the add-in graphics card. Board
manufacturers do not have to be concerned
about emulating it.
IBM also announced a 1,024-by-780 pixel
high-resolution board, the 85 l 4A, which has
either four color planes or eight color planes. A
92

number of companies are planning to use the
34010 to emulate the 85 l 4A.
The PS/2 operating system , OS/2, will also
have a positive impact on the 34010. OS/2
emphasizes software, not hardware interfaces.
The graph ics processor suits these flexible software interfaces and will be compatible.
Another reason the 34010 appeals to personal computer add-in board manufacturers is that
it facilitates product differentiation. Using
hardwired controllers for personal computer
add-in boards has resulted in a few hardware
standards, such as EGA, CGA (Color Graphics
Adapter) and Hercules, but the specifications
for the software have to be so rigid that competitive products are essentially the same.
Desktop publishing use grows fast

Des ktop publishing is the fastest growing
application area for personal computer graphics. A typical desktop publishing system has at
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/October 1987

LetYourCPU
Reach Its Full Potential
With Data Access and Retrieval
At Electronic Speeds
For disk intensive applications you need a
peripheral storage device that performs as
quick as your CPU. That's why we designed the
MegaRam solid-state disk It can access stored
data thousands of times faster than a rotating
disk With this dramatic speed, your computer
is kept working ... not waiting. In fact, it can
provide a typical increase of 50% in CPU
throughput! And, the MegaRam is completely
transparent to your software and hardware;
your CPU will treat it as another disk drive.

When to Buy a MegaRam SolidState Disk
1. When you need to have more users

storage capacity and convenience of a
peripheral. It requires no adjustments and
virtually no maintenance. So, your CPU not
only runs faster but uninterrupted as well.

Your CPU Can Deliver Its Full
Promise of Performance
If your CPU requires faster data access and
retrieval, operates in hostile environments, or
demands maximum disk reliability, you'll find
the MegaRam a smart, cost-effective investment. Call or write today for full details.

The MegaRam Solid-State
Disk

simultaneously accessing a data base
without degrading response time.

2. When you need to monitor more status
inputs with process control computers
while working in real time.

3.

When your telecommunications
computers need to handle more lines
and more traffic.

4.

When you need your sort routines to
run faster and compile programs to take
less time.

5.

When you need a peripheral storage
device for hostile environments.

Or, for any other disk intensive application,
including Data Base Management, Graphics,
Process Control, or for real time processing
situations such as Image Processing and Data
Acquisition.

ID ''"P<naf lech
The MegaRam
"°~Y. lnc.
Solid-State Disk comes packaged in a
7-inch high, 19-inch rack mounted chassis wi th its own controller,
power supply and blower assembl ies.

Available from 2 to 512 Megabyte capacities for
the following computers:
DEC • Hewlett Packard • Gould • Prime • Data
General • C.D.C. · Westinghouse • Sperry Univac
• Many Others.
Features
Full Software and hardware compatibility • Error
detection and correction • Field expandable
• Zero latency time • No moving parts.
Options
Battery Back-Up · Megastream tape back-up
• Custom designed interfaces • Dual port
capabil ity.

With Reliability and Reduced
Maintenance

Imperial Technology, Inc.

The solid-state MegaRam, with no moving
parts, provides the performance and reliability
of main memory while maintaining the

831 S. Douglas Street
El Segundo, California 90245
Telephone: (213) 536-0018
Telex : 664469 • FAX : (213) 536-0124
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Take a look at the specs on VISTA™ , a good look.
Notice the processing, programming, and video
capabilities? Now think real hard about what you could
do with the power of VISTA and a microcomputer. Incorporate it with your system to create a digital pre-press
proofing station for publishing. Design a graphics workstation which outputs both colorful hi-resolution slides
and broadcast-quality animated images. Construct a
CAD system which merges computer generated images
with real-life backdrops for architecture, packaging or
other industries. And, after you've brainstormed your
way to new horizons of videographics possibilities, get
your own VISTA and start working.

Introducing VISTA™ Vide0graphics.

It's So Flexible,
We've Added Support.
Let's Get Specific.
We knew you couldn't resist seeing the
facts, and frankly, our engineers
wouldn't have it any other way. Here is
an overview of VISTA's key features.
FEATURES:
• 4Mbytes of Video RAM on-board
•Texas lnstruments'TMS 34010 GSP
• Flexible, programmable resolutions
• NTSC and PAL compatible
• Four 8-bit channels for real-time
capture
• Fully integrated genlock
• Processor memory expandable in
2Mbyte increments to 12Mbytes
• Four 2K x 8-bit CMOS static RAM
LU Ts
• Display can be color-mapped, RGB,
or a versatile combination of both
• Interlaced and non-interlaced display
• Binary and fractional programmable
zoom capability, creates horizontal
and vertical magnify or minify
• Smooth horizontal and vertical programmable panning, includes wraparound and split screen
• Suggested Retail Price: $5995.

ADDRESSABLE RESOLUTIONS:
32 bits/pixel
1024x1024
512x2048
256x4096

16 bits/pixel
2048x1024
1024x2048
512x4096

8 bits/pixel
4096x1024
2048x2048
1024x4096

CAPTURE RESOLUTIONS :*
NTSC
(RS-170A)
756x486
604x486
504x486
432x486

PAL
(CCIR-624)
738x576
590x576
492x576
422x576

' Resolutions are programmable; these are nominal ones
for Interlaced NTSC and PAL compatible.

DISPLAY RESOLUTIONS:*
NTSC
PAL
Interlaced
(RS-170A) (CCIR-624)
1512x486 1476x576 1024x768
1008x486
984x576
(60 Hz)
756x486
738x576
604x486
590x576
768x768
504x486
492x576
(80 Hz)

NonInterlaced
768x576
(50 Hz)
756x486
(60 Hz)

•Resolutions are programmable; these are nomlnal ones..

COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS:
Host Type :
Data Bus:
Bus Clock:
Power
Consumption:

An.T

IBM PC AT and 100% Compatibles, Compaq 386,
Apollo DN 3000-single-slot board
16-bit or 8-bit (self-configuring)
6MHz to 12MHz
15Watts

With its Texas Instruments TMS 34010
graphics processor, large quantity of
video memory, and proprietary video
cross-point, VISTA can be programmed
for an array of powerful market-specific
videographic applications. To help you
maximize VISTA's potential, Truevision
offers a range of C-language programming tools for developers. And when
your system is market-ready, we'll support your marketing efforts with our
TRUEV/SION SOFTWARE CATALOG,
TRUEVISION NEWS, and THE PULSE.

We're For Higher
Resolution ... Power ... Flexibility ...
Quality. Join the many key manufacturers and developers already working
with the state of the videographics art,
VISTA. Call us at 800/858-TRUE for
more information on the VISTA
Developer's Program. We're ready to
take your application today.
AT&T
Electronic Photography and Imaging
Center
7351 Shadeland Station, Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46256
800/858-TRUE

TRUEVISION.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Cc;>rp. lnternatlonal lnqulrlH: contact Techexport at 617/890-6507 (USA), or London at 44 •1• 991 •01 21
In Italy, contact S/RIO Informatica at 39-2-301-0051. Suggested retail price is US domestic price.
·
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The fastest
growing
segment for
34010s
designs is
personal
computers.

least a I ,024-by-1,024-pixel resolution and
drives both a page printer and a monochrome
monitor to provide a WYSIWYG (what you see
is what yo u get) display.
The 340 I 0 effectively processes spline curves
to create characters that are infinitely variable
in size and orientation. It can kern text so that
characters are spaced together as tightly as
possible, thus providing the uniform text densities necessary for professional publishing. Support for transparency and plane masking enables text to be superimposed over graphics.
Hardwired controllers can not do these text
functions, requiring the host processor to take
on the burden.
Also, the 340 I 0 facilitates compatibility with
perip heral devices by using any display list.
Hardwired controllers support only one or two
display list formats and are not compatible
with newer desktop publishing standards.
Some hardwired controllers even impose restrictions on character size, resulting in awkward procedures for handling larger fonts.
Imaging is an application area that is rapidly
migrating to personal computers. The 340 I 0
permits custom imaging algorithms to be used.
It also performs the data compression and
expansion operations that are needed for economically storing and transmitting the large
amounts of data associated with imaging systems.
Hardware fails laser printers

A laser printer is an integral part of a desktop
publishing system. Hardwired controllers are
not desirable for this application because of
their limited set of graphics functions. At the
typical 4,000 pixel-by-4,000 pixel resolution of
a laser printed page, the I-pixel-wide lines that
hardwired controllers draw can not be seen.
They wou ld need an additional general-purpose processor, like Motorola lnc.'s MC68000
or MC68020, to help t hem draw the thin polygons.
Another application area in which the 340 I 0
is making an impact is graphics terminals. The
graphics processor can emulate most standards
in software and operate without a host CPU ,
thus reducing system cost. Of course, the 340 I 0
may not be able to give a real-time emulation of
the hardware standard by itself, but external
hardware can be Interfaced to accelerate certain functions and speed up the emulation.
Examples of 340 I 0-based systems emulating
hardware standards are produced by Tektronix
Inc. of Wilsonville, Ore. and GraphOn of
Campbell, Calif. Tektronix produces a personal
computer add-i n board that emulates its own
color terminals. GraphOn produces a family of
color terminals that emulate both Tektronix
96

and Digital Equipment Corp. systems. The TI
processor is used in these products because it
adds more than just an emulation-it provides
a base for other applications and improvements. For example, anti-aliasing algorithms
can be implemented to produce jag-free images.
Graph ics operating environment standards
enable application packages to work on systems
that have different resolutions and color contents. T hese standards have been slow to
achieve widespread acceptance because they
impose another layer of software, and that
situation reduces application performance. The
340 I 0 improves the situation by off-loading
some of the processing burden from the host
processor.
Several companies have developed graphics
operating environment standards for the
34010. Two different versions of CG! exist for
the graphics processor: one from Graphics Software Systems of Beaverton, Ore. and an ANSI
version from Nova Graphics International of
Austin , Texas. Other graphics operating environment standards supported by the graphics
processor are GKS, DGIS and both color and
monochrome Microsoft Windows. Additional
noteworthy graphics operating environment
standards are available for the 340 I 0 from
Number Nine Computer Corp. (Cambridge,
Mass .); Metagraphics Software Corp. (Scotts
Valley, Calif.); Micrografx Inc. (Richardson ,
Texas); Microstar Software Ltd (Nepean, Ontario , Canada); and Vermont Microsystems
Inc. (Winooski, Vt.).
X-Window is a graphics operating environment standard, developed by Massachusetts
Institute of Technology for DEC, which provides for the efficient transfer of graphics over
a network. There is interest in using the 340 I 0
for X-Windows, because its graphics images are
passed in the form of drawing commands rather than as bit-maps. Thus, local drawing intelligence, as provided by the 340 I 0, is required to
translate these commands into images. Additionally, the 340 I 0 provides hardware support,
like plane masking, for many of the raster
operations required by X-Window.
Windows run by software

Windowing is being incorporated in most
new graphics operating environment standards
and applications. The 340 I 0 allows programmers to control windowing with software. This
is necessary for the virtual device interface that
Microsoft Windows requires.
The 340 I O's hardware support for windowing is in the form of "Compare Point to Window" and "Pixel Block Transfer" instructions.
Preclipping is used so that portions of images
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/October 1987

Always the first name in quality...
now the last word in price.
If you thought you couldn't afford RacalMilgo modems, our special lease program on
the RM-4800 will make you think again. Now
you can have Racal-Milgo modems ... at less
than half our normal lease rate of $40/month.
The RM-4800 brings you all the sophisticated
features you could want. Like soft strapping,
complete built-in local and remote tests,
CCITT V.27 compliance, standalone or highdensity central site card versions, multiport
option,** and much more. And it comes with
our standard, full one-year factory warranty.
What's the catch? Frankly, we're temporarily
cutting the RM-4800 lease price to introduce
as many people as possible to our economi-

cal RM Series of leased line diagnostic
modems. Because we're confident that once
you get used to Racal-Milgo quality, performance, and reliability, you'll never settle for
anything less.
What's more, the regular prices on other
models in the RM Series are very affordable.
For example, our RM-9629 9600 bps modem
starts at $44/month.t And our 14.4 Kbps
model, the RM-1433, is available from
$75/month.t
Can you afford not to get the full story on
the RM-4800, as well as the rest of the RM
Series? Call today. Quantities are limited.

Call toll-free 1·800-327-4440.
In Florida, call 305-476-4277.

Racal·Milgo®
• Minimum 36-month lease. Offer good in U.S.A. only. Attractive purchase option also available.
• • Slightly higher price.
t 60-month lease rate. 36-month lease and purchase option also available.
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outside the windows are not drawn into the
frame buffer, th us saving processing time.
Most products based on the 340 I 0 support
some graphics operating environment standard
and/or emulate a hardware standard. This enables users to benefit immediately from performance improvements, because they are working with familiar applications.

The 34010 supports 16 Boolean
and six arithmetic, color-pixel
processing operators.

Many existing applications require a certain
amount of processing to be performed by the
host processor. In these cases, the 340 I 0 speeds
up the app lication because drawing into the
frame buffer is faster and VRAMS can be used .
However, the full processing potential of the
34010 is not being tapped .
Since 340 I 0-based hardware systems have
recently become available in large quantities,

The Intelligent
Data Switch
• No additional hardware or
software required
• Any combination of printers,
plotters, mod ems, etc .
• 256K spooling per port expandable to 2Meg
• Exclusive and/or simultaneous
data paths
• Automatic speed and code
conversion (up to 19.2K baud)
~GUASITRONICS,

INC.

an Astrotech International Company

software developers are now developing applications that run directly on the graphics processor. These applications can be ported eas ily
between different 340 I 0-based systems, because they are usually written in either C language or in 340 I 0 assembly language.
Tl has a variety of hardware and software
development tools for the 340 I 0. The software
tools operate on IBM PC, PC/XT, PC/AT and
compatibles or on DEC VAX systems. T he
minimum set of tools a software developer
needs is an assembler package, a C compiler
and a software development board that contains a debugger.
The assembler package consists of a lin ker,
an archiver, ROM utilities, and a simulator for
PC versions. The software development board
enables programmers to directly modify 340 I 0
register contents and to single-step through
code. Software written in C language ca n call
routines written in 340 I 0 assembly language.
A graphics-math function library accelerates
applicat ion development. It includes high-level-graphics drawing routines as well as floatingpoint math and transcendental operations. The
drawing routines were written in C language
and 340 I 0 assembly language and are supplied
as a sou rce code that can be modified to create
custom algorithms. There is also a bit-map fo nt
library, which has 19 different character styles
and over I 00 different sizes. Unlimited copi es .
of executable derivations of the code can be
distributed without payment of royalti es.
To assist hardware designers with product
development and integration, TI has a 340 I 0
XDS in-circuit emulator. This developm ent
system works with a PC and offers such capabilities as breakpoint and trace, machine-state
manipulation and reverse assembly.
Another development tool is the PC Debugger Development Package. It enables PC add-i n
board manufacturers to port Tl's Software Development Board Debugger to their own board
-a quick way to make their board a software
development system. This enables independent
software developers to develop applicati ons diD
rectly on the target PC add-in board.

Scott Huckaby, the marketing communication
manager for the 34010 , holds a bachelor of
science degree in electrical engineering from the
University of Cincinnati.

Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 492 Medium 493 Low 494

211 Vandale Drive • Houston , PA 15342

. 800-245-4192
98
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There's never been anything like
DocuMate, the new three-function bar
code, label and demand
document printer from Facit.
We Know What You Have
To Go Through.
Six-part forms can be a sixpart headache. That's
because many ordinary
printers don't fully penetrate
multi-part forms or keep
them aligned. And they lack
true tear-off capability, wasting forms.
With its unique, flat platen and V-shaped
top, our new DocuMate gives you perfect
feed-through and immediate tear-off.

The New 3-Way
Printer With The
Straight Paper
Path.

A Bar Code Shouldn't
Make Waves.
Our straight path keeps bar
codes in line with
unmatched precision and readability.
And because bar coding is software
resident, you can choose from 11
different bar code configurations.
\\\\\
·

'fl''"

Facit DocuMate 3000 Demand
Document Printer-features 11
resident bar codes, immediate
paper tear-off, text and
graphics, label printing, and
up to six-part forms.

--....- ..........
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Facit P7080-A Laser PrinterFor high-volume workloads
with multiple emulations,
face-down stacking, and
optional PostScript
emulation and bar codes.

Ll

I

When The Pressure's On,
We Can Handle It.
Printing 10,000 labels in
succession could get sticky
for an ordinary printer. DocuMate prints
them without peel-off. You can even
mix in bar codes and variable size
characters up to 9.5" tall.
There's no end to what you can demand
from DocuMate. Like front load and
bottom feed for true counter-top
convenience. Plug-in font cards that
make type style changes a snap. And a
rugged, easy-to-load-quick-to-service
clamshell case. The silence inside is
unheard of. So is the price.
For more information, write Facit, Inc.,
9 Executive Park Drive, PO Box 334,
Merrimack, New Hampshire, U.S:A.,
03054. Or call (603) 424-8000.

1 SOO
~U\\\\

Facit 83350 Matrix Printer/BM, Epson compatable, plug-in
character font cards, four-way
paper handling, and other
options provide exceptional
versatility.

l ~,\,-

ll=ACIT
Our Value Adds to Yours
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THE FIRST ASCII TERMINAL THAT SUPPORTS THREE TYPES OF
WINDOWING WITH VIRTUALLY NO sonwARE MODIFICATION.
It's attractive. Versatile. Dependable.
And it does windows.
Esprit's new OPUS4 terminal is an
entirely new perspective on ASCII performance for PICK®, UNIX® and
XENIX® users.
With just a tweak of your software,
OPUS4 supports user-friendly. PC-like
"Express Windows:· Suspend on-going
applications, display important messages, menus or help screens, then
retrieve original screen data. Without
host CPU re -transmission. It's a powerful
tool for VAR's to enhance existing
applications.

Resident in the terminal, ready for use
immediately. are two other advanced
windowing capabilities: "Dual PorWiewport Display" and ESI "Easy" Tools.
One touch of OPUS4's "Hot Key" and
users can instantly communicate via two
ports to the same or separate CPUs.
Multi-session windowing in the Viewport mode allows split-screen viewing
of information from different applications. Simultaneously!
OPUS4's ESI Tools give you a calculator, clock/alarm and three months
at-a-glance calendar.
Add Esprit Express 24-hour replace-

FREE 24-HOUR REPLACEMENT SERVICE
CIRCLE NO. 53 ON INQUIRY CARD

ment service-free for a full year-and
one thing becomes crystal clear. Opportunities like OPUS4 don't come along
every day. Call Esprit toll free: (800)
645-4508. In NYS: (516) 293-5600.
PICK"' Is a registered trademark of Pick Systems Inc.
UNIX" ls a registered trademark of AT&.1
XENlXS Is a registered trademark of Microsoft.

Esprit Systems, Inc.• 100 Marcus Dr., Melville, NY 117 4 7
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PART .Ill
OTHER CONTENDERS IN
THE GRAPHICS RACE
National Semiconductor Corp.
The RGP (Raster Graphics Processor) is a fully programmable,
20-MHz, CMOS microprocessor designed for graphics rendering. It contains dedicated-state machine logic to
maximize the performance of graphics primitives. In addition to its general-purpose instruction set, the RGP
contains primitive instructions for
generating patterned lines and polylines, BitBLTs (bit block transfers),
filled polygons, and direct support for
bit-mapped fonts . The RGP can provide extremely high rendering rates:
IO million pixels per second for patterned lines; 160-million-pixel-persecond fill ; 80-million-pixel-per-second Bit BLT and I 00,000 characters
per second for bit-mapped fon ts. Due
to the planar-pixel architecture, this

performance is independent of the
color depth. All drawing operations
are performed in X-Y coordinatesthe RGB automatically converts · to
linear addresses when accessing the

frame buffer. The RGP also contains
hardware clipping, which operates
with no impact on performance.
Screen refresh , if required , is also
handled by the RGP.

Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
The Am95C60 QPDM (Quad Pixel
Dataflow Manager) is a CMOS graphics processor that drives four bitmapped memory arrays. Featuring a
maximum clock speed of20 MHz, the
processor can interface to any 8- or
16-bit system bus. It can draw vectors
up to 3.3 million pixels per second or
place text at a rate of 45 ,000 characters per second. This performance allows users to efficiently mix text and
graphics within the bit-map. The
Am95C60 contains graphics primitives that smoothly interface with
GKS, NAPLPS and VD! (virtual device interface) software standards.
The processor is fully cascadable and
can manage up to 256 memory planes
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS / October 1987

with no degradation in system performance. Other features include windowing; independent X and Y zoom
factors; pan and scroll; and picking,
clipping and logical pen size. The

Am95C60 is packaged in a 144-pin
PGA (professional graphics adapter) ,
and supports the drawing of antialiased vectors, circles and arcs using
various, user-definable line styles.
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Chips and Technologies Inc.

NEC Electronics Inc.
The AGDC (Advanced Graphics
Display Controller) is a single, VLSI,
high-performance graphics coprocessor. Its high-speed graphics drawing
functions include painting, BitBLT
operations, inquiry commands, logic
operation within and/or between
planes, clipping and picking. Drawing
speeds are 500 nsec per pixel at 8
MHz, 400 nsec per pixel at 10 MHz,
with BitBLT at 32M bits per second.
The system's high throughput performance is achieved through three-stage
pipeline processing of commands
from the CPU to the drawing processor by using a preprocessor. Also , the
AGDC can simultaneously access
pixels from the graphics buffer when
they are in pixel mode and plane
mode configurations. The AGDC can
be used in the following applications:
high-end personal computer graphics
including CAD/CAM and desktop
publishing, laser printers and nonimpact printers, low- and mediumend workstations for office automation and engineering, graphics
terminals and image processing.

The SharpScan EGA is a high-performance enhanced graphics adapter
designed to meet the high-resolution
requirements of desktop publishing,
presentation graphics and spreadsheet software applications. It provides a 300 percent resolution improvement over IBM Corp.s EGA by
trading off a number of colors for
resolution , while maintaining I 00
percent EGA compatibility. The
SharpScan chains the EGA memory
planes together to provide a larger
bit-map at 2 bits per pixel, giving
users four simultaneous colors on the
screen instead of the normal 16 colors
with EGA. For some business applications, resolution can be more important than the number of colors. The
SharpScan does not require additional software or set-up changes to coexist with regular EGA. Users can easily
switch back and forth between high
resolution and normal EGA, depending on th~ir application requirements.
Also, 60-MHz dot clock frequencies
are possible when using this chip.

Hitachi America Ltd.
The HD63484 16-bit ACRTC (Advanced CRT Controller) uses 2-micron VLSI , all-CMOS technology to
integrate CRT and graphics functions
on a silicon chip. This bit-mapped
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controller has three on-chip, 16-bit
processors to relieve the CPU from
the burden of graphics processing. A
timing control processor creates signals that synchronize the ACRTC
with the horizontal and vertical raster-scanning operation of the CRT. A
display control processor transfers
frame-buffer data to an external dot
shifter, which in turn converts the
data to a format used by the CRT. A
drawing processor interprets commands from the CPU by performing
calculations and updating the frame
buffer, which will ultimately be displayed on the CRT. The ACRTC has
38 high-level commands, including
13 graphics drawing commands. Because the ACRTC maps drawings to
frame-buffer addresses, and then to
CRT pixels, users are able to work
with simple X-Y coordinates instead
of linear addresses.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/October 1987

FUJITSU'S FAMILY OF STORAGE PRODUCTS

Memories
~last.

Our data storage products seem to
last forever.
They average 30,000
hours mean-time between
failures. For years of
trouble-free performance.
Arecord few others
can match.
You Can Expect the Best.
We've been designing disk
drives for over 20 years. And no
one does more to guarantee
quality.
For example, we spend
millions in R&D, and manufacture our own components,
with quality controls at
every stage. And we're
leading the industry with
interface standards.
That's why you can count on Fujitsu America
for the quality and reliability you demand.
So choose from our complete line of storage
products. You'll find lh" cartridge tape drives.
Streaming and start/ stop tape drives. 3lh" and
5lA" flexible drives. Write-once optical disk drives.
31h" to our famous "Eagle" lOlh" Winchesters.
And parallel transfer disk drives.
No Other Company Does More.
We service here. Deliver from here. And our
manufacturing complex in Oregon has been
operating for a full year, matching the rigorous
0 1987 Fujitsu America, Inc.

quality standards of Japan's disk
drive operations.
So make a commitment to quality. Buy the
most reliable storage products available. Call
today. (800) 626-4686. Or write Fujitsu America,
Computer Products Group, 3055 Orchard Drive,
Sanjose, CA 95134-2017.
You'll find lasting memories.

--

A COM PANY WITH CHARACTER AND DRIVE

F UJITSU

FUJITSU AMERICA
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Computer Products Group
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Paradise Systems Inc.

We Guarantee It.
ur LINE 2• Power
O
Conditioners make
noise and voltage fluctuation

The PEGA 2 is a single-chip video
controller that is ASIC (applicationspecific integrated circuit)-designed
to support IBM Corp.'s EGA , CGA
and MDA; Hercules monochrome;
and AT&T Co. video modes. Its specifications include 30.2-mm-by-30.2mm dimensions, an 84-pin plastic
leaded-chip carrier and a 2.0-micron
CMOS gate array . It has a high-resolution mode of 640 by 480 pixels,
with 16 colors appearing on the
screen simultaneously out of a 64color palette. The color palette is on
the chip, and color simulation support is provided for 16 shades of gray
on monochrome monitors. Also , the
PEGA 2 features a 132-column, alphanumeric mode light-pen interface,
26-MHz maximum pixel frequenc y,
flat-panel display and provides all signals for 256K bytes of DRAM . The
PEGA 2 benefits include low-cost implementation of EGA, low power consumption, reduced real estate and
high reliability. Typical applications
include motherboards and add-in
boards.

problems disappear. Featuring UL TRA-ISOLAToR·
noise suppression and
0
excl usive POWERLOGIC
microcomputer-controlled
voltage regulation, they
provide up to 130 dB of
common-mode noise attenuation and correct voltage
fluctu ations as large as 25 %
below nominal in less than
16 milliseconds. Models are

A Sobs1d1ary of Squa1e 0 Company
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THE TECHNICAL EDGE
DeRex offers the expertise of one of
the most experienced teams in the
industry, to guarantee the correct
solutions for your specific printer system
needs, as well as total compatibility with
your computer system.

THE SUPPORT EDGE
Every DeRex product is backed by the best product
support program you can find anywhere, with experts
available for customer support and ongoing field service
throughout North America. A special central dispatch
toll free number guarantees prompt results wherever and
whenever the need arises.

Fast, quiet,
reliable and cost;

e/ftt:ri.,., rhe 53000-11 hru been de•igned
•ptcificolly"' a high volume (30 ppm, up w 150, 000
per month), high resolution printer. And it is
rhoroughly backed l:ry rhe <X(ie.!i5<. "chnical •upfJOn
and narionwide service of De Rex.

THE PRICE EDGE

In today's economy you can't afford to simply keep up
with the competition. You must stay a step ahead in
every aspect of your business.
When it comes to printer systems, DeRex will give
you the necessary edge to fulfill all your printing needs.
Every time.

Because printers are our only business, the pricing
edge is sharpest of all. By staying on the leading edge of
printing technology, DeRex guarantees you the latest
state-of-the-art printers at the lowest possible cost.
You'll be in good company when you join DeRex's list
of hundreds of satisfied customers.
Call or write today. And get the printing edge on your
side. From DeRex, the printer source.

THE PRODUCT EDGE
DeRex has a full line of high quality, state-of-the-art,
field proven, impact and non-impact printers, from 200
_cps to 75 ppm, for IBM (including mainframe, System
3X, PC[channel attach and remote]), DEC, HewlettPackard, Wang, Prime, NCR, Unisys and just about
. every computer system available.

ELECTRONIC PRINTER SPECIALISTS
7716 Wiles Road
Department 107
Cora1Springs,FL33067
(305 )753-0840
(800) 245 7282
1
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see.

Imagine the possibilities when your system can provide the flexibility of variable resolution up to 4Kx 4K for demanding applications. Imagine that the
system can reproduce over 16 million colors.
There's no need to imagine if your systems incorporate the EIKONIX high-resolution digital imaging cameras.
Whether you choose the new EIKONIX 1000 for
its self-contained electronics, the Series 78/99 for its
superb color capabilities, or the Series 850 for unsurpassed resolution, you are providing your end users
with some of the highest quality, highest performance
digital imaging cameras commercially available. All this
Eikonix high performance digital imaging
at
an affordable cost.
cameras convert stationary pictures and objects into digital form .
EIKONIX is a Kodak company, which is your assurance of a commitment to excellence in product quality and customer support.
Give your systems a whole new point of view. Whether the application
is color graphics, medical, Al, CAD input, scientific or any other that requires
high-resolution digitization of a stationary image or object, call us at (617)
275-5070. Or write to us at EIKONIX Corporation, Digital Imaging Products
Group, 23 Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730. TELEX: 951231.

[
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ADD-IN BOARDS

HOW TO SEPARATE PC FAX
FROM VENDOR FICTION
• • • • • ••••

••
Faster than express mail,
more powerful than e-mail,

••

••
••

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

personal computer facsimile boards give
resellers and OEMs profitable
communication options

David Simpson, Senior Editor

Combining two of the personal computer's
strongest suits-graphics and communications
-add-in facsimile boards prove ideal profit
vehicles for value-added resellers and OEMs.
Why? Because they often need to be teamed
with scanning equipment, graphics boards, image-editing · programs, optical character recogniton (OCR) software and high-capacityperhaps optical-disk drives. As more documents trip the fax fantastic, end users will be
asking value-adding specialists for help in uniting those disparate devices.
Personal computer fax add-in boards, also
called fax modems, give facsimile capabilities
to personal computers. A fax-equipped personMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987

al computer can· send and receive documents to
or from standalone fax machines or other personal computers outfitted with similar cards.
The cards themselves usually include a
9,600-baud fax modem (more often than not
based on the Rockwell International Corp.
R96F chip set) and related software that converts ASCII files, screen- captures and graphics
files into bit-mapped images. The system compresses the bit map and converts the digital
facsimile image to standard fax format for
transmission over the phone lines as an analog
signal. At the receiving end, the standalone fax
machine or fax-equipped personal computer
decompresses the image, converts it from analog to digital form , and either prints it out,
displays it on the screen, or stores it on disk.

The quality of
fax documents
transmitted
via add-in
boards is
better than
those
transmitted
via standalone
machines.
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even standalone fax machines, personal computer fax board sales will surge, according to
market analysts. For example, Don Ryan, director of the image-communication systems
market requirements service at CAP International Inc., Marshfield, Mass., reports that
2,500 personal computer fax boards were
shipped last year. That number will reach
15,000 this year and over 150,000 in 1990.
(Interestingly, about 10 percent of all business
locations currently have a fax machine; CAP
expects that figure to jump to over 30 percent
by 1990.)
Currently, a typical personal computer fax
board costs about $1 ,000, translating into a
1987 market worth $15 million. By 1990, a
typical board should sell for about $500, representing a potential market of about $75 million.
Confirming the fax

On one board, OAZ's XAFAX packs a 9,600baud fax modem, a Hayes-compatible 1,200baud modem, a SCSI interface, a scanner interface and an Intel 80188 coprocessor with
512K bytes of RAM.

All personal computer fax boards comply
with the CCITT-defined Group 3 standard for
facsimile transmission. And some-such as
Ricoh Corp.'s FB-1-also comply with the
Group 2 standard. The Group 3 standard allows for 30- to 60-second transmission of a
page, depending on the amount of detail. The
Group 2 standard specifies transmission of an
8 1/i-by-l l-inch page of text in 6 minutes.
Despite stiff competition from electronic
mail (e-mail), telex, express mail services, and

The advantages of facsimile add-in boards
are so strong that analysts' predictions will
probably be borne out. For one thing, they cost
from $395 to $1,495, compared to $2,000 to
$3,500 for standalone fax machines. For another, they save time and trouble. With standalone
fax machines, users have to print out the screen
image, take the hard copy to the machine
(which may be located in another area of the
building), scan it in and send it. With personal
computer fax boards, in contrast, users can
send screen images directly from the personal
computer. Also, the quality of fax documents
transmitted via add-in boards is better than
those transmitted via standalone fax machines
because of the absence of the scanning step,
which degrades the image.
The main advantage of personal computer
fax boards over e-mail and telex is the ability to
send complex graphics. Even though most facsimile devices are limited to Group 3's 200dot~per-inch standard, they can transmit fancier graphics than typical e-mail setups. Also,
the facsimile industry is blessed with longstanding standards; thus users don't have to
worry about varying transmission speeds and
confusing communications parameters that
often characterize e-mail.
A disadvantage of facsimile relative to e-mail
is that fax files, not being in ASCII format , are
not easily edited at the receiving end. If editing
the fax documents is necessary, system integrators will have to incorporate graphics editing
Panasonic's Fax Partner, bundled with a
customized PC Paintbrush, includes an Intel
B01 BB processor and 256K bytes of memory.
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programs or OCR software into the systems,
which adds cost and complexity.
Currently, more than a dozen companies sell,
but not necessarily manufacture, personal computer facsimile boards (see Table); and no
doubt many more will emerge at next month's
COMDEX show (Nov. 2-6, Las Vegas). Most of
the boards were introduced this year, although
GammaLink, the original personal computer
fax board manufacturer, started the market
over 2 1/i years ago. Although the various products share similarities, there are key differences
that don't show up in product brochures or in
quick calls to sales representatives. To evaluate
the crop of offerings, prospective buyers have to
look at a variety of specs, but only a hands-on
evaluation will uncover the best board tor a
buyer's or a customer's application needs (see
"Three boards pass the fax check").
Most personal computer fax boards can perform ASCII-to-fax format conversion; broadcasting (sending documents to multiple locations); polling (requesting data from a remote,
perhaps unattended, station); automatic logging (also called activity journal or fax journal);
and automatic dialing/sending and answer/receiving.
Many fax-board vendors advertise "background operation." (Ordinarily background operation means that the system performs its
chores without interrupting a foreground application.) But most of the boards must "freeze,"
or pause, the foreground application when a fax
comes in, or when the user wants to send a fax
document. Some vendors use the terms "terminate-and-stay-resident" or "quasi background"
operation to describe this function.
For true background operation, in which
users can transmit or receive fax files without
interrupting or slowing down the foreground
application, it's generally necessary for the fax
board to be equipped with an onboard microprocessor and its own RAM. This coprocessor
offioads fax-related processing from the personal computer's processor. The most commonly employed coprocessor in fax cards is the
Intel Corp. 80188.
Manufacturers with onboard microprocessors include Brooktrout Technology, Datacopy
Corp., Gulfstream Micro Systems Inc., OAZ
Communications Inc., Panasonic Computer
Products and Spectrafax, which OEMs the
Panasonic board.
Tie on the bundles

Another key question in evaluating personal
computer fax boards is whether the board's
software includes a graphics, or image, editor.
Most boards will work with programs such as
Dr. Halo from Media Cybernetics Inc., PC
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/October 1987

Datacopy's MicroFax add-in board displays
text converted from ASCII to fax format and
its status screen lets you monitor fax transmissions.

Paintbrush from ZSoft Corp., or various desktop publishing packages. But an easy-to-use
integral graphics editor eliminates the need to
buy an extra package. Only a few companies
bundle image editors-and most of these are
rudimentary. Panasonic, however, bundles a
customized, full-function version of PC Paintbrush with its Fax Partner system, as does
Spectrafax.
Some companies, such as Gulfstream, OAZ
and Microtek Lab Inc., put scanner interfaces
onboard, saving users the added cost and hassle
of buying a separate board and taking up another slot. The down side of an integrated
scanner interface is that users might be tied to
that company's particular scanner, if the company doesn't offer drivers for other units.
Major scanner manufacturers such as Microtek and Datacopy were quick to capitalize on
the personal computer fax market, offering
bundled' scanner/facsimile solutions. And
DEST Corp., another major scanner vendor,
entered the market via its acquisiton of Gulfstream this year. However, CAP Internation109
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al's Ryan estimates that less than 25 percent of
all fax boards are sold with scanners.
Another advantage to look for in fax boards
is an integrated, asynchronous, Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.-compatible modem for

ASCII transm1ss10n or e-mail. Carterfone
Communications Corp., which OEMs GammaLink's board, includes a Hayes-compatible
modem, as do Datacopy, GammaLink (in its
newer GammaFax Plus board), and OAZ.

Three boards pass the fax check
Edward Teja, Contributing Editor

Prospective buyers of personal computer fax
boards should expect some discrepancies between
the features the vendors tout and those the boards
deliver. To find out how good a job the fax-board
designers have done, boards from three
vendors-Panasonic Computer Products, Datacopy
Corp. and OAZ Communications lnc.-were given a
hands-on comparison. The tests were restricted to
sending ASCII text and predigitized images; the
image-conversion software was not tested with a
scanner.
Installing each of the boards was simple.
Panasonic's Fax Partner offered the slickest
packaging of the three. The documentation clearly
spells out the hardware and software installation. The
other two boards had less adequate documentation.
However, the installation was still quick and easy. In
fact, each board was installed and sending messages
within 15 minutes. Panasonic supplies diagnostics
that verify that the Fax Partner works properly; this
was the only board that came with diagnostics.
The key differences in the boards are in the
application software. Panasonic, for instance, makes
good use of the special function keys to make
sending a fax as easy as: hit F1, point to a file, point
to a phone number and hit the carriage return. The
first fax messages crossed state lines on a
voice-grade line replete with call waiting-the most
difficult conditions, as befits a test.
Datacopy's MicroFax' operation was surprising . By
comparison to the Fax Partner its software at first
seemed awkward . It doesn't use function keys and
the documentation isn't thorough. However, it turns
out that Datacopy's software tells what is going on
with the fax transmission. A "Display Status" screen,
unique to Datacopy (of the three), tells you if the
board is running, at what baud rate, and what page is
currently being sent. The handshaking ("waiting for
response ," etc.) displays in the upper right-hand
corner. And, if you wonder what the fax looked like
after it was converted from ASCII to fax, you can view
it on the screen or print it out. With an enhanced
graphics adapter (EGA) board installed, the fax image
looks good.
These features mean that there's never any
112

question about the status of a fax. And this is a plus,
especially when you are using a fax board for the first
time-it builds confidence in the system.
Fooled by a modem

And confidence is important. Sending fax
messages revealed an interesting glitch in the
Panasonic Fax Partner's monitoring and error logging
that undermines confidence: the board didn 't always
know when the fax didn't go. When sending long fax
messages, the journal would record that, say, nine
pages were sent, but only one-and-a-half might arrive.
The only user status indications provided are two
LEDs (light-emitting diodes)-one for SEND, one for
RECEIVE. This same error-reporting phenomenon
occurred when sending locally to two different
standalone facsimile machines (different brands) and
to another Panasonic card in another state. In this last
case , it was discovered that, although the board at
the transmittig end said a multipage message was
successfully sent, the board at the other end wasn 't
even turned on-a modem had answered the phone.
Panasonic suggested that the phone lines might be
the problem. But the fax system calls for a handshake
after each page-one page could indicate a mistake,
multiple pages had to suggest something else. It
turns out that there is a single hardware bit that the
software polls-handshaking sets the bit, the board
polls the bit. If the bit were stuck, .. .who knows?
Panasonic sent a new board, but the problem
remained. This isn't to say that the board won 't send
long fax messages. It does. Messages as long as 32
pages were successfully sent. It just means that a
journal entry saying "sent" is dubious.
Panasonic has a direct approach to sending fax
messages: When you say go, it converts text files as
it sends them. On the Datacopy board, however,
ASCII-to-fax conversion software works offline. The
entire document is converted with each page stored
as a viewable .FAX file. Sending a document once
takes longer with this approach, but if you want to
send files more than once (except in the broadcast
mode), or resend already-converted files, the
Datacopy board is faster.
The OAZ board, XAFAX, walks a middle ground. It
begins the calling and conversion processes together,
but converts one page before sending, then keeps its
on-board 30K-byte buffer filled with the next page;
MINI -MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987
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In fac t , OAZ a ims to be th e ul ti mate in
one-stop shopping with its XAFAX. On a si ngle
board, the company packs the Hayes-compatible modem, an 80 188 with 5 I 2K bytes of RAM
(64K of which is dual-ported), a SCSI (small

computer system interface) interface fo r adding
other peripherals, and a scanner interface for
the company's scanner. The board also includes
a multitasking operating system that provides
an event-driven en vironment, rather than the

thus it sends the first page slowly and the rest of the
document proceeds at less than 30 seconds per
page. And the connect time only begins once it has
started its high-speed operation.
You might expect the boards to try to send a
message again if it fails the first time. The Fax Partner
doesn't, but the others let you specify the number of
retries and how long to wait before trying again. The
only difficulty with Datacopy's approach is the
strategy of its re-try capability. If you send a
multiple-page document and one of the middle
pages, say Page Two, doesn't get sent properly, the
program puts that page on its "to do" stack and
moves on to Page Three. Later, after the rest of the
document has been sent, it tries Page Two again.
This can cause confusion at the receiving end.
Trim the page for numbering

And that leads to page numbering. There isn't any.
Of course, you can use a word processor to put them
in. For example, you can use Framework II, creating a
*.PAT file all nicely formatted and numbered, rather
than use the export-to-ASCII utility.
Ostensibly, the ASCII documents Datacopy's board
converts are 66 lines long, at least according to the
manual supplement. The word processor had to make
them 58 lines long in order to get the page number
on the right page. But the only way you can tell is to
look. Unfortunately, the Panasonic board doesn't
store the converted files; the only way to tell what is
actually being sent is to look at a received fax that
someone mails back.
OAZ gives you a choice-you can store the
converted message or not. The OAZ board is also the
only one to offer the explicit ability to convert and
store a file without sending it. This is desirable when
you want to see, for instance, if ASCII text-generated
page numbers are being placed on the correct fax
page. The Datacopy board, in contrast, must be
tricked into thinking that you intend to send a fax,
and then you abort the process.
The last board tested- OAZ's XAFAX-was the
newest. When tested, it wasn't even a beta site
product. In fact, the board came with its Rockwell
International Corp. fax chips labelled " Engineering
Sample." Volume shipments were scheduled for
mid-August.
The software wasn 't fully implemented, so the
analysis is only partial. But the system does use
function keys, and it does have some status reporting
M INI-MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987

(page number and baud rate). Journal and manual
calls hadn't been implemented at the time of the
review.
A great deal has been made of background
capability. All of these boards have it, and it appears
to work. The question is how useful is it? It seems
reasonable to assume that a fax is used because
time is of the essence. After the fax has been sent,
therefore, the user must go into the program to make
sure it transferred successfully. It makes more sense
to keep the fax program in foreground for the 5
minutes it might take to send a 10-page document.
The exception to this reasoning is the OAZ board.
This board keeps its software RAM-resident , and a
simple ALT-SHFT takes the user into the main
program to send a fax or check on message status,
without interrupting whatever program is executing.
The final comparison

Each of the three software programs offers an
activity journal. Both the Panasonic and Datacopy
approaches record the file sent, who it was sent to
(by phone number only, in the case of Datacopy),
how many fax pages the message required and what
time it was sent. For business purposes, the length of
time it took to send should be included. Standalone
fax systems typically provide that information. The
OAZ journal promises that additional feature, although
it had not yet been implemented when tested.
The Datacopy board also maintains a call journal
that tells what messages it has left to send. This is
important because it allows the user to cancel
messages before they are sent, with the stroke of a
delete key.
It was found that all three boards worked, more or
less, as advertised, but because of the problems with
error reporting, the Panasonic board didn't provide
the confidence to start a fax and then pop into some
other program. The OAZ board, being incomplete at
the time of the review, remains somewhat of an
unknown. But it promises to be a reasonable
implementation, because of its ability to toggle
between background and foreground and its use of
special-function keys.
The Datacopy board was by far the most
thoroughly developed product of the three at the time
of the review. It does have a slightly longer learning
curve, but it is a solid product that really made
upgrading the computer to fax capability a pleasant
experience.
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laser printer, for example, either the vendor,
the reseller or the customer will have to write
the appropriate software driver.
Buying the right fax board is not one of a

polled environment common on other boa rds.
Prospecti ve bu ye rs should al so determin e
which peripheral dev ices a fax board supports.
If it doesn't support the customer's particular
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reseller's toughest purchasing dilemmas: Board
similarities abound and there are only a few
pitfalls to avoid. And, while fax boards enable
OEMs, system integrators and VARs to build
systems that weld together a personal computer's communications and graphics, they add to
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MINISUPERCOMPUTERS

POWERFUL NEW
MACHINES
FIND A NICHE
Smaller than supercomputers, younger than superminicomputers,
minisupercomputers offer system integrators good price/performance
alternatives in key applications
Andrew Allison, Contibuting Editor

Over the past three years, minisupercomputers have carved out a fast-growing market niche. Minisupercomputers offer "nearsupercomputer" performance but are priced
like superminicomputers. That is, they deliver
10 percent to 25 percent of supercomputer
capability but at only 5 percent to 10 percent of
the cost.
Although minisupercomputers can't compete
with supercomputers for problems that require
all of the latter's power, they do fill a role as
cost-effective, high-performance departmental
processors, compute servers and workstations.
Moreover, product proliferation and attractive
pricing are creating exciting new opportunities
for third-party participants to market powerful
value-added systems.
Supercomputers and minisupercomputers
currently are used almost exclusively in 64-bit
arithmetic-intensive, FORTRAN-coded, scientific and engineering applications like modeling, simulation, finite-element analysis, matrix
manipulation, and numerical solution and approximation.
The earliest method of achieving minisupercomputer performance was through the use of
special-purpose attached processors, an approach pioneered by Floating Point Systems
Inc. (FPS) in 1975. Increased functional density at the component level and rapid development of ASIC (application specific integrated
circuit) design tools led first to board-level and
then to chip-level implementations and finally
to the development of the more powerful mini- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - supercomputer.
The term array processor has now begun to
be restricted to 32-bit scalar machines performing high-speed math over streams of data as
MINI-MICRO SYSTEM S/October 1987

Minisupercomputers are
differentiated
from array
processors on
the basis of
64-bit arithmetic units.
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firmware subroutines called by the host. They
are widely used in value-added signal- and
image-processing applications. Minisupercomputers are differentiated from array processors on the basis of their 64-bit arithmetic
units, their ability to execute entire programs
rather than just subroutines, and their vectorprocessing capability.
From attached processors to CPUs

Attached processors such as those offered by
FPS, CSP Inc. and Numerix Corp. add minisupercomputer capability to installed systems,
typically Digital Equipment Corp. VAXs, while
maintaining a familiar and well-supported
operating environment-frequently for less
than the price of a standalone minisupercomputer system. The three named suppliers
also offer packaged systems including VAX
processors. Board-level implementations and
chip sets allow somewhat lesser capabilities to
be incorporated into a broad range of systems.
For instance, Sky Computers Inc.'s VORTEX
board is used in Intel Scientific Computers'
iPSC and Elxsi Inc. systems, and Weitek Corp.
chip sets are widely used.
Geoff Cohler, director of Customer Support
at CSP points out that: "Since communication
with a host is relatively slow, the trend is
122

towards executing more code with the attached
processor. This means that it no longer is a
subroutine box but has its own compiler, and
the entire program runs within the unit." This
calls for large, fast memories (e.g. 64M bytes
for 5- to I 0-thousand line FORTRAN programs). Furthermore, host processor 1/0 bandwidth limitations make integral 1/0 ports advantageo us. As a result, a full-function attached
processor conrains all of the features of a CPU .
This led to the development of standalone
minisupercomputers that eliminate the need
for a host system, at the cost of introducing a
new operating environment. The first standalone minisupercomputer, Convex Computer
Corp.'s C-1, was introduced three years ago,
and the trickle of additional suppliers has become a torrent during the past year. The degree
of compatibility with existing software environments (in practice, those of DEC-FPS or
Cray Research Inc.) is the key consideration in
evaluating competing minisupercomputers.
The next step, namely minisupercomputer
workstations, is already within sight. In the
words of Mike Gallup, director of product
marketi ng at Apollo Computer Inc., "It's very
clear that minisuper performance is coming to
the workstation market , and Apollo is working
on workstation products with performance at
the high end of the present minisuper performance spectrum." Replacement of the l-to-5
MIPS (million instructions per second) merchant-market microprocessor engines (i. e. the
ubiquitous Motorola Inc. MC68020) with 10to-50 MIPS RISCs (reduced instruction set
computer), as employed in Sun Microsystems
Inc.'s Sun 4 and MIPS Computer Systems
Inc.'s M/1000, is under way.
Off-the-shelf floating-point chip sets are putting low-end minisupercomputer performance
into desks ide and desktop configurations. Such
chip sets are, notably, the Weitek products that
drive almost half the currently available minisupercomputers. Proprietary ASICs drive most
of the rest. Graphics-oriented personal minisupercomputers are under development at
start-ups like Dana Computer Inc. and Stellar
Computer Inc. And Sun entered the high-performance graphics market with the July introduction of a two-board graphics accelerator
capable of 180,000 3-D vectors per second .
This 20,000-polygon-per-second subsystem ,
which employs Weitek's XL-8000 and 32-bit
WTL3032 in its two-stage pipeline, is a prime
candidate for "ASICification." Weitek's 64-bit
XL-8064 , now being sampled, will facilitate
highly integrated minisupercomputercomputer
implementations.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/ October 1987
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Application-specific processors will cause a
dramatic change in the rate of increase in
minicomputer performance, historically an
order of magnitude about every seven years.
Bill Joy, vice president of R&D at Sun suggests
that, "Sun and others will quickly migrate the
performance to the limits of semiconductor
technology." He offers "Joy's Law" of singlechip microprocessor performance, i.e. MIPS=2
(y-1984), or 2 to the power of the number of
years since 1984.
In support of Joy's argument, Sun's initial
20,000-gate-array, 1.5-micron implementation
of its SPARC (scaleable processor architecture)
will be followed next year by a 0.8-micron chip
set. It will include integer and floating-point
processors, memory management, cache controllers jointly developed with Cypress Semiconductor, and ECL (emitter-coupled logic)
from Bipolar Integrated Technology-with
GaAs implementations to follow.
Minisupercomputer performance can also be
attained by multiprocessor implementations
(see "Multiprocessors boost system power,"
MMS , May Page 105). In fact, the recently
introduced Sequent Computer Systems Inc.
Symmetry multimicrocomputer system exceeds the 10-LINPACK-MFLOP threshold of
supercomputer performance when equipped
with an optional Weitek WTL 1 16 7 arithmetic
coprocessor (a WTL 1 14/65-based daughterbDard replacement for the Intel Corp. 80387).
Parallel 32-bit microprocessor systems with
board- or chip-level attached processors like
Intel Scientific Computers' iPSC/2 are also
capable of supercomputer performance , although the amount of suitable application software available is limited .
Architectural issues

Scientific-processor architecture is in a state
of flux . Some systems are modeled closely on
the Cray supercomputer architecture , with scalar- and 1/0-processing capability being added
to what is essentially a vector-processing architecture. Scientific Computer Systems Corp.'s
SCS-40 systems, which are directly compatible
with Cray software, are the leading examples of
this approach. Most, however, come from the
other direction, adding vector-processing capability to scalar architectures.
Because available, or "dusty deck ," software
handles such an important part of th e application workload, and are typically not highly
vectorized, architectural balance is extremely
important. Frank McMahon . computer scientists with the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory in Livermore. Calif. , says that,
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/October 1987
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"The effect of unbalanced architecture is to
make performance very dependent upon the
application. Depending upon the particu lar application , balanced architectures (those in
which all operations execute in about the same
time) may exhibit a 4- or 5-to-l [performance]
range, as opposed to two orders of magnitude
for unbalanced."
Since one of the fundamental goals of R ISC
architecture (see "RISCs challenge mini, micro
suppliers." MMS November 1986, Page l,.-27) is
to execute instructions in a single cycle, balanced minisupercomputer implementations
tend to be RISCs. The nature of scientific
computation also encourages paralle lism ,
which appears both in the form of multiple
processors (vector, scalar and/or both) and internally through use of very long instruction
word (YLIW) architectures.

Minisupercomputers have
carved a price/
performance market niche of their
own between
superminicomputers and supercomputers.

A key to better performance

This latter approach seems likely to predominate. Pioneered by FPS over a decade ago, it
has been given new impetus by Weitek's XLseries chip sets and by Multiflow Computer
Systems' TRACE architecture. TRACE packs
up to seven operations into a 256-bit instruction word and is intended to offer two and four
times that capability in future implementa123
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tions. In addition to the three current suppliers,
start-up Cydrome Inc., Milpitas, Calif., is
working on an ECL wide-word implementation. As with all forms of parallelism, the
ability of compilers to convert existing application software into executable code that can take
advantage of YLIW architectures holds the key
to realizing performance benefits.

In the context of scientific processing, vectorprocessor performance depends highly upon
the extent to which the application is, or can be,
vectorized and on the match between the compiler and the processor architecture. Most suppliers have developed vectorizing FORTRAN
compilers that attempt to convert scalar to
vector o perations where possible . Multiflow

Bench-pressing the benchmarks
The full-precision version of the well-known Argonne
(Ill.) National Laboratory UNPACK benchmark provides
a widely available approximation of computer
performance in scientific and engineering
applications. A range of 1-to-10 full-precision UNPACK
MFLOPS (million floating point operations per second)
adequately defines the capabilities of the present
generation of minisupercomputers. Supercomputers
offer more than 10 UNPACK MFLOPS;
superminicomputers and supermicrocomputers (i.e.

8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~-B-EN_C_H_MA-RK-S--r - - - - -

-----------

AlliantFX/8

UNPACK

c:::::J LFK

-SSC

ConvexC-1

FPSM64160

Comparative performances of the three
most widely used minisupercomputers as
measured against the three national laboratory
benchmarks demonstrates significant variability.
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32-bit general-purpose systems), 0.1 to 1.0 UNPACK
MFLOPS; and minicomputer and microcomputers,
0.01-0.1 UNPACK MFLOPS.
A word of warning about benchmarks: The results
apply only to the specific code executed and to the
conditions under which it ran . Aside from arithmetic
unit, memory size and bandwidth, the performance of
scientific and engineering applications depends upon
the operating system, the algorithms employed, the
coding efficiency and the system architecture. All of
these can be tweaked by computer manufacturers to
optimize performance in specific benchmark tests.
Resellers evaluating minisupercomputers should
look at other benchmarks. The Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) FORTRAN Kernals (LFK)
and Sandia National Laboratories Speed Code (SSC)
benchmarks, for example, include the significant
amount of scalar processing typical of the "dusty
decks" (pre-existing application software) that make
up most of the code executed by
minisupercomputers. These benchmarks, while not as
well known as UNPACK are felt by many users to
correlate better with real-life performance (see Bar
chart).
Relevant third-party application programs such as
Swanson Analysis Systems Inc. 's ANSYS and
MacNeal Schwendler Corp. 's MSC/NASTRAN for
finite-element analysis and Fidap (from Fluid
Dynamics International Inc.) for fluid-dynamics
analysis should also be considered. Raw peak or
burst floating-point-instruction execution rates,
dubbed "macho megaflops" by Frank McMahon,
originator of the LLNL benchmark, should be
regarded with skepticism.
Established benchmarks and applications are less
useful in predicting the performance of new
applications, such as the very high-performance
graphics and image processing being encouraged by
the falling cost of 1-to-10-FLMs capacity. The most
meaningful test of a system's capabilities lies in the
software to be run on the system. Absent that,
prospective purchasers should seek benchmarks that
match their intended application as closely as
possible.
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TAPE-MEASURING THE MINI-GIANTS
Full precision
UNPACK MFLOPS

Type*'

FPU

Installed

(6/30/87)

Base price

($000)

Alliant
7.6
1.6

MS
MS

WTL1 264/5
WTL 1264/5

6000

20-12.02

MP

proprietary

Convex
C-1/XP (1 -4 CPUs)
C-1/XL

3.0-n/a
29

MS
MS

proprietary
proprietary

100+

475
385

1.2

AP

proprietary

48

76

1.1 -n/a

MS

VORTEX

399

MMP

WTL1 164/5

500

640
450
250
149
99

FX/8 (8 CPUs)
FX/1
Celerity

CSPI
MAP-6430
Elxsi
6400 (1 -12 CPUs)
Encore
MULTIMAX (20 CPU s)

5.2-5.62

100+

n/a
995
285

Floating Point Systems
M64/60 (FPS-264)
M64/50
M64/40 (FPS-164)
M64/30
M64/ 20

5.6
3.0
1.7
2.1
1.2

AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

proprietary
proprietary
proprietary
proprietary
proprietary

MIPS
M/1000

1.1

MP

proprietary

0 (40)

592

6

MS

WTL2264/5

0(30)

299.5

1.02

AP

ADSP3210/3220

10

59

Sequent
Balance 2000 (30x32032)
Symmetry (30x80386)

2.25 2
142

MMP
MMP

32081
WTL 1164/5

100+
0 (40)

426
788

Scientific Computer
SCS-40

80

MS

proprietary

2-52 3

AP

1.12

MP

Multiflow
TRACE 7/200
Numerix
NMX-464

Sky Computers
VORTEX
Sun
4

20

595

AD SP3210/3220

100+

99

WTL11 64/65

0 (40)

39.9

'

Notes:

• AP=attached processor
MAP =multiple attached
MMP=multimicroprocessor

MP= microprocessor
MS =minisuper processor

'Prices for attached processors exclude the (required) host processor.
2UNPACK data from manufacturer (others from June issue of "Performance of Various Computers Using
Standard Linear Equations in a FORTRAN Environment " by Jack J. Dongarra, Argonne National Laboratory).
3
Depending upon host interface employed.
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went so far as to write a trace-scheduling compiler and then design a computer architecture
around it. According to executive vice president Josh Fisher, "This resulted in very high
utilization of the parallelism and high performance with modest (2-micron , 8,000-gate-array) technology and clock rates ( 130 ns). "
The price slashing that occurred in the workstation market earlier this year, when Apollo,
DEC and Sun reduced entry-level prices by an
average of 50 percent, will be repeated in the
minisupercomputer arena next year. In fact,
Convex has lowered the C-1 price by 20 percent
and memory prices by 50 percent in response
to competitive pressure, according to vice president of marketing Frank Vince. Add-on , standalone and superworkstation products starting
at about $50,000, and board-level products at
one-tenth the price, will provide attractive system integration and vertical-market opportunities for value-added resellers . However, processor supplier mortality is likely to be a
problem.
Industry analysts Jeff Can in of Hambrecht &
Quist Inc. , San Francisco, and Greg Kisinski of
Dataquest Inc., San Jose, both calculated total
1986 minisupercomputer revenues at $125 million. They forecast $250 million to $300 mil-

lion in revenues this year and about $1 billion
in 1990 (see Chart). This potential has attracted numerous would-be participants to
what has become an overcrowded market. In a
report on special-purpose processors last July ,
Canin suggests that there is probably room for
no more than three or four profitable minisupercomputer makers. He predicts that the
winners will outdistance the pack by the end of
next year.
The shakeout has , in fact , already begun .
Five fledgling minisupercomputer makers
(American Supercomputer Inc., Culler Scientific Systems Corp., Denalcor, Fifth Generation
Computer Corp ., and Vitesse Electronics
Corp.) ceased operations during the first half of
1987 . Despite funding typically in excess of
$30 million, several of the remaining start-ups
have yet to ship a system. Those that run out of
cash before becoming profitable are unlikely to
survive.
In addition to financial stability, the H&Q
study suggests that success factors include application-software support, adherence to industry standards, provision of upward migration
paths, ease of integration into multivendor environments , and having an aggressive direct
sal es force. Mike Gallup, of Apollo adds ,

Companies mentioned in this article
Alliant Computer
Systems Corp.
42 Nagog Park
Acton . Mass. 01720
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Circle 317

CSP Inc.
40 Linell Circle
Billerica, Mass. 01821
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Encore Computer Corp.
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Convex Computer Corp.
Sequent Computer
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Systems Inc.
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Portland.Ore. 97223
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Apollo Computer Inc.
330 Billerica Road
Chelmsford . Mass. 01824
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Sky Computers Inc.
Foot of John St.
Lowell , Mass. 01852
(617) 454-6200
Circle 336
Stellar Computer Inc.
100 Wells Ave.
Newton, Mass 02159
(617) 964-1000
Circle 337
Sun Microsystems Inc.
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"Large companies have a broad range of
requirements and seek vendors with the
breadth of product line to match them."
Movement in the marketplace

Kisinski reports that a recent survey of minisupercomputer users revealed that 84 percent
had ported their applications from other systems, 90 percent of them from a VAX environment. This emphasizes the importance of ease
of conversion and of application-software support-and also of DEC's lack of a credible
minisupercomputer offering.
The recent announcement that DEC's initial
one-year joint marketing agreement with FPS is
to be extended for another year suggests that
DEC's entry (code-named "Pegasus") is at least
18 months and probably more than two years
away. As a result of the spread of standalone
minisupercomputer capability, UNIX will become a viable alternative to VMS in the scientific computing market, and C language will
become more widely used. This, in turn , has
created a demand for optimizing C compilers,
with Convex again being first to market.

The Dataquest survey also indicated that
Convex had a 22. I percent share of the 1986
market , followed closely by FPS with 19.3
percent and Alliant Computer Systems Corp.
was in third place with 14.8 percent. While
both Convex and FPS seem likely to be among
the survivors, Alliant's position is less secure.
Second-quarter earnings were off 40 percent
from the previous quarter. Further serious
· blows were the loss of support from Apollo in
overseas marketing and in the resale of the VAX
FORTRAN-compatible DSP9000 compute
server, topped by Apollo's subsequent joint
marketing agreement with Multiflow. What all
this means is that resellers addressing this exciting new market are well-advised to look
beyond price and performance to a careful
evaluation of the corporate strengths and weakD
nesses of prospective suppliers.

Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 504 Medium 505 Low 506
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Apple picked our brains.
And so did hundreds
of other companies.
Before millions of people
picked Macintosh:" Apple®
picked Motorola's M68000
Family-the brains behind one
of the most successful computer
products ever launched.
Now Apple has tapped the
brainpower of the Motorola
MC68020 microprocessor for
the Macintosh II, bringing the
high performance of a graphics
workstation to business desktops everywhere.
72% of all 32-bit systems ever
shipped included at least one
MC68020. Thats more than half
a million high-performance
systems.
The high-performance
business solution.
The MC68020 is not just t~e
overwhelming choice in
workstations-it is now setting
new performance standards in
the office-where it is essential
to the computation, graphics
and communication necessary
for interconnected systems.
While Apples choice of the
MC68020 was a smart move,
theres no license on genius:
the '020 is the microprocessor
of choice in advanced
business system
designs by such

The Brain Trust: Where M68000
microprocessors predominate.

industry leaders
as Altos, Alpha
Micro, Casio, C.Itoh, Fujitsu,
Honeywell Bull, NEC, NCR,
Olivetti, Plexus, Ricoh, Sanyo,
Sharp, TI, Toshiba and UNISYS.
The graphics solution.
The M68000 family helped
Apple implement the visionary
"point and click" graphic workstyle that has driven productivity
up while driving training costs
way down. Businesses of all
sizes are discovering dramatic
productivity increases in office
computing through innovations
such as desktop publishing.
The software solution.
Among programmers and
designers dedicated to creating
the best, most innovative applications, the M68000 architecture has been the leading
choice by far-with over seven
million M68000 systems
installed since 1979.
r

Meanwhile, the MC68020, on
the market now for three years,
is already backed by two billion
dollars worth of 32-bit software.
This is more 32-bit software
than all competitive products
combined!

Engineering Workstations
Apollo, Hitachi, HP, Sony, Sun,
Tektronix.
Laser Printers
Apple, Canon, HP, IBM, QMS,
Ricoh.
Departmental Computers
Convergent Technologies,
Fujitsu, Honeywell Bull, NEC,
NCR, UNISYS.
PBX and Telephone Systems
AT& T, Northern Telecom,
Siemens.
Fault Tolerant Systems
IBM, NCR, Nixdorf, Stratus,
Tandem.
Supercomputers
Alliant, BBN, Caltech, Fifth
Generation.
Factory Automation
Allen-Bradley, ASEA, Bailey
Controls, GM, Mitsubishi,
Square D.
Join the Brain Trust.
Challenge us to persuade you
of the sound business and
technical reasons to join the
M68020 Brain Trust. Write to
us at Motorola
Semiconductor
Products Inc.,
pn~ur
P.O. Box 20912,
des1
Phoenix, AZ
85036.
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Last year, the Honeywell Bull 4/66 dot matrix printer was so well
received by OEMs that we decided to build a family of four high-end
printers around it. These new printers share the qualrties that made the
4/66 famous, and possess open architectures that allow for ease of customization. In short, they'll broaden the range of applications available
toOEMs.
First is the model 4/62 for the office. It provides high letter quality
throughput. Next, is the model 4/66P: rt simultaneously emulates a printer
and a plotter for CAD/CAM applications on the Hewlett Packard 7475A
and other compatible systems. Third is the model 4/66C which is compatible with the IBM 3287. And finally, the 4/66T is compatible wrth IBM
systems34 and 36.
All our new printers are easy to use. They change automatically from
fanfold paper to single sheets, so you never have to re-thread paper onto
a
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feature, and can handle paper sizes from 3" to 17" wide.
And they're quiet. With 18-needle print heads set in anti-noise shields,
they make less noise in an office than conventional typewriters.
Finally, all are very fast, and very versatile. They produce three modes:
480 cps draft, 180 cps near letter quality, and 75 cps letter quality (the
4/62 actually has a letter quality speed of 120 cps). And they'll provide
up to 20 optional type fonts, and seven colors.
If you' re an OEM looking for a dot matrix printer built especially to suit
your needs, contact Honeywell Bull Italia, Printers Division, 120 Howard
St., Suite 800, San Francisco, CA 94106. Or call us at 415-974-4340.
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CUS tOmerS are more important than computers.
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
SOFTWARE DESIGN

The allure of Ada for
programmers
Saro B. Ghazarian
General Dynamics Corp.

Good software design efficiently
converts the requirements specification into a top-level, or preliminary,
and a detailed, or low-level, design of
a software system. It is key to producing reliable, readable, understandable
and easily maintainable software.
In order to ensure good software
design, a program description language (POL) must have characteristics that aid in the process of expressing and recording a design. It should
support data definition and the expression of algorithm design. An Adabased POL (or Ada/POL) provides
constructs that support modularity,
abstractions, strong data typing and
description. And, although an Ada/
POL follows the Ada syntax, it can
also be used to develop software written in other programming languages.
Flowcharting, once a common program-design practice, usually leads to
poor program structure, especially
when the number of programmers
increases. Flowcharting may be useful
in documenting the control flow of a
software system, but it's not necessarily helpful in designing or in communicating the design intent among programmers.
An Ada/POL is one alternative to
flowcharts that closes this designteam communications gap. Conventional PDLs have been in use for
about 10 years and growing evidence
suggests that PDLs significantly improve a programmer's productivity,
especially during the design phase.
They provide software designers, programmers and managers a common
Saro B. Ghazarian is a senior software
engineer at General Dynamics Corp.,
Pomona [Calif.] Data Systems Division.
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body of terms and concepts. Not only
do PDLs lead to structured designs
but they also make documenting
those designs easier.
Also, the use of an Ada/POL can
serve as a migration path leading to
full use of Ada. The training required
to use an Ada/POL results in programmers at all levels becoming familiar with the Ada language and the
software engineering principles it
supports.
The advantages of using Ada as a
design tool are:
• Provides useful constructs for expressing designs arising naturally
from the application;
• An Ada-based POL can be readily processed by computerized tools
that support the design process.
But the primary purpose of the
design activity remains communication among client, programmer and
those who maintain the system.

Using an Ada compiler to
detect errors at an early
stage of the design helps
reduce the probability of
making errors during implementation.

structure, data declarations and use,
type declarations and use, invocation
hierarchy, generic utilization, interrupt information, data dictionary,
and design complexity.
In addition to the design reports,
the design statements (pseudocode
that shows control flow) are formatted to show the nesting of Ada control
structures, such as loop . . . end, loop
and if ... end if. This formatting is
Tools of the trade
commonly called "pretty printing."
One POL processor is ADADL_ The pretty-printed document also
(Software Systems Design in Clare- highlights keywords and program unit
mont, Calif.). The ADADL (Ada- invocations.
Because ADADL is Ada-based,
based Design And Documentation
Language) is an Ada-based POL spe- Ada constructs are used wherever apcifically designed to document both propriate. One main reason for using
top-level and detailed-design phases ADADL is to use Ada semantics and
of the software development life the Ada syntax for describing those
portions of the design that should be
cycle.
The ADADL processor comprises described in Ada code-those which
more than 25 software tools written define the structure of the program
in C. These tools are used to analyze and the structure of the data. Specifithe ADADL source text in order to cally, program unit declarations of
produce design reports and documen- packages, tasks, subprograms and getation. (Designs described using nerics are strictly Ada. Similarly, type
ADADL can be compiled without definitions and object definitions are
error on an Ada compiler.) The de- strictly Ada. The control flow of the
sign reports produced by the ADADL program and logic (algorithm definiprocessor provide the programmer tion) is not pure Ada code, it is Adawith such information as program based POL. It should be at a higher
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·· The P.erfect PC
takes Digger b es.
Now here's a design dilemma that's hard to
swallow.
On one hand, the market demands a PC
with a smaller footprint to take up less
space on a desk. On the other, the market
demands high-capacity disk drives with
ultra-pronto access to stored data.
PTi's solution: take bigger bytes.
Our 3.5'' micro-Winchester hard
drives are available in capacities from
20 to over 57 MB, and standard (MFM) or
run length limited (RLL) configurations
that offer more usable formatted storage
space than comparable drives.
But that's just the first course.
Because PTi drives answer the
market's "more speed" demands
with an average access

time of just 35 ms. And they stay cool and
last longer, because at under seven watts
operating, Peripheral Technology drives
use less power running than others do
standing still.
Worried about data integrity? Don't.
Because PTi drives feature a one-of-akind system to automatically retract
the heads to a safe landing zone at
power down, then secure them with
a unique head-locking mechanism.
And for dessert, PTi drives are
available in standard 3.5''
packages, or with a special 5.25"
frame and bezel.
You want to design the perfect PC?
Get the perfect drive.
From Peripheral Technology.
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A significant
amount of design information
can be expressed using
Ada constructs.
The rich set of
features and constructs available
eliminates the
need to include
this information
within comments.

Source: IEEE POL Working Group

level of abstraction than lines of code, of documents. A similar formatting
that is, more easily understood.
capability is available for MIL-STDIn addition to helping the program- 490 specs.
mers , the ADADL processor helps
Moreover, the Department of Desoftware managers by providing up to fense recently took the initiative in
I 0 custom reports to track such things mandating the use of PD Ls, as part of
as each program unit's requirements the DOD/STD-2167, and also mantraceability and the dates of comple- dates the use of an Ada/POL in the
tion of the design, coding or testing of DOD directive 3405.2. The use of a
POL is required so that contractors
each program unit.
ADADL also has been used to de- can establish and define the top-level
sign programs that were ultimately and lower level design of software
coded in C. For example, Ada/POL modules in a consistent manner.
has been successfully used to design
In addition to the tangible benefits,
programs ultimately coded in JOVI- using Ada as a software design tool
also offers some intangibles. It could
AL and in assembly language.
become a training vehicle that not
A cure for documentation blues
only teaches programmers how to deThere are two associated tools in sign with modern software-engineerthe ADADL family: one, (Doc-Gen) ing techniques in mind but also estabprovides automatic military/Depart- lishes
a
solid
programming
ment of Defense standard documen- foundation. This solid foundation is
tation , and the other (Test-Gen) pro- especially valuable, because more and
vides assistance while testing the more programmers are coding in Ada.
design (during design reviews for exAda is also suitable for expressing
ample) and in the testing of executa- solutions to problems throughout the
ble Ada code (during unit test).
life cycle of a software project, indeMost programmers habitually doc- pendently of the methodology in use.
ument as little as possible. Thus, they
It has many features and characterappreciate the Doc-Gen tool. DODI istics inherently useful for expressing
STD-2167 STLDD and SOOD speci- software design in preliminary form
fications that are created automatical- and detailed form. By selectively
ly from the ADADL design. The using these features, software-engiDoc-Gen tool extracts all relevant in- neering principles (e.g. reusability, reformation from the design (such as liability, readability, etc.) can be supinputs, outputs, calls, called-by, etc.) ported and design can be specified in
and automatically formats it in a a concise and precise manner. Ada
manner suitable for DOD-2167 types features support modern software-enMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS / October 1987

gineering practices, particularly:
structured programming, strong data
typing, separate compilation, information hiding, encapsulation, data
abstraction, separation of specification from implementation, reusability, and a rich set of control-flow
structures that gives natural expression of design . Hence, Ada could be
used throughout the development life
cycle rather than just in the implementation phase.
For example, using an Ada compiler to detect errors at an early stage of
the design helps reduce the probablity
of making errors during the implementation phase. Having compilers
or POL processors, such as the
ADADL, that can analyze the design
to generate helpful information in report forms (e.g. object cross-reference
report, type cross-reference report ,
program unit cross-reference report,
invocation-tree report, instantiation
report, complexity report per module
and for the whole system, etc.) further
helps in documenting the design.
Yet, there isn't an Ada compiler in
the market that generates profile reports of the type mentioned above.
On the other hand , POL processors
are available based on the Ada language that take programs written in
Ada as an input to the processor and
generate various valuable reports. D
Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 498 Medium 499 Low 500
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The ultimate driving machines.
The Wysepc 386 and Kierulff professionals, like Ellie.
'I\vo high performers that are driven to give power users
the greatest speed and performance possible.
Get behind the keyboard of a Wysepc 386 and you'll get
the power of a supermicrocomputer for the price of a PC.
The Wysepc 386 is a 32-bit, 80386-based computer that
runs at 16 MHz with zero wait-states. But unlike any other
386, it uses both static column RAM and interleaving to
ensure even faster memory access.
This versatile IBM PC-AT compatible system is ideal for
desktop publishing, computer aided design, or as a network
file server.
And when you buy the Wysepc 386 from Kierulff, you'll
get even more high performance features.
Along with our dedicated computer product experts, we
A division of DUCOMMUN INCORPORATED.

also offer a variety of unique value-added services.
We'll provide custom configuration to your exact mass
storage, keyboard and monitor specifications. We'll also test
your system-as a whole-to make sure that every component is working properly. And, because we have one of the
industry's largest stocks of Wyse products, we'll give you
the best selection and availability possible.
So call 1-800-FOR PROS (1-800-367-7767). It'll directly
connect you to the Kierulff office nearest you.
And these ultimate driving machines.

KIERUIFF

0.. people . . the best pmt.
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NE\N PRODUCTS
SYSTEMS

Megan Nields, Staff Editor

Microcomputer runs
on 80386 processor
• 16 MHz
• 5 I 2K bytes of RAM
•Eight expansion slots

Laptop weighs
under 1 2 pounds

Based on the Intel 80386 microprocessor, the Pacer 386 runs at 16
MHz. The unit contains 5 I 2K bytes of
RAM , expandable to 8M bytes via a
32-bit expansion board. It is configured
with a I .2M-byte flexible disk drive and
a choice of rigid disk drives with capacities ranging from 20M to I OOM bytes.
Features include eight expansion slots, a
graphics card and MS-DOS 3.2. $4,695.
Laser Digital Inc., I 024 Morse Ave. ,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 , (408) 7471966.
Circle 352

• 80C88 processor
•Up to 2.5M bytes RAM
•LCD screen
A laptop IBM PC/XT-compatible
computer, the One Model 2T weighs
less than 12 pounds. The unit furnishes
an LCD screen, an 80C88 processor
running at 4.77 or 7. 14 MHz and 5 I 2K
bytes of RAM , expandable to 2.5M
bytes. It displays 25 lines by 80 characters. Options include three dedicated
memory cards and a communications
controller. A 3 1/i-inch flexible disk drive
and serial and parallel ports are standard. $1 ,695. Data General Corp., 4400
Computer Drive, Westboro , Mass .
01580, (617) 366-8911.
Circle 351
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Micros suit
business applications
•Six configurations
• 80386 processor
•Up to 32 ports
Available in six configurations, the
XTRA Multiple-User Series microcomputers suit business applications. Based
on the Intel 80386 microprocessor, the
units feature a proprietary Multiple
Terminal Subsystem that can supply up
to 32 ports. Memory capacity ranges
from l .6M to 4M bytes. XENIX System
V version 2.2 and high-capacity rigid
disk drives are included. A base configuration consists of 2M bytes of RAM , a
Multiple Terminal Subsystem and a
40M-byte rigid disk drive. $14, 799 and
higher. XTRA Business Systems, 2350
Qume Drive, San Jose, Calif. 9 5131 ,
(408) 945-8950.
Circle 354

PC furnishes
IBM compatibility

Computer offers
10 slots

• 80286 processor
•IM byte of RAM
• I .2M-byte drive

• 80386 processor
•Up to 64K bytes of memory
• 40M-byte disk drive

An IBM PC/AT-compatible computer, the Delta A utilizes an Intel 80286
microprocessor. The system offers IM
byte of RAM , a I .2M-byte flexible disk
drive and a Hercules-compatible monochrome/graphics adapter. It comes standard with MS-DOS, GW BASIC and
proprietary software. Features include a
12-inch monitor, eight expansion slots,
one parallel and two serial interfaces.
$1 ,995. Delta Computer Corp., 260
Forbes Blvd., P.O. Box 809, Mansfield ,
Mass. 02048. (617) 339-5575.
Circle 353

Available in several configurations,
the MP 386 is a 80386-based, 32-bit
personal computer. Standard features
include 32K bytes of cache memory ,
expandable to 64K bytes, I 0 expansion
slots and five half-height storage devices. System configurations offer the
choice of a 40M-, 70M- or I 20M-byte
flexible disk drive. Software and hardware options are available . $5 ,995.
Mitsubishi Electronics America Inc.,
991 Knox St. , Torrance, Calif. 90502,
(213) 515-3993.
Circle 355
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NEW PRODUCTS

PRINTERS

DEC OEMs

24-pin, dot-matrix
printer runs at 450 cps

• 250 cps
•LASO compatibility
• I 0- and 15-inch carriage

•Up to 450 cps
•Epson emulation
• Multipart forms

The 9SOOO, IO-inch carriage; and
9S I SD, 15-inch carriage dot-matrix
printers support LASO emulation and
handle most ANSI requirements in the
Digital Equipment environment. For labels, envelopes and multipart forms ,
the devices offer either push or pull
tractor feed and produce 2SO-cps draft
quality with a 9-by-9 matrix and 28-cps
NLQ print with a 9-by-10 matrix. For
business graphics and bar-code applications, the printers support a resolution
of 240 by 144 dpi . Other models of the
9SOO series provide IBM ProPrinter
and Epson FX series emulation. $749,
9SOOD; $949, 9S I 50. OEM discounts
available. C. Itoh Electronics Inc.,
19300 S. Hamilton Ave ., Torrance,
Calif. 90248, (213) 327-9100.
Circle 358

The 24-pin Microline 393 prints at up
to 4SO cps on paper ranging from 3-inch
labels to 16-inch continuous forms .
Paper can be fed from the bottom, rear
or top. The 393's standard push tractor
feeder accepts as many as four multipart forms , and the printhead gap can
be adjusted for different form types.
Standard Centronics and RS232 interfaces combined with Epson LQ emulation provide compatibility with a wide
range of PCs and minicomputers. The
printer supports bit-image graphics at
resolutions up to 360 dpi and is available in two models, black and color.
$1 ,399, black; $1 ,499, color. Okidata,
S32 Fellowship Road , Mount Laurel ,
N.J . 08054, (609) 235-2600.
Circle 360

Printers target
Thermal printer
weighs four pounds
•Four print sizes
•Two interfaces
•0.6 lps
MAP-40 is a 40-column thermal
printer with alphanumeric and graphics
capabilities. It furnishes four print sizes
and a 0.6-lps print rate. Serial and parallel interfaces are standard. The unit
weighs less than four pounds. $495,
OEM pricing available . Memodyne
Corp., 200 Resevoir St. , Needham,
Mass. 02194, (61 7) 444-7000.
Circle 356

Mac personal printer
needs rigid disk
•300 dpi
•Aldus-compatible
• QuickOraw support

Thermal printer codes
in bursts and batches
•Flexible formats
• 5 inches per second
•User-defined labels

Designed for batch and burst barcode applications , the model 8638
The Personal LaserPrinter supports churns out labels at up to S inches per
applications written to printer interface second. Using proprietary square-maguidelines for the Apple Macintosh trix technology-images and label are
Plus, SE and II. The LaserPrinter, com- built of printed squares-users can depatible with Aldus PageMaker, relies on sign unique label formats and labels 4.S
the Macintosh QuickDraw graphics lan- inches wide with print areas of 3.3
guage to lay out printed pages at 300 inches. Formats include fields for bar
dpi. The printer supports outline fonts codes, text and custom logos. The 8638
developed for the Apple LaserWriter supports
all
major
bar-code
and Bitstream fonts in preview, draft symbologies. $5 ,99S. lntermec Corp.,
and high-quality mode. $2,599. General 4405 Russell Road , Box 360602,
Computer Corp., 215 First St. , Cam- Lynnwood , Wash . 98046, (206) 348bridge, Mass. 02142 , (617) 492-SSOO.
2600.
Circle 357
Circle 359
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High-speed laser features
Postscript compatibility
•22 ppm
•480 dpi
• 6M-byte RAM
The LN-2248 printstation uses a Motorola MC68020-based controller and
6M bytes of RAM to print pages containing graphics as well as proportionally spaced characters at 22 ppm . The
480-dpi resolution aims at technical ,
scientific and corporate publishing applications. The LN-2248 also uses a
floating-point coprocessor and a Texas
Instruments 340 I 0 graphics processor
that performs area fill , outline drawing
and serial rasterization . An onboard
package provides PostScript compatibility. $24,000. Nissho Electronics
(USA) Corp., 17310 Red Hill Ave. ,
Irvine, Calif. 92714, (714) 261-8811.
Circle 361
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Who says you have to pay extra
to get an ASCII terminal equipped
with these three letters?
Introducing the new family
of IBM 3151 ASCII displays.

We worked harder to make
them easier to use.

Besides being designed for compatibility
with other computers, IBM's new ASCII terminals are more compatible with people.
New 14" flat screen displays provide a nonglare viewing surface and smooth scrolling.
Our 310 and 410 models also offer a choice of
80 or 132 column displays, with crisp character
resolution, in green or amber-gold.
Three models and up to 16 emulations
What's more, we built the logic into the
make them flexible.
monitors, making all three models more comThe entry level Model 110 comes with 10 non- pact and more reliable.
IBM emulations built in, and provides an 84-key
However, the most important feature of our
keyboard with 12 definable function keys.
new displays isn't on the screen, but above it:
The full-function Models 310 and 410 come the IBM name. IBM provides not only a choice
with 11 emulations, and are easily capable of
of a one or three year warranty, but a tradition
more (such as DEC VT220/100/52™ and
of quality, service and support.
WYSE WY-50/50 + ™) by simply adding a new
It's no wonder these three letters have
low-cost, slimline cartridge.
come to symbolize so much to so many people.
Their 102-key keyboards, equipped with
And at these prices, they 'U be even more in
up to 36 definable function keys, are also
demand. For additional information, contact
recappable, so you can adapt them to fit just
your IBM Marketing Representative, or call
about any program.
1-800-IBM-2468 for a supplier near you.
Now you can have the most versatile ASCII
terminals IBM has ever made, for the lowest
price IBM has ever offered. Our new 3151 family
gives you more functions, and greater compatibility with more ASCII host system computers,
for single unit purchase prices starting at less
than $400" per terminal.

---- - - - - -------- - - - -- - -
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Model310

Model 110

Model410
•Prices subject to change without notice.

©IBM 1987. IBM is a registered trademark of the IBM Corpooltion. DEC VT220/J00/52 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. WYSE WY-CIJ/':IJ+ is a trademark of WYSE Technoklgy.
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NEW PRODUCTS

TERMINALS

DEC-compatible
display links to two hosts

Monochrome screen
addresses CAD/CAM, CAE
• 19-inch display
• 67-Hz refresh rate
• 1,600 by 1,280 pixels
A monochrome display for Intel
80386-based systems and the IBM PC
and compatibles, the Vista 1600 boasts
a l ,600-by- 1,280-pixel resolution. The
unit supplies a 19-inch screen and a
67-Hz refresh rate. It supports software
such as Aldus PageMaker, Microsoft
Windows and Ventura Publisher. Applications include CAD/CAM, CAE and
desktop publishing. $2,395. Cornerstone Technology, I 75A E. Tasman
Drive, San Jose, Calif. 95134-1620,
(408) 433-3983.
Circle 362

• 180 functions
•Four pages of storage
• 14-inch monitor
Compatible with Digital Equipment
products, the CIT3 l 0 alphanumeric terminal provides a 14-inch green or
amber screen. The unit can be connected to two hosts for simultaneous
operation. It includes I K byte of nonvolatile memory for 180 functions, 45
function keys and 80 or 132 columns.
Up to four pages of information can be
stored. $749. CIE Terminals Inc., 2505
McCabe Way, Irvine, Calif. 92714,
(714) 660-1421.
Circle 364

Display system
is fast on the draw
• 32-bit graphics engine
• 1,280 by 1,024 pixels
• GKS software
The Le Mans color graphic display
system draws I million fully transformed, 2-D vectors per second;
250,000 fully transformed, 3-D vectors
per second; and 25,000 smooth-shaded
polygons per second. The 32-bit graphics engine contains up to 32M bytes of
display-list memory; up to 24 doublebuffered, bit-mapped memory planes;
and supports GKS software. The system is interconnected via Motorola 's
standard 32-bit VME bus, and provides
a I ,280-by-1,024-pixel non-interlaced
display monitor. Under $25,000. Chromatics Inc., 2558 Mountain Industrial
Blvd., Tucker, Ga. 30084, (404) 4937000.
Circle 366

Terminal operates
six views at a time
•Up to 38.4K-baud rate
•Two serial ports
•Seven pages of memory
The 500e video display terminal has a
data transfer rate of I 9.2K baud without handshaking and 38.4K baud with
handshaking. It offers seven pages of
full screen memory in 80-column, 25line mode; and four pages in I 32-column, 25-line mode. Two bidirectional
serial ports can be configured by cable
connection with concurrent processing
capabilities that allow each to support a
host online. The terminal operates up to
six virtual windows concurrently. $645.
Falco Data Products Inc., 1294
Hammerwood Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif.
94089, (408) 745-7123.
Circle 363
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Color monitor works
with IBM PS/2
• 12-inch screen
•Up to 64 colors
• 800 by 600 dpi
A color monitor, Ultrasync works
with the IBM PS/2 as well as the IBM
PC/XT, PC/AT and Apple Macintosh
II . The unit displays 800 by 600 dpi on
a 12-inch screen. In analog mode, infinite colors are available while TTL
mode offers up to 64 colors. $795.
Princeton Graphics Systems, 601 Ewing
St., Building A, Princeton, N.J. 08540,
(609) 683-1660.
Circle 365

Monitor demands
user password
• 864 by 350 pixels
• 19.2K baud
• 14-inch screen
The DT-4313 video terminal displays
black characters on a flat 14-inch (diagonal) white screen, with a resolution of
864 by 350 pixels in the display area,
and 720 by 350 pixels in the character
area. The height-adjustable keyboard
provides 14 programmable function
keys. Features include a I 9.2K-baud
rate, password security, a screen saver
and a tilt/swivel base. $795. MAI Basic
Four Inc., 1410 I Myford Road, Tustin,
Calif. 92680, (714) 731-5100.
Circle 367
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The Hall-Mark solution:
Micropolis 1300 Series
Winchester Disk Drives.
The Micropolis 1300 series 514" disk drives
combine fasl access with high capacity to deliver
reliability and quality - making them the industry
leader.
Designed to meet the toughest requirements.
the 1320 series high-performance ST-506 drives
offer capacities ranging from 43 to 85 Mbytes and
boast the highest MTBF in the industry.
The 1330 series has a capacity range of 44 to
71 Mbytes. formaned. These ST-506 PC Kits are configured with everything needed for mounting in an
IBM PC. XT or AT, including partitioning software.
cables. mounting hardware and a detailed
installation guide.
The 1350 series ESDI drives offer capacities up
to 170 Mbytes with ultra-fast data transfer rates. If
ESDI is your interface. the 1350 is your highperformance. high-capacity solution.
The embedded high-performance SCSI controller on the 1370 series provides unformaned
capacities to 170 Mbytes and conforms to the ANSI
SCSI standard and the Common Command set.
can Hall-Mark today for more information on
the 1300 series or any Micropolis product. Hall-Mark
offers solutions to your computer systems and
peripheral needs.

NEW PRODUCTS

SOFTWARE

Kernel runs on
32-bit processors

Mainframe/PC software
links applications

A real-time, multitasking kernel,
VRTX32 runs on 32-bit processors such
as the Motorola MC68020 and Intel
80386. The software aims at aerospace,
military, factory automation and communications applications. Functions include time slicing and message handling. $6,775. Ready Systems, 449
Sherman Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 94306,
(415) 326-2950.
Circle 368

The Application Connection (T-A-C)
connects to DB2, IBM's mainframe
DBMS. It includes an enhanced Lotus
1-2-3 Connection, a PC software module of T-A-C that gives 1-2-3 users direct access to data in mainframe software products such as DB2 Focus,
Nomad 2, Ramis, SAS, and SQL/DS
from 1-2-3 spreadsheets. T-A-C runs
under the VM/CMS and MYS-TSO
operating systems on IBM and compatible mainframes. $I 00 and $200, microcomputer modules; $8,000 to $15,000,
optional mainframe database modules;
$10,000, VM/T-A-C module; $13,000,
MVS-T-A-C Connection. Lotus Development Corp., 55 Cambridge Parkway,
Cambridge, Mass. 02142 , (617) 5778500.
Circle 371

Program creates
color 3-D graphs
Running on IBM PC/XT, PC/AT and
PS/2, Boeing Graph creates 2-D and
3-D color graphs. Each graph can be
viewed from 16 preset angles or rotated
360 degrees. Real-time functions include zoom and pan. The software requires 512K bytes of memory, a rigid
disk drive and an IBM EGA or compatible controller. It is not copy-protected.
$350 and higher. Boeing Computer
Services, Micro Software Products,
P.O. Box 24346, Seattle, Wash . 981240346, (800) 368-4555.
Circle 369

DEC software enhances
spreadsheets
Running under the VMS operating
system, VAX Xway software, Version
I. I supports Lotus 1-2-3, releases I and
2; Lotus Symphony, release I; VAX
DECalc, Version 3.0; VAX DECalcPLUS, Version 3.0, or VAX Xway product command files; Multiplan Symbolic
Link File Format (SYLK); Data Interchange format (DIF); ASCII tabular
data with a specified separator between
each data element; and ASCII data describable as fields. The package runs on
all VAX computers operating with Version 4.4 or higher of DEC's VMS operating system. $450, VAXstation I system; $1,800, Micro VAX II computer;
$I 0,800, VAX 8800 system. Digital
Equipment Corp., 146 Main St., Maynard , Mass. 01754-2571, (603) 8812934.
Circle 370
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Query/ report writer
suits OS/2
SQL *QMX, a query and report writer, allows users of Intel 80286 and
80386 machines, including the IBM
PS/2 family , to develop and use OS/2
Extended Edition DBMS facilities
under DOS 3.1 +. Like IBM's QMF, the
software provides a reporting and two
query environments: Query-By-Example (QBE) and SQL commands. It performs SQL data manipulations UPDATE and DELETE. The package also
supports PC-DOS for IBM PCs ,
MVS/XA and VM for IBM mainframes, and VAX/VMS for DEC VAX
and MicroVAX computers. $395. Oracle Corp., 20 Davis Drive, Belmont,
Calif. 94002, (415) 598-8219.
Circle 372

Operating system
targets real-time users
The iRMX 286 Release 2 operating
system supports the 80386 processor
and 80387 numerics coprocessor for
factory automation, machine control,
simulation, data acquisition and communication applications. It features
I 6M-byte memory addressability,
multitasking and multiuser support,
priority-based scheduling and on-target
development. Capabilities include:

iRMX 286 command line interpreter,
interactive configuration utility, and reentrant languages such as Pascal, PL/M,
FORTRAN and ASM. The package
provides transparent access to files on
DOS, XENIX, VAX/VMS and iNDX
systems that are attached to the same
OpenNET LAN. Development license;
$5,500. Intel Corp., W380, P.O. Box
58065, Santa Clara, Calif. 95052, (800)
548-4725.
Circle 373

Software supports
laser printers
The Q&A Write word processing software includes font and laser printer
support and tight integration with Ashton-Tate dBASE and Lotus 1-2-3 packages. It allows users to menu-select up
to nine fonts in each document directly ,
and output to laser printers to produce
typeset-quality documents. The software supports the Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet , other popular laser printers
and, through PostScript support, the
Apple LaserWriter. Q&A Write also
permits users to run dBASE II and III
from its main menu and mailmerge
with dBASE, 1-2-3, Q&A and other
ASCII databases. Supporting MS-DOS/
PC-DOS 3.1 , Q&A Write runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 Models 30, 50,
60 and 80 and compatible computers;
requires 384K bytes of RAM memory ;
supports popular printers; and contains
both 3 1/i-inch and 5 1/4-inch formats.
$199. Symantec Corp., I 020 I Torre
Ave., Cupertino, Calif 95014, (408)
253-9600.
Circle 374

386-based package
executes MS-DOS, UNIX
The Merge 386 software package allows the simultaneous, transparent execution of both MS-DOS and UNIX
operating systems. DOS is run as a
multiuser operating system. It offers
password security, file protection and a
fully integrated file system. The program requires 2M bytes of RAM and a
20M-byte rigid disk drive. $695. Locus
Computing Corp., 3330 Ocean Park
Blvd. , Santa Monica , Calif. 90405 ,
(213) 452-2435 .
Circle 375
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Protect Your Investment in DEC Computing
Building your DEC system efficiently demands a
winning strategy: Stay in tune with the latest
technological developments and compare alternative
solutions.
In other words, come to DEXPO West 87.
It's your best strategy.
DEXPO brings you the best of DEC-style computing ... 300 vendors demonstrating over 10,000 DEC-compatible
products and services. You get the answers you need. Plus hands-on technical assistance. Fast.

Push Your System to its Maximum Potential
Improve the productivity of all your VAXs - from MicroVAX to VAX 8800 clusters. Uncover the mysteries
behind PC-VAX connectivity. Explore a universe of DBMS, Storage and Memory, CAD/CAM/CAE products .
Keep your PDP-11s and older DEC systems at peak performance levels. You'll discover applications, ideas and
solutions you've never even considered!

Register Now ... Call 800-433-0880
Complete and mail the attached reply card today or call to get your FREE Show Preview featuring
over 100 of the newest DEC-compatibles. (And, be sure to ask
for your money-saving VIP tickets!) Admission is FREE for
Anaheim DECUS* Symposium Attendees.

DEXPOe West 87
World's Largest DEC•-Compatible Exposition

JDC in cooperation with DEXPO presents:

"Corporate Computing: DEC vs. IBM, The Digital Challenge Continues"
A Two-Day Conference.
DEXPO is organized by Expoconsul International, Inc.,
3 Independence Way, Princeton, NJ 08540.

Disneyland Hotel
Anaheim, California
December 8-10, 1987
"' Registered trademark o f Digital Equipment Corp .

DEX PO is not affiliated with or sponsored by DECUS.
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NEW PRODUCTS

SUBASSEMBLIES
Board targets
80286 processors
• 16-bit unit
•Up to 4M bytes
•IBM compatible

Graphics board offers
256 colors
• 1,280 by 1,024 pixels
• I .25M bytes of RAM
• 4,096-color palette
Targeting CAD, solids modeling and
desktop publishing applications, the
Pro 1280 graphics board displays 256
colors from a 4,096-color or 16-millioncolor palette. The device has a l ,280by-1 ,024-pixel resolution , l.25M bytes
of video RAM and I 28K bytes of inst ructional RAM . It emulates IBM
CGA, MDA and PGC units. Features
include 32-bit graphics and VLSI software support. $3,000. Number Nine
Computer Corp., 725 Concord Ave .,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138, (617) 4920999.
Circle 376

VME-compatible SBC
sports three versions
• MC68020 processor
•Two-channel controller
• 2M-, 4M-byte DRAM
Based on the Motorola MC68020
CPU, the CY41 IO, a VMEbus-compatible single-board computer comes in
12.5-, 16.67- and 20-MHz versions and
supports both real-time and multiuser
environments. Features include 2M to
4M bytes of dual-ported DRAM with
parity, a 68440 two-channel DMA controller and controllers for a l .5 M-byteper-second SCSI and a flexible disk
drive. A real time clock is supplied.
There are four RS232C 110 ports and a
parallel printer port. $5, 700 ( 12.5
MHz), $5,700 (16.67 MHz) and $6,100
(20 MHz). Cyclone Microsystems, 25
Science Park, New Haven, Conn.
06511 , (203) 786-5536.
Circle 377
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A 16-bit expansion board, the Captain 286 aims at Intel 80286-based computer systems. The unit is compatible
with the IBM XT 286 and PC/XT, as
well as the EMS standard. It handles
memory expansion up to 4M bytes via
proprietary memory modules. Software
allows users to switch between expanded and extended memory programs. An IBM-compatible printer port
and an RS232C port are standard. $845
and higher. Tecmar Inc., 6225 Cochran
Road, Solon, Ohio 44139-3377, (216)
349-0600.
Circle 378

Bus monitor provides
inside view of VMEbus
•Two LED displays
•Five control modes
•Fully transparent
Providing a direct "window" onto
the VMEbus, the CVMEBM I monitor
remains totally transparent to the host
system. This diagnostic tool plugs into a
single slot on the VMEbus, and displays
the status of 32-bit data and address
lines on two banks of hexadecimal
LEDs. Control modes are: transparent ,
stretch, strobe, single and latch. $3,000,
volume discounts available. Concise
Technology, P.O. Box 280, 708 Mandrake Drive, Batavia, Ill. 60510, (312)
879-7003.
Circle 380

VLSI graphics speeds
display controllers

Print server ties eight
users to four devices

•Optional overlay
•Raster capability
•Four, eight bit planes

• 512K-byte RAM
•Zero wait states
•AST, IBM compatible

Custom VLSI graphics drives the
4-MIPS performance of the 1OOOVMSeries display controllers for use in
VMEbus-based systems. Pixel resolutions are 1,024 by 768 for the low-end
1054VM and 1,280 by 1,024 for CAD/
CAM applications with the l 258VM.
Both resolutions offer 4 or 8 bits per
pixel from a palette of 4,096 colors,
with a 16-million color option . Bit
planes may be panned and zoomed independently over the overlay, and all
systems can be optionally configured
with two separate overlays of two bit
planes each. $2,495, 1054VM; $3,995,
1258VM. Metheus Corp., 5510 N.E.
Elam Young Parkway, P.O. Box 1049,
Hillsboro, Ore. 97123, (503) 640-8000.
Circle 379

Applicable with any serial or parallel
printer or plotter, the Premium Connection family of intelligent print servers is compatible with AST, IBM or any
other personal computer with an
RS232C or RS423 port. All three models allow up to eight users to simultaneously access one to four devices. Based
on an Intel 8-MHz 8088 , the series
features zero wait states, 5 I 2K bytes of
RAM (upgradeable to 2.5M bytes) and
four asynchronous serial ports. Model 2
incorporates a l .2M-byte flexible disk
and model 3 a 20M-byte rigid disk .
Disk upgrades and expansion cards are
optional. $1 , 150, $1,495 and $1 ,995.
AST Research Inc., 2121 Alton Ave.,
Irvine, Calif. 92714, (714) 863-1333.
Circle 381
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Plus Powerful On-Board and Remote Diagnostics
Four Times the Density of
Sun Memory for the 3/200
The SNX2RAM offers the highest
density poosible for the Sun 3/ 2XX,
plus compatibility with the Sun 4/2XX.
The board uses advanced megabit ZIP
DRAMs and the unique Clearpoint
EDC chip set to achieve this
unprecedented density.

The Same Memory for
Both the Sun 3/2XX and
the Sun 4/2XX

Available in 8, 16 and
32 MB Capacities

Only Clearpoint offers the identical
32 MB card for both the 3/ 2XX and
4/ 2XX systems. This gives customers
the best upgrade flexibility, and the
highest capacity today.

Reliability and Service for
the Most Demanding
Requirements
Clearpoint engineered the SNX2RAM
for maximum reliability. A processor
monitors the card's performance using
on,board diagnostics. It can be
interrogated either directly from a
terminal or remotely through a
modem, allowing instant problem
resolution. Combined with
Clearpoint's lifetime warranty 24,hour
before repair replacement policy and
Federal Express Spares Depot,
Clearpoint guarantees a superior level
of support. Why settle for less?

CLEARPOINT INC.
99 South Street• Hopkinton, MA 01748-2204
U .s.A. 1-800-CLEARPT Tdc:x: 298281 CLEARPOINT UR
Muoachwetta 617-435-5395/ 435-2301
Tel:

3=7icarir.i~,~~~ NL
Canada: Clearpoint Canada

Japan: C learpoint Asia

Tel: 03-22 1-9726 Telex: 32384

Sun is a trademark of Sun Microsystems.

If my memory serves me right ... It must 'be Clearpoint.
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ecanhel you
make a co Cl call
on OOChines
.ICS
electron•
companies

Otherbeneflts
• Special page rates for advertisers in
Electronic Business and participants
in Intemepcon China in Beijing. April
19-24, 1988
.
• Readership response cards, translated
and processed for one full year after
date of publication
• Bonus distribution of 2,200 at
Intemepcon China

One of the toughest things about doing
business in the People's Republic of
China is reaching the key people with
buying influence. But now Cahners
Publishing Co. can help.
In April 1988, Cahners-the leading
U.S. publisher of specialized business
magazines-and the Ministry of
Electronics Industry will jointly publish
the first annual Chinese-language
edition of Electronic Business.

Ours will be the only business magazine
in China exclusively for managers of
electronics companies.
Like Electronic Business in the United
States, we'll focus on business information, market research, manufacturing
trends, new technologies and management profiles.
The Ministry of Electronics has selected
8,900 state-run companies in China to
receive the magazine. One copy will
be mailed to the top administrator of
each factory, one copy to the chief
engineer-for a total circulation of
17,800 high-level managers.

t

..}

Electronic
Business
CHINESE EDITION

~f

~

~ »t

For more information on advertising rates and circulation, contact Allen S. Furst, Publisher, Electronic Business Magazine's Chinese Edition,
Cahners Publishing Co., 275 Washington St., Newton, Mass. 02158 (617) 964-3036, x255
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Toda , you need a book
to Se
b ect
UPSthe
e

ng t

•

Okay, so you know you need a UPS to protect your people,
products and profits. But to get through the jungle of transient
response, efficiency, and transistors versus SCRs you're going
to need a guide. Our guide-from the expe1:t s at General Power
Systems.
GPS pioneered today's advanced transistorized UPS technology. We offer about the broadest range of on-line and standby
UPS on the market. Our units give you more power and performance in less space with the lowest audible noise. And they're
UL/ETL listed so they meet all the codes you have to meet. If it
sounds like we wrote the book on UPS technology, you're right.
And now you can have a copy. Write or call today for your Guide
to selecting UPS. And for your specifying engineer ask for the
guide to specifying a UPS. Becau se the jungle is our back yard.
General Power Systems, 1045 S. East Street, P.O. Box
65008, Anaheim, California 92805-8508, (800) 854-3469,
(714) 956-9321, in California, (800) 824-8912, Telex: 678870.

---------------------~
Yes. Send me a FREE Guide to UPS Selection. :
D Also send a Guide to U P S Specification. D Send
me literature, too. D Have a salesman call, quick.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:._ _ _ _ _ _State: _ _ _~ip: _ __
Telephone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
General Power Systems, 1045 S. East Street, P.O. Box
65008, Anaheim, CA 92805-8508

I
I
I
I
I

One of the Oldest Names in
Electronics Contract Manufacturing
Will Soon Be Changing.
Avco Electronics is now a subsidiary
of J.M. Huber Corporation.
Although we'll soon have a new name, we
will continue to offer the best in cost
effective, quality contract electronics
manufacturing services. Backed by the
resources of a 104-year-old co~oi'ation, our
state-of-the-art capabilities will continue to
expand to meet industry needs. Our
experienced staff remains ready to assiSt
you with virtually any electronics manufacturing problem. SMT or through-hole.
Design, assembly or test.

If youa like to reduce capital expenditures,
lower manufacturing costs or shorten your
product's time to market, consider Avco
Electronics. For more information about our
cost effective manufacturing solutions, call our
Director of Marketing at (205) 837-6500.

Avco Electronics
A Subsidiary of J.M. Huber Corporation

Experienced. Cost Effective.
Customer-Oriented.

See us at SMT Expo '87 Booth #815 and ask about our SMT Seminar.
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REGIONAL SALES OFFICES
NEW ENGLAND
John J . Fa hey
Regional Manager
199 Wells Ave.
Newton , MA 02159
(617) 964-3730

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA/
NEVADA
Len Ganz, Regional Manager
18818 Teller Ave.
Irvine, CA 92715
(714) 851-9422

NEW YORK/MID-ATLANTIC
Joseph T. Porter, Regional Manager
487 Devon Park Dr.
Wayne , PA 19087
(215) 293-1212

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA/
NORTHWEST
Frank Barbagallo
Northwestern Regional Sales Manager
Sherman Building , Suite 100
3031 Tisch Way
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 243-8838

SOUTHEAST
Larry Pullman , Regional Manager
6520 Powers Ferry Rd.
Suite 395
Atlanta, GA 30339
(404) 955-6500
MIDWEST
Rob Robinson, Regional Manager
Margaret W . Donahue,
Sales Coordinator
Cahners Plaza
1350 E. Touh y Ave.
P.O . Box 5080
Des Plaines, IL 60018
(312) 635-8800
SOUTHWEST
Don Ward, Regional Manager
9330 LBJ Freeway, Suite 1060
Dallas, TX 75243
(214) 644-3683
MOUNTAIN STATES
John Huff, Regional Manager
44 Cook St.
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 388-4511
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BENELUX/UNITED KINGDOM
Jan Dawson
Tracey Lehane
Cahners Publishing Co.
27 Paul St.
London EC2A 4JU, England
011 -44-1 -628-7030
Telex: 914911
Fax: 01-628-5984
ISRAEL
Elan Marketing Group
13 Haifa St., P.O. Box 33439
Tel Aviv, Israel
972-3-252967
Telex: 341667
ITALY/FRANCE/SPAIN
Alasdair Melville
Cahners Publishing Co.
27 Paul St.
London , EC2A 4JU , England
011-44-1-628-7030
Telex: 914911
Fax: 01-628-5984

JAPAN
Kaoru Hara
Dynaco International Inc.
Suite 1003, Sun-Palace Shinjuku
8-12-1 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo, 160, Japan
03-366-8301
Telex: J2322609 DYNACO
SCANDINAVIA
Martin Sutcliffe
Cahners Publishing Co.
27 Paul St.
London , EC2A 4JU , England
011 -44-1-628-7030
Telex: 914911
Fax: 01-628-5984
TAIWAN
Donald Shapiro
Trade Winds, 2nd Floor
132 Hsin Yi Rd., Sec. 2
Taipei, Taiwan
3932718 & 3913251
Telex: 24117 FC Trade

Mini-Micro Marketplace/
Direct-Response Postcards/
Career Opportunities
Carol Flanagan
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Cahners Magazine Division
William Platt, President
Frank Sibley, Vice President
Computer Group
Tom Dellamaria, VP/Production
Promotion Staff
Katherine Doyle
Director, Marketing Services
Kathleen Hackett
Promotion Manager
Circulation
Denver, CO:
(303) 388-4511
Sherri Gronli, Group Manager

WEST GERMANY/
SWITZERLAND/
AUSTRIA/EASTERN BLOC
Uwe Kretzschmar
Cahners Publishing Co.
27 Paul St.
London, EC2A 4JU, England
011 -44-1-628-7030
Telex: 914911
Fax: 01-628-5984
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See us at

® COM!Dl!~»«l7Fall
'87
November 2-6, 1987
Las Vegas Convention Center

Las Vegas, Nevada

Error-Correcting
2400 bps Modems from
Multi-Tech Systems:

When it has
to be as good
as it is fast
• Dial-up 2400 bps modems have arrived. More
datacomm users are upgrading from 1200 to 2400
than ever before. But there can be a flip side to
increased speed: more transmission errors.
• That's why our MultiModem224E offers MNP™
error correction. Available in our 2400 bps desktop,
internal and rack-mounted modems, MNP gives you
100% error-free transmissions, no matter how bad the
phone line. MNP does it without the speed degradation of less efficient, software-based protocols.
• Another important point: MNP Class 3 has
emerged as an industry standard. It's now in the
public domain, and has been implemented in
virtually all 2400 bps modems that offer errorcorrection.
TM

• So, why buy error-correcting modems from MultiTech? There are many good reasons, including:
1. Multi-Tech modems are 100% Hayes-compatible
(more so than Hayes' own 2400 bps modems*),
and our MultiModem224E with error-correction
costs less than a Hayes Smartmodem 2400
without this feature.
2. Bonus features, like speed conversion, both
synch and asynch operation, battery-backed
option settings and phone number memory.
3. Versatility: the auto-dial/auto-answer MultiModem224E runs at 2400, 1200 or 300 bps, with
or without error-correction, automatically!
4. Our two year warranty means something. Since
Multi-Tech modems are designed and manufactured at our Minnesota headquarters (as they
have been for the last sixteen years), you can be
sure we'll be here when you need us.
• Please call us toll-free at 1-800-328-9717, for
additional information ... get a modem that's as good
as it is fast!
*lnfoWorld-815185-reprints available
TM

Trademarks: MultiModem and the Multi-Tech Systems logo:
Multi-Tech Systems Inc. • MNP: Microcom Inc.
Smartmodem: Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.

Multi1~~rb·
The right answer every time.

COMMENTARY
Ethernet vs. token ring
is a debate going nowhere
Ian Ebel, president
Microserv Technologies Corp.

using the faster gateway may be worth
the extra expense and inconvenience
of writing the necessary interface softThe debate over which is better, ware. Where the speed of the slower
Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) or token ring gateway is acceptable (as it is in 90
(802.5), is like debating which is the percent of LAN installations), spendbest brand of wood screw. Neither is ing more money to achieve an almost
better, inherently, and they cost about undetectable benefit is foolish .
the same.
Planning connections that allow for
The choice among networks often network expansion represents anothboils down to whether the building is er set of decisions affecting productivalready cabled for token ring or ity. There are many ways to connect
whether the customer has already equipment reliably, based on the bus,
made an investment in some Ethernet star and ring topologies. The configuequipment.
ration that best accommodates future
Raw compatibility is no longer an growth is most often an arrangement
issue. As far as connectivity is con- of stars or hubs. Even if your current
cerned, the clear-cut technical chal- need is for only a simple ring-type
lenge of compatibility has been arrangement, it would be foolish not
solved. People simply expect that if to install a number of hubs in the
you buy a computer and plug it into a building to allow for multiple rings in
local area network wall outlet that it the future.
will be connected to the other reAs the business grows, these other
sources on the LAN. The major con- rings can be implemented as departcern now is not just to share resources ment-level subnets. Subnets provide
but also to share data and, more and the advantage of fast local communimore, to share applications.
cation among members of a specific
Not all connections perform equal- work group. And they don't lose the
ly well in every situation-even advantage of efficient network-wide
though the products that implement communications. You get seamless
the connections have all become communication across the network
standard. Two factors in particular without the traffic-control overhead
help measure the performance of a of a gateway and without the manageconnection at a particular site: the ment headaches that come when each
cost of achieving a satisfactory rate of department has its own LAN.
data transfer and the cost of network
"Plug it in and it works" is the
motto that reflects the state of mind
expansion.
Some gateways work best for mov- of most end-users. Office workers
ing data very rapidly between net- have grown accustomed to copiers,
works. (Example: Single Board Solu- typewriters, personal computers and
tions from National Advanced telephones that hardly ever break
Systems, Santa Clara, Calif.) Others, down and that are backed up by onwhich may not move data quickly, are call service on those occassions when
much easier to interface to applica- they do break down.
tion software. (Example: NetPath
In this new world, advanced techfrom Pathway Design Co. , Natick, nology does not have the same appeal
Mass.)
as it once did. People want predictable results. They want protection
A foolish benefit
from complexity and change. That's
In those cases where high speed is a why selecting a computer solution has
critical objective, such as in moving become less important than selecting
data among major network hubs, the source of that solution. Through
152

support, the right computer source
can insulate the end-user from complexity, change and obsolescence.
Different flavors of support

The word "support" means different things to different people . Th e
kind of support end users want is
different from the kind of support
demanded by resellers. To be successful in the end-user market, vendors of
LANs have had to meet the no-fault
standard required of other office
equipment. No LAN supplier, whether third-party or vendor, can achieve
a competitive advantage by merel y
selling reliability. That has become a
common denomenator.
The kind of support that makes a
difference to end users is support that
helps them operate their business better and more competitively . Th ey
want
applications
specificall y
adapted to their type of business, and
they want systems fine-tuned to the
exact requirements of their installation .
In other words , where defining
market-specific applications (or .
"product development") leaves off,
local adaption (or "support" ) begins.
Successful resellers understand the
support needs of their customers. In
turn , the support needs of resell ers
must be understood by vendors wishing ultimately to move their equipment down the distribution stream
into specific target markets.
Resellers need to know-of all the
product options that could implement an application reliably-which
are those that best implement it productively . Helping resellers make the
correct productivity choices from a
number of technically correct options
is the vendors' key obligation.
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What stereo did for left and right, IMAGEN has done for front and back. Because
we've designed a laser printing system that truly gives you both sides of the story.
A sophisticated process allows our 7320 ImageServer XP laser printer to print on
both sides of a page, without any help from you, no matter how long your documents
are. And because it can support signature printing on demand, you'll have all the
capabilities of the comer print shop available in the corner of your office. Which
means the 7320 will not only save you time, it'll save you money.
The 7320 prints 20 original pages per minute. With high-quality graphics as well
as different typestyles and sizes. It can even use 11 x 17-inch paper for engineering
schematics, newsletters, data sheets, etc. And
the 7320 offers full Ethernet compatibility, a
unique IMAGEN advantage.
At IMAGEN, we offer a wide range oflaser
printing systems, including our new 3320, that
can be upgraded easily to the 7320's capabilities
when you need them. So if you're looking for a
workgroup printing system that can handle the
workload, give us a call.

800-556-1234, Ext.199
In California, 1-800-441-2345, Ext. 199

CIMAGEN

~

INIEUlGENf PRINTING

*Speakers not included.

EXAMINE FREE FOR 15 DAYS.

COMPUTER SCIENCE PRESS
introduces outstanding new books . • •
COMPUTER ORGANIZATION
Michael Andrews, Colorado State University and Space Tech Corporation.
This outstanding new book presents a balanced coverage of software and hardware at an
introductory level, while offering In-depth coverage of the PDP-11 with extensive assembly
programs. ©1987, 0-88175-114-6, $37.95; Lab Manual 0-88175-122-7, $15.00.
FOR FREE 15-DAY EXAM CIRCLE 124

ELEMENTS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:
An Introduction to LISP

Steven L. Tanimoto, The University of Washington
A balance of theory and practice is presented by this excellent text, covering all major areas
of Al and giving clear explanations of the principles, together with complete accounts of
LISP programs that demonstrate the most Important of these principles. ©1987, 0-88175113-8, $35.95.
FOR FREE 15-DAY EXAM CIRCLE 125

zao

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING

Ivan Tomek and Peter W. Steele, Acadia University, Canada.

The authors of this outstanding new book cover all aspects of a11embly language programming, from number representation, through instruction set, to the CP/M operating system. ©1987L Q-88175-146-4, $24.95.
FOR FREE 1D-DAY EXAM CIRCLE 121

MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM DESIGN CONCEPTS
Nlkltas A. Alexandrldls, National Technical University of Athens, Greece
Intended primarily tor those engineers and designers of microprocessor-based systems,
software writers, and potential users of such systems, this well written text Is a unified
approach In presenting material on 8-, 16-, and 32-blt microprocessors, and In giving the
basic principles and design methodology. ®1984. 0-914894-66-8, $39.95.
FOR FREE 15-DAY EXAM CIRCLE 127

CURRENT ADVANCES IN DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING AND
COMMUNICATIONS, Volume I
Edited by Yechlam Yemini, Columbia University
The first of these outstanding volumes covers research In the area of performance analysis
of distributed systems. ©1987, 0-88175-128-6, $49.95.
FOR FREE 15-DAY EXAM CIRCLE 128

LOCAL AREA AND MULTIPLE ACCESS NETWORKS, Volume I
Edited by Raymond Plckholtz, The George Washington University
This outstanding volume of original papers, written by recognized experts in the field, covers the subject of Local Area Networks (LAN), a field that Is beginning to materialize and to
affect the entire telecommunications Industry In a profound way. ©198 0-88175-143-X,
$50.00.
FOR FREE 15-DAY EXAM CIRCLE 129

Third Edition, PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES, A Grand Tour
Edited by Ellis Horowitz, University of Southern California
This comprehensive anthology on programming languages contains an organized collection of articles and language reference materials for students of programming languages
and professional computer scientists. ©1987, 0-88175-142-1, $39.95.
FOR FREE 15-DAY EXAM CIRCLE 130

MACINTOSH PASCAL
Lowell A. Carmony and Robert L. Holliday, Lake Forest College
All prices are subject to change
without notice. State and local
taxes apply. Orders from individuals must be prepaid. Postage
and handling is $2.50 for the first
book, and $1 .50 for each additional title. By circling the number in
this advertisement on the reader
service card in this magazine, you
are ordering the books for trial
examination.

A complete Introduction to the Pascal programming language Is presented by this excellent
and timely text, for the new Macintosh computer, and Is suitable for those just learning
Pascal as well as a reference tor those who know Pascal but want to quickly learn the
nuances of Pascal on the Macintosh. ©1985. Paper, 0-88175-081-6, $26.95.
FOR FREE 15-DAY EXAM CIRCLE 131

Third Edition, PASCAL: AN INTRODUCTION TO
METHODICAL PROGRAMMING FOR FREE 15-DAY liXAM CIRCLE 132
William Findlay and David Watt, University of Glasgow
As a clear Introduction to programming, and as a first course In Pascal, Findlay and Watt's
book has proved Itself throughout the world through two highly successful editions, to be
well within the grasp of students with no computer experience and only an elementary
knowledge of mathematics. CJ 1985, Pa,,.r, 0-88175-179-0, $26.95.

To order: simply circle the appropriate number(s) on the reader service card in this magazine. Your book(s) will be sent to you for your 15-day
exam. If satisfied, keep the book(s) and pay purchase price, state and local taxes. Postage and handling is $2.50 for the first book and $1 .50 for
each additional title. (All prices subject to change without notice.) Otherwise return the book(s) by the end of 15 days and owe nothing.
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EXAMINE FREE
FOR 15DAYS

ARTIFICIAL INTEIJJGENCE & TURBO PASCAL
Ch:rist,opher F. Chahris
This technical tutorial brings the power of mainframe AI applications
to all microcomputer users.
For FREE 15-Day exam circle 101
$34.95 w/ disk

DYNAMICS OF SUPERCALC 4®
John W Yu and David Harrisan
Covers basic techniques, advanced features, and business applications
of SuperCalc 4®
For FREE 15-Day exam circle 105
$21.95

DOW JONES-IRWIN TECHNICAL REFERENCE GUIDE TO
MICROCOMPUTER DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Gwrge Goley IV
A complete reference to fully utilizing DBMS.
For FREE 15-Day exam circle 102
$49.95

MICROCOMPUTERS IN PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT
Thomas H. Puller, Jr.
Shows how to harness the power of microcomputers for increasing
manufacturing productivity.
For FREE 15-Day exam circle 106
$35.00

CIIlPS

Strategic Issues in C-Omput.er Industry Negotiation
Max Stul Oppenheimer
A real-world education on how to successfully negotiate computer
acquisitions.
For FREE 15-Day exam circle 103
$25.00
STRATEGY & COMPUTERS
Information Syst.ems as C-Ompetitive Weapons
Charl£s Wiseman
Shows how to plan and use information systems to increase market
share and implement corporate strategy.
For FREE 15-Day exam circle 104
$29.95
MANAGING THE NEW
BO'ITOM IJNE
Issues Management for Senior

EQUIPMENT LEASING
Third Edition

Pet.er K. Nevitt and
Frank J.Fabozzi
For FREE 15-Day
exam circle 109

Executives
$65.00

ENTREPRENEURING IN
ESI'ABIJSHED OOMPANIES
Managing Toward the Year 2000
St.even C. Brandt
For FREE 15-Day
$19.95
exam circle ll 0

YOU ARE THE MESSAGE
Secrets of the Mast.er
Communicators
Roger Ail.es withJanKraushar
For FREE 15-Day
$19.95
exam circle 111

DESKTOP PUBIJSIDNG
Macintosh Edition
Frederic E. Dams and John Barry
For FREE 15-Day
$24.95

exam circle 112

Raymond P. Ewi,ng
For FREE 15-Day
exam circle 113

$29.95

SERVICE AMERICA!

For FREE 15-Day
exam circle 114

$19.95

THE CREATIVE OORPORATION
Karl A/.bra;ht with St.even Albrecht
For FREE 15-Day
$19.95
exam circle 115

MARKETING TO THE
FORTUNE500
and other corporations
Jeffrey P. Davidson
For FREE 15-Day
exam circle 116

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The Emergence of Top Management C-Omput.er Use
John F. Rockart and David W Delnng
A detailed analysis of the use and misuse of automation in the
executive suite.
For FREE 15-Day exam circle 108

THE ACillEVEMENT
CHALLENGE
How to Be a 10 in Business
Dan Beveridge and
Jeffrey P. Davidson
For FREE 15-Day

exam circle 117

exam circle 121

$19.95

THE CLAS.SIC TOUCH
Lessons in Leadership from Homer
to Hemingway
John K Clemens and
Daug/.as R. Mayer
For FREE 15-Day
$19.95
exam circle 122

Philip Maltera
For FREE 15-Day
exam circle 118

$37.50

THE ETIDCS OF MANAGEMENT
Laru£ Tane Hosmer
For FREE 15-Day
$24.95

$35.00

XEROXVENTURAPUBIJSHER
From the Screen t.o the Page
Frederic E. Dams and John Barry
For FREE 15-Day
$24.95

exam circle 119

$29.95

$21.95

For FREE 15-Day exam circle 107

INSIDE U.S. BUSINESS
A Concise Encyclopedia of Leading
Industries

Doing Business in the New

Economy
Karl Al.bra;ht and Ran Zemke

DYNAMICS OF REFLEX®
Trish McCl,elland
Introduces the more advanced applications of Reflex®

DESKTOP PUBIJSIDNG
MS-DOS Edition
Frederic E. Dams and John Barry
For FREE 15-Day
$24.95

MARKETING IMMUNITY
Breaking Through Customer

Resistance
Grorge Lazarus with Bruce Wexler
For FREE 15-Day
exam circle 12 3

$19.95

Dow Jones-Irwin

exam circle 120

Ordering information: simply circle the appropriate number(s) on the reader service card at the back of this magazine. Your book(s) will be sent to you for
15-day exam. If you are satisfied, keep the book(s) and pay purchase price plus postage & handling. Otherwise return book(s) and owe nothing.
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Target In On

OEM PERIPHERALS
U.S./CANADA SERIES

EUROPE SERIES
NEWTON,
MASSACHUSITTS
September 9, 1987
PHOENIX,
ARIZONA
September 22, 1987
WESTLAKE VILLAGE,
CALIFORNIA
October 6, 1987
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA
October 20, 1987
ARLINGTON,
VA (D.C. AREA)
November 19, 19B7
IRVINE,
CALIFORNIA
January 7, 1988

FT. LAUDERDALE,
FLORIDA
January 26, 1988
DALLAS,
TEXAS
February 11, 1988
SAN JOSE,
CALIFORNIA
March 9, 1988
NASHUA,
NEW HAMPSHIRE
March 28, 1988
TORONTO,
CANADA
April 14, 1988

COPENHAGEN

DENMARK

I

September 17, 1987

FRANKFURT

W.GERMANY
September 23, 1987

LONDON
ENGLAND

September 29, 1987

MUNICH

W.GERMANY
Jan uary 14, 1988

MILANO
ITALY

I

Jan uary 21, 1988

PARIS,

FRANCE
January 26, 1988

At the 1987/88 OEM Peripheral Series of the
Invitational Computer Conferences (ICC), OEM
peripheral manufacturers will meet with a
pre-qualified group of OEMs, system integrators and large end users throughout the U.S.
and Europe.
If you're an OEM peripheral manufacturer,
you can time and cost efficiently bring the
latest technical information and products
to where your volume buying prospects live
and work-and support your regional sales
force in their territory.
If you're a volume buyer of OEM peripherals, you can locally attend technical
product seminars and see the latest OEM
peripheral products demonstrated. As an
invited guest of the exhibiting companies
there is no charge to attend the seminars
or product displays.

Manufacturers of disk and tape drives,
controllers, add-on memory boards, terminals,
printers and otherassociated OEM peripheral
products-target your U.S. and Europe
sales territories. And volume buyers-target
the OEM Peripheral ICC closest to you and
call your local OEM supplier, or our offices,
for an invitation.
In the U.S. contact: Invitational Computer
Conferences, B.J. Johnson & Associates,
Inc., 3151 Airway Avenue, C-2, Costa Mesa,
CA- Tele: (714) 957-0171-Telex: 5101002189
BJ JOHN.
In Europe contact: Invitational Computer
Conferences, C.J. Nicholl &
Associates, Ltd., 37 Brompton
Road, London SW3 lDE,
England-Tele: 01-581-2326Telex: 888068 CJNAD G.

Ask about the Computer Graphic Series and the PC Reseller Series
of the Invitational Computer Conferences.
CIRCLE NO. 82 ON INQUIRY CARD

More exhibitors rely on Interface than on
any other communications/networking event!
Last Spring over 365 companies exhibited at Interface '87.
Before the show was over, they had reserved space at
Interface '88 that already puts it ahead of any other communications/networking show in the world! And more are
signing on every week!
Year after year, the leading players build on their
success at Interface. They come to exhibit their voice and
data products and services to the industry's largest, most
qualified gathering of communications and information
networking executives. To introduce new products at the
show that receives the widest international press coverage.
And to participate in the most prestigious and renowned
industry event of the year.

This year, Interface will be held concurrently with the
first World Congress on Computing-numerous exhibitors
have already acknowledged the added opportunity by
reserving additional exhibit space. Join them today at the
show that offers you more opportunity for industry-wide
marketing impact than any other event.

Produced

by ~ THE

Call Interface '88 Exhibit Sales at (617) 449-6600,
Ext. 4013. We'll tell you what space is still available and
assist you in choosing and reserving your exhibit position.

INTERFACE.'88

March 28-31, 1988 • McConnick Place • Chicago, Illinois
Co-sponsored by

-

_llafa

_

and cnmnunlcatlaM Magazines

.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . ,
I'm ready for more at Interface '88!
D Send me complete exhibitor kit, including brochure, floorplan and contracts.
D Have a Sales Representative call me immediately!
D Send me attendee information when available.
D Send me exhibitor information for the World Congress on Computing.

Nam" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Addr~------------------City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Stat~-- Zip. _ _ __

Tulephone~(---~-------------
Retum to: Interface '88, The Interface Croup, 300 First Avenue. Needham. MA 02194

Or call (617) 449-6600, ext. 4013.

MMS 10/87

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

INTERFACE GROUP, Inc. World's Leading Independent Producer of Conferences and Expositions• 300 Fir.;t Avenue, Needham, Massachusetts 02194
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Advanced Matrix Technology Inc. . . . . ... 87
47
Alcatel Business Systems ... . ...... 36, 37
20
Alga ................... .. ........ 160 206-208
Alsys ... . . . ................... . 28, 29
16
Analog & Digital Peripherals ....... ... 159
202
Aspen Peripherals .. .............. 32, 33
18
AT&T Electronic Photography & Imaging
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56
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57
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87
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80
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19
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204
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76
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66
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33
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30
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Quality Micro Systems . .. .. .. . ... 110, 111
Qualstar . . .......... . . . . .. . .. . .. ... 44
Quasitronics ....... . ... . ........ . ... 98
Rascal-Mi Igo . .. . . . ............... .. 97
Radio Shack (Tandy Corp.) . . ... . .... .. 25
Reliable Commun ications ... .. ....... . 59
Samsung Electron Devices . . .......... 77
Seiko Instruments USA ... . . . . ..... 66, 67
Sigma Designs .......... .. ......... 73
Systech .. ..... . ................... 118
TEAC Corp. . ........ . ... . .......... 17
Tektronix Inc. . . . ..... . ... . . .. . 19, 74, 75
TeleVideo/Terminals ............. 124, 125
Texas Instruments . ............ ... 20, 21
Topaz Electronics Div................ 104
Trimarchi, Inc. . ... . ... . . ............. 7
Universal Data Systems Inc............ C4
Vectrix ..... .. .. . .... . ... .. ... .. ... 22
Vertech Systems Corp. . . ... .. .. . . .. . . 57
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MINI-MICRO
MARKETPLACE
ATTENTION: BUYERS AND SELLERS OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION MARKETPLACE:

READERS:

-WANG~

For additional information on the companies in this section,
please circle reader service numbers on the Reader Inquiry card

IBM COMPATIBLE RS232 EASl·DISK
3V2/SY4'' FLOPPY DATA STORAGE&
TRANSFER SYSTEMS

r-IBM_

-DalaGenera~-/--!Jmm

-~Ai.1---....:::::

.:::---c•1=:~.':•~-

_PRIME-

- • S · D O S_

[N[C J R [~

_

~CP/M_

~__/

"'--.__UNIX_

VIDEO IMAGE DIGITIZER
The IMAGE ACE II Video Capture System offers you a
truly affordable way to add imaging capabilities to your
IBM PC/XT/AT.
• Digitize video from cameras, tuners, and VCRs directly
to display memory.
•Works with any graphic display adapter and monitor
(CGA, EGA, VGA, Herc, etc.)
• 320 x 200 x 4 level resolution .
• 1.3 sec. full screen capture .
•Add text, print, and file images.
•Complete with hardware card , software, cable, and
manual - $295.00.

PC to MINI to MAINFRAME COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
Thi low cost solution for linking hundreds of PC• wl1h centr1l 1yatem1!
• An Asynchronous Connectivity Tool· No Boards - Uses
standard RS-232 ports • Provides distributed data management • Sends binary or text data or commands • Sends
spreadsheets, programs, etc • 100% error-free data transfer • Links different operating systems • Uses phone lines,
LANs packet nets • Connects multiple sites, unattended
• Uses any low-cost modems, any speed
• $250 I Micros

• $495·895 I Minis

• $2995 up I Mainframes

LP~ ElECTRONicS

COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH GROUP
•

,

'I

11.

I\

1 1\1!

r

H

q•

l/1

(IK(lH

'lOl1 ' l

I llW1H

(800) 24 -BLAST

I

1972 Larkin Avenue , Elgin, IL 60123
(312) 695-6622

Information Transfer to/from Non IBM Compatible
Systems to/from IBM systems: (Over RS232 or
488 Interface).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reads & Writes IBM DOS 3 112/5 V• " Disks
RS-232C 110 or 488
Rugged Portable Package/Battery Option
ASCII or Full Binary Operation
Baud Rates 110 to 38.4K Baud
Automatic Data Verification
Price $895 in Singles - OEM Otys. Less.

28 other systems with storage from tOOK to 35 megabytes.
ANALOG & DIGITAL PERIPHERALS, INC.
815 Diana Drive
Troy , Ohio 45373
513/339-2241
TW X 810/450-2685
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Get the whole

stmy on UcQ>bics

terminal elnUlation.

9-TRACK TAPE • OCR SCANNING
WORD PROCESSING CONVERSIONS
CONNECT your systems! We manufacture
conversion systems for your PC/XT I AT.
Our "DISKETTE CONNECTION " can read
and write almost any WP or computer
diskette . Our " SCANNING CONNECTION "
captures text and images for your desktop
publishing system.Our "TAPE CONNECTION"
can read and write 800/ 1600/6250 GCR
tapes. System prices start at $1195.
Flagstaff Engineering • 1120 Kaibab
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 • 602-779-3341
CIRCLE NO. 203 ON INQUIRY CARD
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To find out more about software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX™4105/6/7/9 and
DEC VTlOO"' terminals,
call or write:

Cl GRAFPOlnT
4340 Stevens C reeks Blvd. , Suite 280,
San Jose, CA 95129 1408) 249-7951

Find o ut h o w o ur who le family of
graphics terminal emulation
software makes good sense for the work
yo u do. Call today fo r m o re info rmatio n .

EMU-TEK

IFTC ~:::EMS I
(714) 995-3900
(800) 962-3900 (800) 972-3900 (Calif.)
1080 1 Dale St., Suite M-2
Stanton, CA 90680

CIRCLE NO. 204 ON INQUIRY CARD

To advertise in the Marketplace, call Carol Flanagan 617-964-3030.
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SOLUTIONS FOR DATA

COLLECTION/CONTROL AND

ADD RS-232 DATA STORAGE

-NETWORK-

Cartridge Tape Systems

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM

sw1TcH1NG +MULTIPLEXING+ CONCENTRATION

(i,......__~•_T}

1200
1600
5.3M bytes
20M bytes
RS-232/IEEE-488
INTERFACE

I
,~,

MC·600

I

•Concentrate Data To A Single Port
•Network Up To 500 RS-232 Devices
•Six Independent RS-232 Ports
•Multiple Composite Data Channels
•Error And Path Control
•Broadcast From Any One To Any
Or All Devices
•Menu Program For Easy Setup
•Non-Volatile Parameter Memory
• Ideal for Data Collection and
Concentration In Manufacturing,
Medica l Facilities. Utilities,
Inventory Control And Peripheral
Sharing

.,

,

!

Other Systems To 120M bytes
Replacement and/or Compatible with
Columbia 300B - 300C - 300D
Tektronics - Tandberg
England made - Data Track
Quantex USH - 26
100 - 240VAC 50/60 Hz Standard
Built In Battery Optional
WE SERVICE COLUMBIA TAPE DRIVES
Single Quantity Starts at $1995.00

1-800-252-ALGO

1-800-252-ALGO

CIRCLE NO_ 206 ON INQUIRY CARD
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IS
PORTABLE
MS/PC DOS
COMPATIBLE
XTorAT
Stand-Alone Dual RS-232 Ports
Manua l and Remote Operation
Power Fa il "NO DATA Loss··
Auto An swer Standard
Disk Full Buzzer Standard
tOO - 240VAC 50160 Hz Standard
OPTIONS :
•Built-In Battery for Portable Operation
•DC Operation from 12V to 50VDC
• IEEE-488 Interface
• Custom Software Available
Single Quantity $895.00

JA~ft•la1l ~,;.~~.~,:~~2-A, ~~~
NC 0 AP 0 RATE 0

9198·C RED BRANCH ROA.D COLUMBIA MO 210JS

CIRCLE NO. 208 ON INQUIRY CARD

THE $359* TOTAL PC/AT SOLUTION

Financial

CAPITAL AVAILABLE
ATTENTION:

$1,000,000 Min.

PC SPECIALISTS

Will assist with financial
plan, for information call
Mr. ADAMS at WESTEX

BULLET-ATX Motherboard
•CPU & Disk 1/0 Faster Than 10 MHz '· AT '' and new JBMPS/2 Models 50 and
60; high performance model laster than most '386 computers
• 8. 10, or 12.5 MHz80266 Processor With Both 16-bit '' AT' ' & 8-blt '' XT ''
Expansion Bus on same motherboard
• Sockets tor 1 MByte Zero Wait-Slate RAM
• Socket tor 10 MHz 80287 Math Co-Processor
• Includes ROM-Based Software tor Disk Caching Above 640KB
• BIOS and Both XT and AT h:pansion Bus Compatibihly Guaranteed
0

(714) 964-2386

:

~~~~ ~~:;,k~~:~~.e~~gYi~~~~!fu~'Jo., prn:e s.599 with 1MByte

RAM installed)

WAVE MATE, INC.

2341 205th Street, #110
Torrance , CA 90501
Phone : (213) 533-8190
Fax: (213) 533-5940
In Europe : Phone (32 2) 649·1070
Fax : (32 2) 649-2727
Telex : (46) 61828

CIRCLE NO. 209 ON INQUIRY CARD

PROGRAMMABLE
COMMUNICATIONS
TRANSLATOR
in-line,~
--~~-.,...--,-=-..,,,

The PCT-100isan
user-programmable

•

RS-232 protocol and data
translator. It can provide a simple, inexpensive solution to your communications and compatibility problems.
• Terminal & Printer Emulation
• Baud Rate Conversion (50 through 19.2 kbaud)
• Handshake Translations (XON/XOFF. CTS/RTS,
ENC/ ACK)
• Code Conversions (ASCII. Mod ified ASCII, EBCDIC)
• Bidi rectional Manipulation of Data Strings, Bytes . Bits
• User-Programmable
• User Programs are Easily Implemented
• Bu ilt-in Compi ler, Editor and Debugger
• Programs via any RS-232 ASCII Device
• Only ~495 (single unit quantities)
• User's Technical Manual $25

II nI
-

._, •

I IUI

Method Systems Incorporated
:J5:11 Lost Nation Road
W111oughby, Ohio44094
Call Toll-Free 1-800·533·6116
In Ohio (216) 942-2 100

CIRCLE
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SHARE SERIAL PRINTER or MODEM
between TWO COMPUTERS!
"Prlller Dill Spttlttr"

"Modem Dill SpHtt1r"

~':as

~~:os

844.86

844.86

E

Meet New Clients and Expand
Your Buslness ... Make Our
Customers YOURS.
Data-Tech Institute, a nationally
recognized seminar company
specializing in the education of
Data and Telecommunications
professionals is seeking individuals
interested in developing and/or
teaching PC related seminars.
We are currently looking to expand
our staff of seminar instruaors.
Qualified consultants will have
experience in training. If you are
interested please send resume and
credentials to:

DATA-TECH INSTITUTE
Box 2429
Clifton, NJ 07015

ATTN: Sandy Marschall

Now two computers can share one mooem or one
serial printer, and both can be connected at the same
time. Self-powered from RS-232C port; may be left
permanently installed.
SAME·DAY SHIPMENT! MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
Order Direct from Manufacturer TODAY and
SAVE!"
~ Request your FREEB" a ELECTRONICS
z;;:--;;::: C1t1log ol RS-232C lnt1rl1ce 1nd monitoring
\iii"'ulpment.

DATA-TECH
INSTITUTE

·rerms: Visa. MC. cash orders post1>1id: P.O.'s lrom
qoalified rated lirms accepted. IL residents add SW'
s1lestax.

ORDER

TODAY!
1506K Boyce Memorial Drive• P.O. Box 1040
Ottawa, IL61350 Phone: 815-434-0846
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To advertise in the Marketplace, call Carol Flanagan 617-964-3030.
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Ill ~~~t Data Systems
I

YD

NO

CS

QM

CO

RD

TD

Full duplex 9600 bps communication
The unit also features auto dial, ~uto
over dial-up telephone lines becomes
answer, call progress detection and
more cost-effective than ever, as UDS
adaptive line equalization. If degraded
announces a 36% price cut for the
line quality prevents 9600 bps commupopular V.32 modem.
nication, the modem automatically
A unique echo cancellation technique
falls back to 7200 or 4800 bps.
(patent pending) permits reliable perIf modem cost is the reason you
formance over all types of surface and
haven't upgraded your dial-up system
satellite links. Set-up and operation are
to V.32, the rules have just changed.
greatly simplified by a 3-key
For detailed specifications
system of responses to menu
and quantity prices, contact
prompts on an integral LCD
Universal Data Systems, 5000
screen. The same screen dis- .
Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL
·-· . - ._.
plays results from the modem's
35805. Telephone 800-451New Quantity One Price 2369; Telex 752602 UDS HTV.
extensive self-test regime.
-~

.•

Universal Data Systems

®-

IWOTOAO&.A INC.
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